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Preface 

This book is an introduction to some classic ideas and analyses of trans
formational generative grammar, viewed both on their own terms and 
from a more modem perspective. Like A Course in GB Syntax (Lasnik 
and Uriagereka 1988), the book grew out of a transcript (created from 
tapes) of a portion of a course, in particular, the first several units of the 
first-semester graduate syntax course at the University of Connecticut. 
The tapes were made in the fall of 1995, and Marcela Depiante, a UConn 
graduate student, did the transcription and initial editing the following 
year. Arthur Stepanov, another UConn graduate student, did the subse
quent editing, including organizing the material into chapters, numbering 
the examples, and providing bibliographic references. 

In the book, as in the course, I examine in considerable detail the cen
tral analyses presented by Noam Chomsky in Syntactic Structures (1957) 
and the theory underlying those analyses, a theory completely formulated 
in Chomsky's (1955) The Logical Structure of Linguistic Theory. The 
major focus is on the best set of analyses in Syntactic Structures and The 
Logical Structure of Linguistic The01Y (and, in many respects, the best set 
of analyses in the history of our field), those treating English verbal mor
phology. I show how the technology works, often filling in underlying 
assumptions and formal particulars that are left unstated in Syntactic 
Structures. I emphasize the virtues of these analyses because those virtues 
have been overlooked in recent decades. 

However, as is well known, the analyses are not without defects, par
ticularly with respect to questions of explanatory adequacy, that is, ques
tions of how the child, faced with limited data, arrives at the correct 
grammar out of the vast set of possible grammars made available by 
the theory. Thus, in this book, after laying out the Syntactic Structures 
account, I follow the pendulum swing the field took toward greater 
explanatory adequacy, as I present successive theoretical developments 



Introduction 

Our concerns in this course will be driven by two fundamental inquiries: 

What is "knowledge of language"? 
How does it arise in the individual? 

At the beginning, I want to forestall some potential confusion that has 
overtaken a .large part of the field. In fact, there are two branches of the 
investigation of language. One is represented by "practitioners," that is, 
practicing linguists, practicing psychologists, and so on. The other is the 
"reflective" part of the field represented by philosophers and cognitive 
scientists who are concerned with deep conceptual issues relating to the 
study of language. The confusion has arisen in the "reflective" branch, 
which often tries to treat natural language words as if they were technical 
terms and vice versa. Consider the following English sentence: 

(1) Howard knows English 

Philosophers have always been quite rightly concerned with the concept 
"knowledge." However, the trap is to think that a sentence like (1) can 
tell us something about this and other concepts. There is no a priori 
reason to think that it can. To see the point, consider this: 

(2) Howard forced Arthur to leave the room 

There is no reason to think that this sentence can tell a physicist some
thing about the concept "force." That seems trivially obvious. (1) is a 
similar case, but it is actually misleading in two ways. One way in which it 
is misleading is that it uses the word know. However, there are languages 
(like French) that do not even use the word for know in expressing the 
meaning of (1). The other way in which (1) is misleading is that it looks 
like a two-place predicate know establishing some kind of relation (or 
"knowing") between Howard and English. Assuming that individuals like 
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"Howard" . t d· 
. . eXl~, an gIven this relation of "kn ." . 

what IS this object "English"? Owmg, the question is, 
This object has some peculiar ro . 

sentence like p perties. One such property is that a 

(3) This floor needs washing 

is and is not a part of Engli h In 
particular, western PennsYlva~a· . some part.s of the United States, in 
understood), whereas in the rest'o~~:e:ence IS. n~ver said (although still 
versely, a sentence like untry It IS perfectly good. Con-

(4) This floor needs washed 

is not and is a part of English· .. .. 
h ( . , Sillce It IS saId m the rt f 

Were 3) IS not acceptable wh '" pa s 0 the country 
·t ' ereas lor people in th f 
1 sounds very peculiar. It is eas . e rest 0 the country 
"English," then, the system that h: :ultiPly parallel examples. What is 
ties? It is some sort of sociological a:d es~ .strange contradictory proper
like history and colors on a F llP01~tiCal construct, based on things 
tin map. 0 owmg standa d 

ue to use terms like English dR. r usage, I will con-
attribute much significance to than Usslan, but I will be careful not to 

Th em. 
. . us, we cannot get too far investi atin 
m Just by relying on commo g g the concepts we are interested 
1 . n sense or by lookin t 
anguage. We want to treat sentences of g a sentences of natural 

need to analyze but we do not h natural languages as data that we 
our field are. ' expect t em to tell us what the concepts of 

FollOWing Chomsky, the approach that I 
I will not grant (I) any theoreti al . CTn;~ want to take is the following: 
. . c SI6 L.Ullcance and I will b 
mvestIgation as one of individu I h l' e treating the 
acterized as "knowledge of Eng~ Ph:f~ 0 ogy. I assume that what is char-
ul( 1 s IS actually some rt f lllate y a state of the brain Put d·:ffi .. so 0 mental state, 
stuff" in the brain. We are g~in 1 erently, It IS some "arrangement of 
ment" is. g to try to find out what this "arrange-

One answer to the two questions osed . 
century, would say that langu . p . above, popular ill the mid 20th 
acquire it by some version of ~~e IS a list of ~~ha:iors and that children 
. f operant condItlOllID "Till . 

VIew 0 human beings that considers the mind. .. g.. S IS part of a 
tabula rasa. Of course no one th InItIally like a blank slate a 

, ever ought th t hi ' 
There is a clear difference betw hat s was literally true. 

I een a uman being a d h· cannot earn language under any . n a c aIr: a chair 
CIrcumstances. 
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Knowledge of language cannot be a list of behaviors. Linguists came to 
that conclusion for many reasons, but they can be summed up in the term 
that Chomsky often uses (borrowed from Humboldt, and perhaps most 
significantly Descartes): the creative aspect of language use. What does 
this mean? Speakers of human languages can produce . and understand 
sentences they've never heard or produced before. How can a behavior 
that was never produced before be shaped by operant conditioning? One 
frequent answer invokes analogy; that is to say, the new behaviors we 
produce that we haven't produced before are "analogous" to behaviors 
that we have produced and have been reinforced for before. The hard 
question is how to make the notion "analogous" precise. Ultimately, the 
right notion of analogy will have to be something like what can be found 
in pages 111-114 of Syntactic Structures, a set of rules for one kind of 
structure and another set of rules for relating one structure to another. But 
then, why call it analogy at all? 

The list of behaviors of which knowledge of language purportedly 
consists has to rely on notions like "utterance" and "word." But what is 
a word? What is an utterance? These notions are already quite abstract. 
Even more abstract is the notion "sentence." Chomsky has been and 
continues to be criticized for positing such abstract notions as trans
formations and structures, but the big leap is what everyone takes for 
granted. It's widely assumed that the big step is going from sentence to 
transformation, but this in fact isn't a significant leap. The big step is 
going from "noise" to "word." 

Once we have some notion of structure, we are in a position to address 
the old question of the creative aspect of language use, and we can begin 
to deal with the notion of infinity (in particular, discrete infinity). The 
ability to produce and understand new sentences is intuitively related to 
the notion of infinity. Infinity is one of the most fundamental properties of 
human languages, maybe the most fundamental one. People debate what 
the true linguistic universals are, but indisputably, infinity is central. 

We need to find a way of representing structure that allows for infin
ity-in other words, that allows for a sentence inside a sentence inside a 
sentence, and so on. For example: 

(5) John won the race 

(6) Mary thinks that John won the race 

(7) I regret that Mary thinks that John won the race 
etc. 
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At some point we will reach a sentence so long that it has never been 
produced, and will never be produced. At some point we will reach a 
sentence so long that a human being would die before he or she finished 
saying it. But that is not a linguistic fact. 

Contrary to what is sometimes thought about Chomsky's position on 
these matters, to assume that human languages are infinite is not a com
plicating assumption, but a simplifying assumption. As we will see, it is 
trivial to construct theories of sentence structure that allow an infinite 
number of sentences, but absurdly cumbersome to construct theories of 
sentence structure that allow sentences up to, say, 1,000 words long and 
no longer. 

In ~yntactic Structures Chomsky discussed successively more powerful 
theones of structure, showing the inadequacy of each. We will retrace 
those theories very briefly. 

I will present this elementary material roughly as Chomsky did in 
Syntactic Structures. 1 Before I do this, however, I want to say a few 
words about why I'm going to base a large part of the discussion on 
something that seems so old and outm.oded by the standards of current 
syntactic theorizing. I have three reasons. First, many of the tenus con
cepts, and analyses in recent work are much easier to understand a~ainst 
a backdrop of their ancestors of a few decades ago. Second, our field is a 
relatively young one without a large number of good arguments and 
analyses to use as models. We can't yet afford to ignore some of the good 
argument~ and analyses, even if we conclude that they're ultimately in
correct. Fmally, and probably most importantly, I believe that many of 
t~e analyses. of the 1950s are actually correct, fundamentally and (some
tImes) even m detail. The discussion will eventually work its way back to 
this point. 

Chapter 1 
Structure and Infiility of Human Langnage 

To begin, we want to understand the capabilities and limitations of some 
primitive theories of language. Our initial criteria will be that a theory of 
language needs to have some notion of structure and some way of repre
senting infinity-that is, some way of capturing the fact that there is no 
longest sentence of English or French or any other human language. Let's 
start by looking at certain elementary structural properties of human 
languages. 

1.1 STRUCTURE 

1.1.1 Structure Dependence 
Consider the following pairs of sentences, acceptable to native speakers of 
English: 

(1) a. Susan must leave 
b. Must Susan leave? 

(2) a. Bill is sleeping 
b. Is Bill sleeping? 

There are many interesting facts about these pairs of examples. One is 
that for sentences like (a) in (1) and (2) there always exist sentences like 
(b). Another is that the (a) and (b) sentences in both (1) and (2) "feel re
lated" to all English speakers (importantly, to children as well). Assuming 
that the acceptability of the (a) sentences may be somehow explained, can 
we explain why the (b) sentences are possible too? 

Sometimes it's claimed that the (a) and (b) sentences in (1) and (2) feel 
related because they "mean the same thing." I've never understood that 
claim. Even the most trivial semantic theory tells us that (a) and (b) in 
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each of (1) and (2) do not mean the same thing. Further, two sentences 
that do mean the same thing typically do not feel related. Consider the 
following examples: 

(3) a. My father's brother purchased an automobile 
b. My uncle bought a car 

These examples certainly do not "feel related," although they presumably 
mean the same thing. On these grounds, at least, it seems pretty obvious 
that the phenomenon in (1) and (2) can't be grounded on sameness of 
meaning. 

Let's imagine that there's some process involved in "felt-relatedness" of 
(a) and (b) in (1) and (2) (such that the language-acquiring child's task 
is to figure out this process). In particular, suppose (substantially over
simplifying) that this process takes the (a) sentences as basic and does 
something to them, resulting in the (b) sentences. Notice that there's not 
yet any empirical or any other motivation for taking the (a) sentences as 
basi~. It ~ght turn out that the (b) sentences are basic, or that something 
else IS baSIC. For now we simply assume that the (a) sentences are basic to 
get the investigation off the ground. Given that, what might the process be 
that we're looking for? 

Granting, as standardly assumed, the existence of such things as sen
tences and words, suppose this process is the following: 

(4) Invert the first two words in the (a) sentences. 

This works well for (1) and (2), and it refers only to sentences and words 
(surely irreducible) and, perhaps, "counting to 2." But now consider these 
examples (the star indicates an example that isn't accepted by native 
speakers of English): 

(5) a. Mary read the book 
b. *Read Mary the book? 

(6) a. The man left 
b. *Man the left? 

Here we applied (4) and got the wrong results, indicating that (4) isn't the 
correct hypothesis. In order to pose another hypothesis, we'll need more 
than just words, sentences, and counting to 2. Suppose that we (and the 
child) distinguish what kinds of words can be involved in the process in 
question and what kinds can't be. For the moment let's call must in (1) 
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and is in (2) auxiliaries (without adding any substance to this term yet). 
Our nt;!w hypothesis is this: 

(7) Move the auxiliary to the front. 

This still works for (1) and (2), and now also for (5) and (6) (i.e., it fails to 
produce the unacceptable (b) cases, since read in (5) and the in (6) aren't 
auxiliaries). As good as it is, unfortunately, (7) still isn't good enough. 
Consider (8). 

(8) Mary has been sleeping 

Presumably, (8) has two auxiliaries (if be(en) is also an auxiliary), but (7) 
presupposes that the sentence has only one. Changing the auxiliary in 
(7) to an auxiliary wouldn't help much, since then (7) would allow an un
acceptable counterpart of (8) where the second auxiliary has moved. 

(9) *Been Mary has sleeping? 

Let's try the following modified hypothesis: 

(10) Move the first auxiliary to the front. 

This straightforwardly applies to every example that has auxiliaries in it. 
lt seems then to serve as an adequate rule for English "interrogatives." 
But what about (5a) and (6a), sentences with no auxiliaries at all? One 
might say that some other process operates there to give a corresponding 
interrogative sentence. That suggestion isn't ultimately desirable, although 
for the moment we have to live with it. 

Even apart from this limitation, Chomsky has pointed out a type of 
example that's problematic for the hypothesis in (10). ' 

(11) The man who is here can swim 

(11) has two indisputable auxiliaries, is and can. If, following (10), we 
move the first auxiliary to the front, our result is (12). 

(12) *Is the man who here can swim? 

That's complete gibberish. 
What's particularly interesting is that we have to look pretty far to find 

cases where hypothesis (10) fails. For the vast majority of sentences, (10) 
works fine (modulo the additional process needed to deal with sentences 
like (5a) and (6a), where the desired results are Did Mary read the book? 
and Did the man leave?). And cases lacking the complexity of (11)-(12) 
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are going to be the entirety of the data that children are likely to be . 
exposed to. So we might expect that children would make mistakes like 
(12) and then get corrected. But no child has ever been documented 
making these mistakes. Notably, Crain and Nakayama (1987) did rele
vant experiments involving elicited production of yes-no questions, which 
clearly demonstrated that children don't make this kind of mistake (which 
they, following Chomsky, called a non-structure-dependent err~r). This is 
a remarkable result. Why don't children make these errors? By far, the 
most plausible answer is that children are designed so as not to be able to 
make them. When a child is hypothesizing what the question-forming 
processes are, certain hypotheses are available, others aren't. One that 
isn't available is the type shown in (10): count the words, label them, 
and do something with them based on counting. By the same token, no 
language relates interrogative sentences to declaratives by reading the 
declarative sentence back to front, by inverting the second and fifth words 
in the declarative, and so on. A priori, there's no reason why this should 
be the case (one can easily write a computer language that has these 
properties). But no human language seems to have these properties. 

The right description of the process we're talking about will be stated in 
terms of structures, in terms of hierarchical groupings of words, some
thing like (13), 

(13) Move the first auxiliary after the subject to the front. 

where the subject can be characterized as a word, two words, three words, 
and so on, or, more generally, some structure that might be indefinitely 
long. The right rule is thus structure dependent, and, on the face of it, vastly 
more complicated than the wrong rules rejected above. Chomsky has 
pretty consistently argued over the years that transformational (displace
ment) processes of human language never count words or do something to 
such and such a word. Instead, they are structure dependent: they always 
look at structures and do something with structured representations. 

With the rule in (13), we get the right interrogative form of (11). 

(14) Can the man who is here swim? 

In order to correctly apply (13), we thus need to identify the subject: the 
man who is here. This then is an argument against viewing sentences as 
just strings of words, and in favor of viewing them as certain hierarchichal 
groupings of words. We thus need some procedure that provides a labeled 
bracketing. This procedure will "bracket" some words together and then 
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label the group, so we can then identify the bracketed group of words as a 
subject. 

It will turn out that the label is not really going to be "subject." 
Chomsky (explicitly in Aspects oJthe Theory oj Syntax (1965)) rejects this 
label for the following reason. In (11) the man who is here is certainly a 
subject. But if we introduce the syntactic category "subject," we will miss 
an overwhelming generalization: the man who is here can also be an 
object, or an object of a preposition, as in the following examples: 

(15) a. I saw [the man who is here] 
b. I talked to [the man who is here] 

Similarly for Susan in (1) or Bill in (2) and so on. It would be a huge 
coincidence that these same bracketings-these same units of structure
can be found in different positions in a sentence. Thus, we do not want 
"subject" and "object" to be basic notions in our analysis. Instead, we 
want those bracketings to have the same label (Chomsky used the term 
Noun Phrase (NP)) wherever they can appear-in the position of subject, 
object, or object of a preposition-thus capturing the generalization. 

Many further phenomena confirm the idea that sentences are struc
tured, that the words in them are grouped into constituents. 

1.1.2 Constituency Tests 

1.1.2.1 Pronominalization 
Various tests have proved to be useful in determining what groups of 
words work together as units of structure, or constituents. One such con
stituency test is whether or not elements can be replaced by pronominal 
forms. 

(16) John left 

(17) He left 

We might conclude from these sentences that "A pronoun stands for a 
noun," just as the word pronoun suggests. But consider the following 
cases: 

(18) The man left 

(19) *The he left 

(17) He left 
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Now, from all of (16)-(19) we might conclude that "A pronoun stands for 
a noun or a noun preceded by the." But look at these examples: 

(20) The old man left 

(21) The man in the room left 

(22) *He in the room left 

(17) He left 

Adding these cases to the previous ones, we once again need to change 
our conclusion and say that "A pronoun stands for a noun, or a noun 
preceded by the, or a noun preceded by the and followed by ... " 

Clearly, we're missing a generalization. Somehow, we have to say that 
John has something in common with the man and with the man in the 
room, and also with the old man, the old old old man, and so on. Plausibly, 
there's some higher-level abstract structural unit, such that the kind of 
position that John fills in (16) can be filled by more complicated elements 
like the man or the old man or the old old old man. 

Following tradition, we will say that John is an NP (noun phrase, an 
expression somehow based on a noun), the man is an NP, the man in the 
room is an NP, the old man is an NP, and he is an NP. This is pretty 
abstract, since NP is a symbol that has no phonetic manifestation; we 
don't pronounce it. 

1.1.2.2 Topicalization 
A second constituency test involves topicalization. Consider the following 
pair: 

(23) I like John 

(24) John, I like 

Looking at these sentences, we might conjecture that topicalization is a 
process whereby we "take a noun and move it to the front of the sen
tence." Now consider (25)-(27). 

(25) I like the man 

(26) *Man, I like the 

(27) The man, I like 

From these sentences, we see that we need to refine our description of 
topicalization to the following statement: "Take a noun preceded by a 
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definite article, and move both to the front of the sentence." But now 
consider these cases: 

(28) I like the old man 

(28) *Man, I like the old 

(30) The old man, I like 

Given these examples, we need to refine our statement even further: 
"Take a noun preceded by an adjective (or by adjectives) and a definite 
article, and move it to the front of the sentence." 

Clearly, we're facing the same type of problem we ran into with pro
nominalization. How can we characterize the portion of the sentence that 
undergoes topicalization? It's not just John; it's not just the man; it's not 
just the old man; it's not just the old old man; and so on. It seems, then, 
that we need a more abstract notion of structure that says that John, the 
man, and the old old man are the same type of unit. 

1.1.2.3 Coordination 
A third constituency test involves coordination. Consider the following 
examples: 

(31) I like John and the man 

(32) I like John and the old man 

(33) *1 like John and to go to the movies 
(cf. I like John; I like to go to the movies) 

Generally speaking (as the ungrammaticality of trying to coordinate John 
and to go to the movies shows), only elements of the same type can be 
coordinated. Therefore, John, the man, and the old man must be of the 
same type. Why should they be behaving like elements of the same type? 
How can we characterize this other than in terms of a structural unit? 

1.2 INFINITY 

Earlier we excluded the possibility that the right answer to the question 
"What is 'knowledge of language'?" could be "Some kind of a list." Why 
is that? Because we're dealing with individual psychology, and if the 
answer to the question is "Some kind of a list," then we are saying that 
that list is in the human brain. If we go on to say that the set of potential 
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behaviors we're interested in characterizing is infinite, then we're sayrng 
that there's an infinitely long list in the brain. But how can there be an 
infinitely long list in the brain? The brain is finite; it's big, but it's finite. 
So, the simplest formal device that Chomsky was willing to discuss to 
answer the question "What is 'knowledge of language'?" is the simplest 
one that can capture infinity. It's called ajinite-state machine/device (see 
chapter 3 in Syntactic Structures). ' 

1.2.1 Finite-State Grammars 
A finite-state device (or Markov process) consists of 

• An initial state 
• A finite number of states 
• A specification of transitions from one state to another (not necessarily 

distinct) 

• A specification of a symbol (or a finite number of symbols) that will be 
printed when a particular transition obtains 

• A final state 

Let's look at the simple finite-state machine in (34) (equivalent to (7) on 
page 19 of Syntactic Structures). The circles in (34) represent the five 
states of the machine. The arrows represent transitions from state to state. 
CD is designated as the initial state and @ as the final state. The words 
above the arrows are the symbols that are printed when a particular 
transition obtains. So, in (34), upon the transition from the first state to 
the second state, the symbol The is printed. 

(34) 

The finite-state grammar in (34) is the representation of a language con
sisting of only two sentences; The man comes and The men come. 

Recall that we're interested in infinity. Is there any way that we can 
characterize infinity with a finite-state device? Let's look at the finite-state 
grammar in (35) (equivalent to (8) on page 19 of Syntactic Structures). 

13 Strucfure and Infinity 

(35) 

The grammar in (35) generates the same sentences that the grammar in 
(34) generated. But it can also generate The old old man/men . .. and The 
old old old man/men. ... We can indeed capture infinity with this machine. 

For exposition, and sticking to Syntactic Structures terminology, we're 
temporarily taking a language to be a set of sentences. We're taking a 
grammar to be a formal machine for generating sentences. A deriva~on is 
a sequence of formal computations that results in a sentence (stnng of 
symbols). 

Let's look at how a finite-state machine will generate a sentence like the 
following; 

(36) The man runs and runs and runs and runs 

A machine that generates (36) is shown in (37). 

(37) The man runs 0 and runs 
~~~@ 

In addition to (36), the grammar in (37) can generate the following 
sentences; 

(38) The man runs 

(39) The man runs and runs 

(40) The man runs and runs and runs 

The finite-state device in (37) also captures infinity. 

1.2.2 Limitations of Finite-State Devices 
It's possible to construct some purely formal language and ask whether 
it's a finite-state language or not. That's what Chomsky does in Syntactic 
Structures (page 21). 

Let's look at some formal languages that aren't finite-state languages 
«lOi) in Syntactic Structures). Consider the sentences of the language in 
(41). 
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(41) ab 
aabb 
aaabbb 
aaaabbbb 

This language can be characterized as consisting of sente.p.ces with any 
.number of a's followed by exactly the same number of b's as long as that 
. number is greater than ° (an bn, n > 0, using a fairly standard notation). 

Can we construct a finite-state grammar for the language in (41)? Let's 
see if (42) captures this language, whose sentences always contain equal 
numbers of a's and b's. 

(42) 

The language that the grammar in (42) can generate is an bm, that is, any 
number of a's followed by any number of b's; but this is different from the 
language in (41) that we were trying to generate, where a certain number 
of a's are followed by exactly the same number of b's. 

The finite-state grammar in (42) overgenerates. It can generate all of the 
sentences of the language in (41), but it also generates many more sen
tences that aren't part of the language. There's no way to connect up the 
number of a's with the number of b's. Because (42) has a loop on a, it can 
generate an unbounded number of a's, and because it has a loop on b, it 
can generate an unbounded number of b's; but neither loop can "see" the 
other loop. 

This is exactly what it means for a machine to be a finite-state machine. 
When it's in a particular state, all it knows is what state it's in what state 
it can get to from there, and what symbol it will be Printin~. It doesn't 
know what state it used to be in or how many times it's been in that state. 
The limitation of finite-state machines is that they have no memory
precisely the limitation that prevents them from successfully characteriz
ing the language in (41). 

Let's look now at Chomsky's second example, the formal language in 
(43), called a mirror-image language ((lOii) in Syntactic Structures). 
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(43) aa 
bb 
abba 
baab 
abbbba 

Let's see if we can construct a finite-state machine to generate this lan
guage. First, let's try to generate the first part of the sentences in (43). In 
other words, can we write a finite-state machine to generate any number 
of a's and b's in any order? 

(44) an 
~Ob 

With the finite-state machine in (44) we can indeed generate any number 
of a's and any number of b's in any order. But now to generate (43) we 
also have to be able to generate the mirror image of the sentences that 
we've generated with the grammar in (44). We can't do this with a finite
state grammar, however, because as we just saw, finite-state machines 
have no memory. 

There's also a human language analogue to the formal languages 
mentioned above. This example (which I got from Morris Halle, my first 
linguistics teacher) comes from the realm of word compounding. The 
military arsenals of many countries have missiles. They may also have 
so-called anti-missile missiles, designed to shoot an enemy missile· out of 
the sky. Now, in order to neutralize the anti-missile missiles, the enemy 
may create something called anti-anti-missile missile missiles. There are 
presumably technological limits on how far one can go in creating this 
kind of weapon, but there are no linguistic limits as far as the corre
sponding word formation process is concerned. Let's notate the situation 
as follows: 

(45) antin missilen+! 

(n anti's followed by n + 1 missile's) 

As in the case of the formal languages considered above, we can't char
acterize this language with a finite-state grammar, and for the same rea
son: such a grammar can't keep track of the number of anti's in order to 
make the number of missile's greater by one. 
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Finite-state devices have other limitations, as well. Recall that we had 
proposed the following rule for forming yes-no questions in English: 

(13) Move the first auxiliary after the subject to the front. 

We've seen that there seems to be no limit on how long the subject of a 
sentence can be. There's no clear way of characterizing the notion "sub
ject" in terms of number of words. Instead, we have to char~cterize it with 
some notion of structure. We have to say that the, old, and man in (20), 
for example, go together and make up some kind of unit. And so far the 
finite-state device can't capture this. For finite-state machines, sentences 
are just strings of symbols that get printed on the transitions. This is an 
obvious limitation of finite-state devices. 

Finite-state devices allow us to generate sentences by printing out 
symbols sequentially but don't determine any abstract structure. We need 
a more abstract theory that allows us to characterize structure, that allows 
us to say that words aren't just pearls on a string but entities that can be 
grouped in natural ways. 

It turns out that there's no way to characterize languages like (41) and 
(43) without introducing abstract structure. Such languages are said to 
have unbounded discontinuous dependencies. The presence of one symbol 
depends on the presence of another that's an arbitrary distance away in 
the string, a state of affairs that's beyond the bounds of finite-state de
scription. To overcome this fundamental limitation of finite-state gram
mars, we will turn to a less elementary, more powerful model that will 
allow us to describe the languages in (41) and (43) and that will auto
matically determine abstract structure: phrase structure grammar. 

1.2.3 Phrase Structure Grammars 

We need a system that allows us to introduce two symbols at the same 
time, such that these symbols aren't necessarily adjacent to each other. 
For example, for the "mirror-image language" (43) we need to ensure 
that when we introduce an a at the beginning of a sentence, we're also 
introducing an a at the end of that sentence. We'll see that context-ji·ee 
phrase structure (PS) grammars have that power, and with them we can 
generate languages (41) and (43). 

Context-ji·ee PS grammars (or [.E, FJ grammars in Chomsky's termi
nology) consist of 

• A designated initial symbol (:E) 
• Rewrite rules (F), which consist of one symbol on the left, followed by 

an arrow, followed by at least one symbol 
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A PS rule like (46b) will allow us to introduce the symbol a at the be
ginning. of a sentence and at the same time introduce the symbol b at the 
end of the sentence. The rule allows us to introduce these two symbols 
simultaneously, without their being adjacent to each other. 

(46) a. :E: S 
b. F: S --+ aSb 

Here is what the symbols in (46) stand for: 

S designated initial symbol; also, an abstract, nonterminal symbol 
that will not be part of any sentence (nonterminal symbols are those 
that appear on the left side of rewrite rules-hence, are rewritten) 

--+ a symbol meaning 'rewrite as' or 'consists of' 

a, b terminal symbols (i.e., those that are not "rewritten" -hence, 
appear in the output sentence) 

In contrast, the rewrite rules in a context-sensitive PS grammar consist of 

• A single symbol on the left 
• An arrow 
• One or more terminal or nonterminal symbols 
• A specification of the circumstances under which the rewriting takes 

place 

For example: 

(47) c --+ die _ f 
(or, in other words: ecf --+ edf) 

Many phonological rules in Chomsky and Halle 1968 are context
sensitive rewrite rules. For our purposes right now, however, we will be 
mainly concerned with rules of the context-free type. 

We also need a (recursive) definition of a derivation. A derivation con
sists of a series of lines such that the first line is the designated initial 
symbol, and the procedure for moving from one line to the next is to re
place exactly one symbol by the sequence of symbols it can be rewritten as. 

For example, the portion of a PS grammar in (46b) will generate a 
portion of a derivation that looks like this: 

(48) Line 1: S 
Line 2: aSb 
Line 3: 
Line 4: 

aaSbb 
aaaSbbb 
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Notice that no matter how many times we reapply (46b), the resulting 
string still contains a nonterminal symbol. In order to "turn off the 
machine" and end the derivation, we must add one more rule: 

(49) S --t ab 

With rule (49) we can rewrite S as ab and end the derivation with line (5): 
, 

(48) Line 5: aaaabbbb 

Thus, the PS grammar incorporating rules (46) and (49) generates the 
language in (41). 

PS grammars allow us to pair up two symbols no matter how much 
"stuff" is in between. Why? Because the two symbols were introduced by 
the same application of the same rewrite rule. 

The fundamental descriptive advantage of PS grammars compared 
with finite-state grammars is that PS grammars can pair up elements that 
are indefinitely far apart. They do this by introducing symbols that are 
never physically manifested: the nonterminal symbols. We can't turn off 
the machine until we get rid of all nonterminal symbols. Nonterminal 
symbols are what we will use to characterize the notion of structure we 
were concerned about earlier. Why does John behave like the man, and 
why does sleep behave like solve the problem? It's because with respect to 
the symbols that don't get pronounced (nonterminal symbols), they're the 
same, even though with respect to the symbols that do get pronounced 
(terminal symbols), they're wildly different. 

We'll look now in detail at how PS grammars represent structure and 
concentrate on a precise way of doing it. 

Let's look at an example of a PS grammar that more closely (though 
still pretty abstractly) characterizes human language. 

(50) a. Designated initial symbol: S 
b. Rewrite rules (F): 

S --t NPVP 
NP --t N 
VP --t V 
N --t John 
N --t Mary 
V --t laughs 
V --t sings 
V --t thinks 
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In this grammar the nonterminal symbols (symbols that can be rewritten) 
are S, NP, VP, V, N;l the terminal symbols (symbols that can't be re
written) ate John, Mary, laughs, sings. 

Here's an example of a derivation using the PS grammar (50): 

(51) Line 1: S 
Line 2: NPVP 
Line 3: NVP2 

Line 4: NV 
Line 5: Mary V 
Line 6: Mary laughs 
= STOP = 

Let's not forget that we need to capture infinity. The PS rules in our 
little model grammar don't do so. Let's then introduce the following rule 
(anachronistically, since the Syntactic Structures model actually didn't 
have this type of "recursive" PS rule): 

(52) VP --t V S 

Rule (52) is analogous to a loop in the finite-state grammar (recall, e.g., 
(35) and (37)). It is the "cost" of infinity, which is, in fact, very cheap. 
Adding rule (52) allows us to generate an infinite number of sentences of 
the following type: 

(53) a. John thinks Mary sings/laughs 
b. John thinks Mary thinks John sings/laughs 
c. John thinks Mary thinks John thinks Mary sings/laughs 

etc. 

Thus, by introducing a rule such as (52), which allows us to generate a 
sentence inside another sentence, we have captured infinity. 

Let's now look at one of the many equivalent derivations of one of the 
sentences in (53), namely, (53a). 

(53) a. John thinks Mary sings 

(54) Line 1: S 
Line 2: NPVP 
Line 3: N VP 
Line 4: 
Line 5: 
Line 6: 
Line 7: 

NVS3 

NVNPVP 
NVNVP 
NVNV 
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Line 8: 
Line 9: 
Line 10: 
Line 11: 
= STOP = 

John VNV 
John thinks N V 
John thinks Mary V 
John thinks Mary sings 

These rules also generate the following sentences: 

(55) Mary thinks John laughs 

(56) Mary thinks John sings 

However, they generate the following unacceptable ones as well: 

(57) *John sings Mary laughs 

(58) *John laughs John sings 

(59) *John laughs Mary sings 

That is, our PS grammar is overgenerating. It's able to generate sentences 
that aren't part of the English language. The sentences are "English-like" 
(in word order and structure), but aren't acceptable. Eventually we will 
address this apparent inadequacy of the model. 

PS grammars capture constituent structure by introducing nonterminal 
symbols. Recall earlier arguments where we concluded that at some level 
of abstraction the man, the old man, and the old old man all have to be the 
same type of element. PS grammars allow us to group these phrases under 
the same nonterminal symbol, NP. 

Suppose we take (61), which is one derivation for (60), produced by the 
grammar introduced in (50) and (52). 

(60) John thinks Mary sings 

(61) Line 1: S 
Line 2: NPVP 
Line 3: N VP 
Line 4: 
Line 5: 
Line 6: 
Line 7: 
Line 8: 
Line 9: 
Line 10: 
Line 11: 

NVS 
NVNPVP 
NVNVP 
NVNV 
John VNV 
John thinks N V 
John thinks Mary V 
John thinks Mary sings 

• 
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We now connect each symbol with the symbols it was rewritten as. In this 
way we represent the derivation in the form of a PS tree, shown in (62), 
and we can trace back units of structure. 

(62) S 

~ 
NP VP 

I I 
N VP 

I ~ 
N V s 

I I ~ 
N V NP VP 

I I I I 
N V N VP 

I I I I 
N V N V 

I I I I 
John V N V 

I I I I 
John thinks N V 

I I I I 
John thinks Mary V 

I I I I 
John thinks Mary sings 

Now we can get rid of the symbols that are mere repetitions. In this way, 
we end up with (63), which is called a collapsed PS tree.4 

., 
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(63) S 

~ 
NP VP 

I ~ 
N V S 

I I ~ 
John thinks NP VP 

I I 
N V 

I I 
Mary sings 

Representing a derivation in this graph-theoretical manner implies a 
mathematical claim: namely, that no matter which choices we make when 
we're deriving a terminal string, we will end up with the same collapsed 
PS tree (abstracting away from structural ambiguity; see below). 

To see this point, let's derive the same sentence in a different way and 
confirm that we get the same collapsed PS tree. 

(64) Line 1: S 
Line 2: NPVP 
Line 3: NPVS5 

Line 4: NVS 
Line 5: NVNPVP 
Line 6: NVNVP 
Line 7: NVNV 
Line 8: John VNV 
Line 9: John thinks N V 
Line 10: John thinks Mary V 
Line II: John thinks Mary sings 

Indeed, the resulting collapsed PS tree (65) is the same as (63). 
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S 

~ 
(65) 

NP VP 

I ~ 
N V S 

I I ~ 
John thinks NP VP 

I I 
N V 

I I 
Mary sings 

(61) and (64) are two different derivations, but they are in a crucial 
sense "equivalent." In producing them, we applied the same rules but not 
in the same order. More generally, two PS derivations are equivalent if 
and only if they involve the same rules, applied the same number of times, 
but not necessarily in the same order. Recall that we looked at a mechani
cal algorithm for collapsing a PS derivation down to a PS tree. Indeed, in 
The Logical Structure of Linguistic Theory (1955) Chomsky proved that 
two PS derivations are equivalent if and only if they collapse down to the 
same PS tree. 

A Note on Recursion 
Infinity and structure are arguably the two most fundamental character
istics of human language. We first used finite-state machines to capture 
infinity; we then changed to PS grammar, a more powerful .device that 
captures both infinity and structure. 

At this point I have to admit that (as I hinted earlier) I've been mis
leading you about one aspect of the theory. Remember Chomsky's formal 
language arguments for PS grammar. On pretty much that model, I've 
been analyzing a structure like John thinks Mary sings as involving 
recursive PS rules. Rather ironically, however, the theory in both Syntac
tic Structures and The Logical Structure of Linguistic TheO/y (Chomsky 
1955; henceforth LSLT) didn't have recursion "in the base." Instead, 
complicated structures were created by special operations, called general
ized transformations, which put together simpler structures. For example, 
to derive John knew that Mary understood the theory, first the separate 
structures underlying John knew it and Mary understood the theO/y were 
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generated; then a generalized transformation inserted the second of these' 
structures into the first. In other words, in this theory recursion was in the 
"transformational component." Chomsky listed a few generalized trans
formations as (22)-(26) on pages 113-114 of Syntactic Structures. I will 
return to this issue and to arguments surrounding recursion in the base 
versus generalized transformations. 

Equivalent versus Nonequivalent Derivations 
Consider a vaguely human language-type situation involving equivalent 
PS derivations and then a vaguely human language-type situation 
involving nonequivalent PS derivations. 

Suppose we have the following grammar, a fragment of one we looked 
at earlier, where VN and VT stand for vocabularies of nonterminal and 
terminal symbols, respectively: 

(66) :£: 
F: 

S 
S-+NPVP 
NP-+N 
VP-+V 
N -+ John 
V -+ left 
VN = {S, NP, VP, N, V} 
VT = {John, left} 

One derivation for John left is the following: 

(67) Line 1: S 
Line 2: NPVP 
Line 3: NVP 
Line 4: NV 
Line 5: John V 
Line 6: John left 

Another derivation for John left is the following: 

(68) Line 1: S 
Line 2: NPVP 
Line 3: NPV 
Line 4: NV 
Line 5: N left 
Line 6: John left 
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It's easy to verifY that the collapsed PS trees corresponding to these two 
derivations will be the same. 

(69) S 

~ 
NP VP 

I I 
N V 

I I 
John left 

In addition to what we now know about equivalence of derivations, 
there's also a clear intuitive sense in which the derivations are equivalent. 
They're telling us the same information about the constituent structure of 
the sentence. In particular, (69) contains the following information: 

(70) John left is an S 
John is an N 
John is an NP 
left is a V 
left is a VP 

And that's arguably everything there is to know about the structure of 
this sentence. 

Similarly, from the tree in (63)/(65) we can conclude the following 
information: 

(71) Mary is an N and an NP 
sings is a V and a VP 
Mary sings is an S 
thinks Mary sings is a VP 
John is an N and an NP 
John thinks Mary sings is an S 

This kind of information is represented as what Chomsky called in 
Syntactic Structures "is a" relations. We needn't worry about the details 
of this notion at this point. In the next section I'll give an algorithm for 
determining "is a" relations and discuss its importance for the theory. 

Now let's look at a more complicated grammar that allows for non
equivalent derivations. Nonequivalent derivations are standardly referred 
to as exhibiting structural ambiguity. Chomsky's classic case of structural 
ambiguity is (72). 
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(72) Flying planes can be dangerous 

I'll use a slightly simpler example right now. 

(73) John hit the man with a stick 

Suppose we have the grammar in (74) (as usual, not necessarily an 
actual fragment of the grammar of English). (In this gramp1ar PP = 
prepositional phrase, P = preposition, Det = determiner.) 

(74) L: 
F: 

S 
S-+NPVP 
VP-+VNP 
VP-+ VNPPP 
NP-+N 
NP-+ DetN 
NP-+ DetNPP 
PP-+PNP 
Det -+ a 
Det -+ the 
N -+ John 
N -+man 
N -+ stick 
V -+ hit 
P -+ with 

In Aspects of the Theory of Syntax (Chomsky 1965; henceforth Aspects), 
Chomsky called rules like the last seven rules in (74), which rewrite a 
particular nonterminal symbol as a single terminal symbol, lexical inser
tion rules. In Syntactic Structures he made no such distinction among 
types of PS rules; this lack of distinction severely limited this model's 
descriptive power, as we'll see later on. 

Let's look at two nonequivalent derivations of (73). The first is shown in 
(75). 

(75) Line 1: 
Line 2: 
Line 3: 
Line 4: 
Line 5: 
Line 6: 
Line 7: 

S 
NPVP 
NVP 
NVNPPP 
NVNPPNP 
NVDetNPNP 
N V Det N P Det N 
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Line 8: NVDetNPaN 
Line 9: John V Det N PaN 
Line 10: John hit Det N PaN 
Line 11: John hit the N PaN 
Line 12: John hit the N with a N 
Line 13: John hit the man with a N 
Line 14: John hit the man with a stick 

The collapsed PS tree of this derivation is (76). 6 

S (76) 

~ 
NP VP 

I 
N V NP PP 

I I ~ ~ 
John hit Det N P NP 

I I I A 
the man with Det N 

I I 
a stick 

A second derivation and the corresponding PS tree are shown in (77) and 
(78). 

(77) Line 1: S 
Line 2: NPVP 
Line 3: NPVNP 
Line 4: NPVDetNPP 
Line 5: NVDetNPP 
Line 6: NVDetNPNP 
Line 7: John V Det N P NP 
Line 8: John hit Det N P NP 
Line 9: John hit Det N P Det N 
Line 10: John hit the N P Det N 
Line 11: John hit the man P Det N 
Line 12: John hit the man with Det N 
Line 13: John hit the man with a N 
Line 14: John hit the man with a stick 
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(78) S 

~ 
NP VP 

I~ 
N V NP 

II~ 
John hit Det N PP 

I I ~ 
the man P NP 

I~ 
with Det N 

I I 
a stick 

We've generated the sentence we were trying to generate, and we've 
generated it from the same [L:, F] grammar we used before. Significantly, 
though, the derivations (75) and (77) aren't equivalent, because they 
involve not just a different order of PS rules, but different PS rules. The 
effect of using different PS rules becomes clear when we collapse the 
derivations into PS trees «(76) for derivation (75) and (78) for derivation 
(77»: these two PS trees are different. 

Look at what the two different trees (76) and (78) say about the sen
tence. They both say that John hit a man with a stick is an S, that John is 
an N, and that John is an NP. They both say that hit the man with a stick 
is a VP, but now they begin to diverge. PS tree (78) says that the man with 
a stick is an NP; however, PS tree (76) says that the man is an NP but not 
that the man with a stick is an NP. Let's use two of our constituent struc
ture tests (see section 1.1.2) to see the difference between the interpreta
tions of (76) and (78).7 

(79) a. John hit the man with a stick (under the interpretation in (78» 
b. John hit him 

(80) a. John hit the man with a stick (under the interpretation in (76» 
b. John hit him with a stick 

(81) The man with a stick, John hit (has to be the interpretation in 
(78» 
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II Vukic: Let's say we have a PS grammar with the following rules: 

(82) S -7 NP VP 
NP-7 NPPP 
VP-7PPVP 

Would that introduce an ambiguity? Look at line 3 of (83a) and (83b)
PP VP could be connected to VP, or NP PP to NP (see the corresponding 
trees in (84». 

(83) a. Line 1: S 

(84) a. 

Line 2: NPVP 
Line 3: NP PP VP 

S 

~ 
NP VP 

I~ 
NP PP VP 

b. 

b. Line 1: S 
Line 2: NPVP 
Line 3: NP PP VP 

S 

~ 
NP VP 

~I 
NP PP VP 

Lasnik: Yes, in principle we can construct such ambiguous cases. This is 
potentiaIIy a problem, since two clearly different derivations can appar
ently yield the same sequence of lines. One possible answer to this is to 
construct the tree "on-line." That is, we don't wait until we're done with 
the whole derivation to construct the tree. Rather, as we proceed from 
one line to the next, we make the relevant connections. 

1.2.6 Phrase Markers 

1.2.6.1 "Is a" Relations 
RecaII that Chomsky's theory we are considering is based on 

• [L:, F] grammars (context-free PS grammars) 
• Derivations 
• Equivalence classes of such derivations 
• Set theory 

Here is Chomsky's set-theoretic formalization of phrase structure (see 
Syntactic Structures, pp. 27-29, 87): 

(85) Given a particular [L:, F] grammar and a particular terminal string 
(i.e., string of terminal symbols): 

II 
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a. Construct all of the equivalent PS derivations of the terminal 
string. 

b. Collect all of the lines occurring in any of those equivalent 
derivations into a set. This set is the phrase marker (PM), a 
complete representation of the PS of the terminal string. 

What do we want a PM to do for us? We want to know for each por
tion of the terminal string whether that portion comprises a constituent or 
not, and, when it comprises a constituent, what the "name" of that con
stituent is. 

This theory has an algorithm such that when we apply it, we know exactly 
the constituent structure of the terminal string and the labeling of the con
stituents. Specifically, this is an algorithm for determining "is a" relations. 
(In section 1.2.6.2 we will also discuss a way of simplifying this theory.) 

Here is Chomsky's empirical claim: All and only what we want a PM 
to do is to tell us the "is a" relations between portions of the terminal strings 
and non terminal symbols. Anything that tells us those and only those is a 
perfectly adequate PM; anything that doesn't is inadequate as a PM. 

We'll go through an example and see that the resulting PM has some 
superfluous elements, some things we don't really need. Again, all we 
need is to determine the "is a" relations. We might build the PM the way 
we've been doing so far and knock out the excess; the other way is to 
build it from scratch (Lasnik and Kupin (1977) took the latter course, the 
simplification I alluded to a moment ago). 

Consider the following PS grammar: 

(86) I:: 

F: 
S 
S-+NPVP 
NP -+ he 
VP-+V 
V -+ left 

Now let's construct all the equivalent derivations for the sentence He 
left. 

(87) a. Derivation 1 
Line 1: S 
Line 2: 
Line 3: 
Line 4: 
Line 5: 

NPVP 
heVP 
heY 
he left 
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b. Derivation 2 
Line 1: S 
Line 2: 
Line 3: 
Line 4: 
Line 5: 

NPVP 
NPV 
heY 
he left 

c. Derivation 3 
Line 1: S 
Line 2: 
Line 3: 
Line 4: 
Line 5: 

NPVP 
NPV 
NP left 
he left 

The next step is to collect all the lines occurring in any of these equiv
alent derivations into a set. That set will be the PM (the PS representation 
of the terminal string He left). Here is our resulting PM: 

(88) PM = {~, he left, he VP, he V, NP left, NP VP, NP V} 

Now the question is, looking at the set above, how can we determine 
what the "is a" relations are? Some members of the set have exactly one 
nonterminal symbol and any number of terminal symbols. Let's call them 
monostrings (they're underlined in (88)). By comparing the monostrings 
with the terminal string one by one, we can compute all the "is a" rela
tions as follows. We start by comparing he left with he VP. 

(89) he left 
heVP 

From (89), we can deduce that left is a VP. Next we compare he left with 
he V. 

(90) he left 
heY 

From (90), we determine that left is a V. Next we compare he left with NP 
left· 

(91) he left 
NP left 

From (91), we conclude that he is an NP. Finally we compare he left with 
s. 
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(92) he left 
S 

From (92), we determine that he left is an S. 
Does that tell us everything we want to know about the "is a" relations 

in this sentence? Let's look at the tree for He left, (93), and see what it tells 
us about the "is a" relations. We know how to get the tree. We just pick 
one of the equivalent derivations and collapse it. 

S 

~ 
(93) 

NP VP 

I I 
he V 

I 
left 

This tree indeed tells us what we've just established. 

(94) he left is an S 
left is a VP 
left is a V 
he is an NP 

These are all of the "is a" relations involving the terminal string he left. 
According to Chomsky, an adequate theory of PS is a representation of 
all and only the "is a" relations that hold in a particular sentence, given a 
particular [L, F] grammar-that is, a representation of what portions of 
the terminal string bear the "is a" relations to what nonterminal symbols. 

III Gutierrez: We also have VP left in the tree. 
I 

V 

Lasnik: According to Chomsky, we want the theory of PS to tell us the 
"is a" relations, where the "is a" relations are defined as relations between 
portions of the terminal string and nonterminal symbols. The tree we just 
looked at in (93) actually encodes a bit of infonnation beyond the "is a" 
relations. The extra infonnation, as you point out, is that this VP was 
rewritten as V, and the V was rewritten as left. Now let's look again at 
(93), alongside another PS tree, (95). 
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(93) s 
.~ 

(95) S 

~ 
NP VP NP V 

I I I I 
he V he VP 

I I 
left left 

The two graphs (93) and (95) in the graph-theoretic version of PS will 
collapse into the same set in the set-theoretic representation. Why is that? 
Because he V will be a line in some of the derivations, and he VP will be a 
line in some of the derivations; but the PM is a set, an unordered thing, so 
there's no way to say that he VP comes before he V. That's incoherent. 

Thus, the graph-theoretic representations encode some infonnation 
beyond the "is a" relations. The empirical question is, do we need that 
additional infonnation, say, for phonological, semantic, or further syn
tactic operations? If we cio, then we reject the set-theoretic model; if we 
don't, then we accept the set-theoretic model, since we would like the 
minimal theory that does what has to be done. Keep that empirical ques
tion in mind as we proceed. 

We've seen up to now that a PM is a representation of the constituent 
structure of a sentence. For pedagogical reasons, standard presentations 
ofPMs are never set-theoretic; they're always graph-theoretic. A tree on a 
blackboard is a much more transparent presentation of structure than a 
set. But in this theory PMs aren't really graph-theoretic. 

1.2.6.2 Reduced Phrase Markers 
If all we're trying to do is what Chomsky was trying to do (i.e., determine 
all and only the "is a" relations), then we have a straightforward algo
rithm for doing that: namely, look at the terminal string and the mono
strings. But in general, a set-theoretic PM will contain much more than 
the terminal strings and the monostrings. Typically, the mono strings 
constitute a tiny percentage of all of the strings in the PM. 

The question is whether we need all this "extra stuff" or not. Lasnik 
and Kupin (1977) argued that we don't. Since to determine the "is a" 
relations we only need the terminal strings and the monostrings, Lasnik 
and Kupin proposed a construct called a reduced phrase marker (RPM), 
which includes only the terminal strings and the monostrings. 

• 
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In order to construct an RPM, we could construct a PM in ChomskY's 
sense and then "knock out" everything except the terminal strings and the 
monostrings. But Lasnik and Kupin didn't do it this way. Instead, they 
built RPMs from scratch. They asked, what is a PM in a set-theoretic 
sense? It's a set of strings. So why don't we start by saying that any set of 
strings is an RPM, but with some conditions imposed on it. Lasnik and 
Kupin formalized these conditions: a completeness condition, a consis
tency condition, and so on. That worked out pretty well and it seemed 
operationally simpler. 

In this model it wasn't necessary to go through all the equivalent deri
vations to get to the PM. Kupin and I actually worried about that at the 
time. Here was a theory of PS, but it wasn't based on PS rules at all, 
totally unlike the classic theory. The job of PS rules is to construct 
equivalent derivations, but this theory didn't need those equivalent deri
vations. So the question was, does it make sense to have a theory of phrase 
structure without PS rules? A few years later a very nice answer emerged, 
most explicitly in Stowell 1981, where it was argued that PS rules are 
redundant, duplicating information that must be available in other ways 
regardless. There's some discussion of this in chapter 1 of Lasnik and 
Uriagereka 1988. 

Exercises 

1. Present a finite-state grammar, in graphic form, for each of the following 
languages: 

a. My sister laughed 
My sister laughed and laughed 
My sister laughed and laughed and laughed 
etc. 

b. Mary saw three old men 
Mary saw three very old men 
Mary saw three very very old men 
Mary saw three very very very old men 
etc. 

2. Provide a PS grammar that generates the "mirror-image language" in (43). 
How many PS rules are necessary and sufficient for this grammar? 

3. Given the following context-free PS grammar, give derivations for the sen
tences ab, aaab, aabbbbb. 

S-tAB 
A-taA 
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A-ta 
B-t bB 
B-tb 

4. Consider the following PS grammar and provide the information requested in 
A-C. 

S-tAB 
A-tAa 
B-tb 
A-ta 

A. Provide all of the equivalent derivations for the sentence aab. 
B. Give the set phrase marker for the sentence aab. 
C. Give the reduced phrase marker for the sentence aab (that is, the phrase 
marker consisting of the terminal string and the monostrings). 

[Remember that in getting from one line of a derivation to the next, exactly one 
rule applies once. Also, recall that two derivations are equivalent if they differ only 
in the order of application of rules.] 

5. Consider the following languages and provide the information requested in A 
andB. 

a. anbcn (abc, aabcc, aaabccc, etc.) 
where n is greater than 0 (n > 0) 

b. bn+1an (bba, bbbaa, etc.) 
n>O 

A. Write context-free grammars for each of these languages. (Make the 
grammars as simple as possible.) 
B. Give derivations for two sentences from each of the languages. 

1.3 ENGLISH VERBAL MORPHOLOGY 

With this much formal background, let's go through some of the English 
phenomena that Chomsky brilliantly examined in Syntactic Structures. 
We'll begin by looking at a set of complicated facts quite superficially. 

1.3.1 English Auxiliaries 
In English a sentence can have a main verb and no "auxiliary verb," as in 
(96). 

(96) John sang 

A sentence can also have one auxiliary verb, as in (97). 

(97) a. John may sing 
b. John has sung 
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c. John will sing 
d. John is singing 
e. John can sing 
f. John could sing 

These might be divided into two groups. One group is the following: 

(98) a. John may sing 
b. John will sing 
c. John can sing 
d. John could sing 

The main verb occurs in its bare form in (98). The second group is the 
following: 

(99) a. John has sung 
b. John is singing 

The main verb does not occur in its bare form in (99). Other cases in the 
same group as (99a) and (99b) are these: 

(100) a. John had sung 
b. John was singing 

We'll temporarily ignore the differences in the cases above and analyze all 
of them as forms of sing, which collectively we'll call SING (allomorphs 
of sing). 

Now consider the modal auxiliaries. Intuitively, they too are some sort 
of "helping verb." Syntactically, they all can participate in interrogative 
inversion: Must John sing?, Could John sing?, and so on. All of them share 
the interesting property that when they're followed by the main verb, the 
main verb is always in its bare form. 

Here's a list of modal auxiliaries in English: 

(101) may 
might 
will 
would 
can 
could 
must 
shall 
should 

& 
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English also has the auxiliary category HAVE, which can take any of the 
following forms: 

(102) has/had/have 

And it has the auxiliary category BE, which can take any of the following 
forms: 

(103) am/is/ are/was/were 

Some sentences have two auxiliary verbs, and in those cases additional 
forms emerge. 

(104) a. John has been singing 
b. John could have sung 
c. John must be singing 
d. John will be singing 

A sentence can even have three auxiliary verbs. 

(105) John ~ould have been singing 

We now have plenty of data. Let's start by formulating some gen
eralizations about auxiliaries; then we'll see how we can formalize those 
generalizations. 

Here's one generalization: 

(106) When a sentence contains a modal auxiliary (M), it is always the 
first thing after the subject. 

Here's another: 

(107) When HAVE and BE cooccur, BE immediately follows HAVE. 

That this is indeed so can be seen from the following examples: 

(108) a. John has been singing 
b. John had been singing 
c. John could have been singing 

(We hold constant the fact that there will always be a "main" verb.) 
Taking modals and HAVE/BE to constitute a natural class of auxil

iaries, we notice the ordering information in (109)-(111). 

(109) Cases with one auxiliary 
M (can occur alone) 
HAVE (can occur alone) 
BE (can occur alone) 
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(110) Cases with two auxiliaries 
a. HAVEBE 

MBE 
MHAVE 

b. *BEHAVE 
*BEM 
*HAVEM 

c. *HA VE HAVE 
*BEBE 
*MM 

(111) Cases with three auxiliaries 
M HAVE BE 

To capture the desired generalization regarding modals and auxiliaries, 
let's represent a sentence as consisting of the following three parts: 

(112) Subject I Aux I Main Verb 

That is, we'll say that there's an auxiliary position Aux. 8 What can appear 
in Aux? The following PS rules, in accord with our observations, say that 
Aux can contain any of the elements shown: 

(113) Aux -+ M 
Aux-+ HAVE 
Aux -+ BE 
Aux-+ M HAVE 
Aux-+ MBE 
Aux -+ HAVE BE 
Aux -+ M HAVE BE 

That doesn't look like a generalization at all. Counting the case where 
there is no apparent auxiliary, there are eight cases and eight rules. What 
could be worse? How can we possibly make a generalization? Chomsky's 
proposal in this respect might seem trivial, but it's actually very deep. To 
fully appreciate it, we need to look at some intellectual background that 
wasn't made explicit until several years later in Aspects. 

Throughout his career Chomsky has been concerned with the major 
questions we're concerned with here: What is our knowledge of language? 
Where does it come from? How does this knowledge get into our heads? 
The first question, regarding the nature of linguistic knowledge, Chomsky 
characterizes in terms of descriptive adequacy. A theory of language 
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attains descriptive adequacy if it provides grammars that truly describe 
the facts of each language. How this linguistic knowledge gets into the 
head is the question of explanatory adequacy. A theory of language 
attains explanatory adequacy if it provides a procedure by which the 
learner selects the right grammar on the basis of primary linguistic data 
(the utterances an infant is exposed to). 

In Aspects Chomsky proposed a rather precise (if still programmatic) 
answer to the question of explanatory adequacy. He suggested that certain 
information is "wired in" the human brain. This information includes the 
following definitions: 

• Definition of a possible syntactic rule: This determines what is and what 
is not a possible syntactic rule. 

• Definition of a possible grammar (grammar as a set of rules): Not just 
any set of rules counts as a possible grammar. 

Is this an adequate theory of language acquisition, even if the two defi
nitions are made precise? Well, no. It's the beginning of a theory of lan
guage acquisition, but in the Aspects model there are just too many 
possible rules and grammars available to the child. In order to address 
this problem, Chomsky proposed the following concept: 

• An evaluation metric 

The evaluation metric is a procedure that looks at all the possible gram
mars compatible with the data the child has been exposed to and ranks 
them. On the basis of some criterion, it says that Gj is a more highly 
valued grammar than G2, and it picks Gj, even though G j and G2 are 
both compatible with the data. 

For the moment, think of a language as a set of sentences, and think of 
a grammar as a formal device for generating all and only those sentences. 
Now what is the child's task? Born not knowing what the grammar is, , 
and confronted with some primary linguistic data (PLD), the child makes 
a guess about what the grammar is. And the guess has to be such that it 
will generate the PLD. It will invariably generate more than the PLD. 
Why? Because a human grammar has to provide an infinite language. 
That is the strongest linguistic universal there is. All human languages are 
infinite. That guarantees that whatever the child's guess is, it will generate 
vastly more than the (necessarily finite) PLD. 

Suppose a child's guess is a grammar G j that generates a language Lj 
(PLD a subset of Lj). Now, one can imagine a second child being 
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exposed to exactly the same PLD and coming up with a grammar G2 th~t 
is compatible with the PLD and generates L2 =1= L l . And let's say a third 
child comes up with grammar G3 that generates L3. Suppose that all these 
languages, an infinite class of them, agree on the PLD and disagree on 
virtually everything else. This is the most extreme case (to make the point 
clear), represented in (114). 

(114) 

So, these grammars are compatible with the PLD (and, by hypothesis, 
with the formal constraints on possible grammars); hence, all are avail
able to the child as potential grammars. But suppose that G3 (generating 
L3) is the grammar valued most highly by the evaluation metric. Then, 
when confronted with the PLD, the child is forced to posit G3, the 
grammar valued most highly by the evaluation metric that is also com
patible with the PLD. This will give the presumably correct result that 
learners confronted with the same data will acquire the same language; in 
other words, the situation depicted above, where three children exposed to 
the same PLD arrive at different grammars, can't arise. 

What exactly is the evaluation metric? This is something we don't know 
a priori (a point that is often seriously misunderstood). It's an empirical 
question. It's the same kind of question as asking what's a possible rule, 
or what's a possible grammar. Chomsky made proposals about possible 
rules (he formalized the notion ofPS rule, of transformational rule) and a 
possible grammar (some specific arrangement of these PS rules and 
transformations). He further proposed that the evaluation metric is this: 
Given two permissible grammars G1 and G2 both compatible with the 
PLD, G1 is more highly valued than G2 if and only if G1 has fewer sym
bols than G2. 

With this in mind, let's return to the arrangements of auxiliary verbs. 
Chomsky proposed in Syntactic Structures that there is always at least 
one item in Aux position, and that that item is there whether or not the 
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structure has any auxiliary verbs. The first item in Aux is always the 
symbol C (= tense and agreement information; later we'll look at C in 
much more detail). If so, then instead of the PS rules in (113) we have the 
ones in (115). 

(115) Aux -+ C 
Aux-+ CM 
Aux-+ C HAVE 
Aux-+ C BE 
Aux -+ C M HAVE 
Aux-+ CM BE 
Aux -+ C HAVE BE 
Aux -+ C M HAVE BE 

Chomsky made the following empirical claim: It's very natural for a 
language to have the eight rules we've been discussing, rather than some 
random eight rules for Aux. After all, we could imagine all kinds of dif
ferent sets o( eight rules using these symbols. So, we want to introduce 
some notation that will allow the evaluation metric to give us the result 
that the rules in (115) form a natural set. The notation also will be wired 
in, of course. 

Here's the notation that Chomsky proposed: 

(116) Aux -+ C (M) (HAVE) (BE) 

What does this notation mean? It represents exactly the eight rules we've 
been discussing, but counted by the evaluation metric as having the cost 
of only one rule: Aux -+ C M HAVE BE. Informally speaking, M, 
HAVE, and BE in (116) are each optional. 

This move seems seductively natural, but one could imagine that the 
world could have been otherwise. Imagine a language that has the fol
lowing rules for auxiliaries: 

(117) Aux -+ C M HAVE BE 
Aux -+ C HAVE BE M 
Aux -+ C BE M HAVE 

As far as I know, no language on earth is like that. But maybe Martian is. 
One may think, then, that Martian is impossible to characterize, because 
the notation we used for English doesn't work there. But in fact, it could 
be characterized. We just have to make up a new notation. One natural 
possibility is this: 

r 
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(118) M~ 

Aux~ C r HAVE 

~BEJ 
By using this notation, we're saying that the three rules in (117) count as 
no more expensive than anyone of them. Why is this a natUral notation? 
Because what comes after C is a set of cyclic permutations of M, BE, and 
HAVE: first pick anyone of the elements on the circle, and continue 
clockwise until all of them are taken. 

Mathematically, there's nothing to choose between (116) and (118). A 
mathematician might want to use the notation in (118); and the study of 
cyclic permutations is an area of mathematics. It's only for empirical rea
sons that we choose the notation in (116). In other words, the fact that we 
choose (116) means that Chomsky's notation has nothing to do with 
mathematical "elegance" or formal possibility; instead, it has to do with 
empirical facts of human languages. 

(116) is the core of the analysis of auxiliaries presented in Syntactic 
Structures. It wasn't until Aspects that Chomsky explicitly claimed that 
the notation is wired in, but the claim was implicit in the earlier work. 

The rule in (116) embodies a generalization about the gross order of M, 
HAVE, and BE. But there are a lot of finer generalizations about how M, 
HAVE, and BE are actually realized. Recall that M, HAVE, and BE take 
on a lot of different forms. Even if we know that M, HAVE, and BE 
occur in the order specified in (116), what tells us which instances of M, 
HAVE, BE-and, finally, V-can actually occur? Here, Chomsky argued 
that we need something more powerful than just PS rules to account for 
all of the facts. 

1.3.2 Verbal Morphology: More Generalizations 

A further look at the examples with which section 1.3.1 began will lead us 
to the next step. In particular, we will now look more carefully at the finer 
details of the verbal morphology of English. First let's consider the fol
lowing alternations: 

(119) John sings/sang 
John is/was singing 
John has/had sung 
John can/could sing 
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Here we seem to have four present/past alternations, holding the subject 
constant. It's a little tricky to prove that can/could is a present/past alter
nation as opposed to two separate modals. But Chomsky suggested an 
argument that this is the case, based on a phenomenon often called 
sequence of tenses. 

(120) a. John says he owns a house 
b. John said he owned a house 

(120b) is ambiguous. One reading is that John said, "I own a house"; ~e 
other is that John said, "I owned a house." Similarly for the followmg 
examples: 

(121) a. John said he is tired 
b. John said he was tired 

(122) a. John says he has solved the problem 
b. John said he had solved the problem 

When the main verb is past tense, past tense on the embedded verb can be 
understood a"s present with respect to the time of the main clause, al?ng-
side the expected past tense interpretation. Now note that (123b), Wlth a 
modal, shows just the same ambiguity. 

(123) a. John says he can/will swim 
b. John said he could/would swim 

So there's some reason for thinking that Chomsky's treatment of modals 
as showing tense alternations is correct. Thus, we'll assume here th~t 
modals do take tense. Ultimately nothing crucial will depend on this 
treatment, but it's the one that Chomsky gave, so for consistency, and in 
the absence of a strong counterargument, we'll adopt it too. 

Now consider sentences with no auxiliary verbs. 

(124) a. John owns a house present 
b. John owned a house past 
c. * J ohn own a house bare 
d. *John owning a house progressive 
e. *John owned a house perfect 

Here's the generalization that describes these cases: 

(125) Generalization I 
If the main verb is the first "verblike thing" in the sentence, then it 

" " " C b t t· th "bare" can appear in the "present or past lorm, u no ill e 
or "progressive" or "perfect" form. 

I 
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We have to tease apart "past" and "perfect," which are often phono
logically identical. By putting a star on (124e) as opposed to (124b), we're 
assUJJling that the "past" and the "perfect" are different. (126) will make 
this clearer. 

(126) a. John writes present 
b. John wrote past 
c. *John write bare 
d. *John writing progressive 
e. *John written perfect 

The perfect form of write in (126e) is different from the past form of write 
in (126b). This is the beginning of an argument to show that the past is 
generally different from the perfect even though in (124) they have the 
same phonological form. 

a Gutierrez: Suppose we have a sentence like I write. Do we say that this is 
the bare form? Or do we say that it's the present form, but that the present 
form and the bare form are phonologically equivalent? 

Lasnik: Yes, that's a very important question. Chomsky gave a com
pelling answer to that question in Syntactic Structures showing that 
there's indeed a "zero morpheme" in a case like that. 9 a 

Can we extend Generalization I to other types of sentences? What's 
special about a sentence with no auxiliaries is that the main verb is the 
first "verblike thing." What we want to do is to investigate whether 
something like Generalization I holds for other things that might happen 
to be the first "verblike thing" in a sentence. By "verblike thing" we 
mean, in addition to a verb, a modal or HA VB or BE. For Chomsky, 
crucially, modals, HA YE, and BE aren't verbs at all-that's why I'm 
calling them "verb like things." 

So let's consider sentences with one auxiliary, starting with HA YE. 
What forms of HA YE can occur when it's the first "verblike thing" in the 
sentence? 

(127) a. John has written present 
b. John had written past 
c. *John have written bare 
d. *John having written progressive 
e. * J ohn had written perfect 1 0 

The generalization that covers these cases is similar to Generalization 1. 
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(128) Generalization I' 
If HA VB is the first "verblike thing" in the sentence, then it can 
appear in the "present" or "past" form, but not in the "bare" or 
"progressive" or "perfect" form. 

What happens when the first "verblike thing" in a sentence is BE? 

(129) a. John is writing present 
b. John was writing past 
c. *John be writing bare 
d. *John being writing progressive 
e. *John been writing perfect 

The generalization that describes these cases is very similar to General

izations I and I'. 

(130) Generalization I" 
If BE is the first "verblike thing" in the sentence, then it can appear 
in the "present" or "past" form, but not in the "bare" or 
"progressive" or "perfect" form. 

Rather trivially, a parallel generalization holds for modals. 

(131) a. John can write 
b. John could write 

present 
past 

(132) Generalization I'" 
If a modal is the first "verblike thing" in the sentence, then it can 
appear in the "present" or "past" form and no other form. 

Modals seem to trivially fall under Generalization I since they have only 
present and past forms, and no others, such as a progressive (*canning), 
perfect, or bare form. (Bare forms can occur after to in the infinitive 
construction in English, so we can say to write or to be able to, but we 

can't say *to can.) 
Putting all these specific generalizations together, we have the following 

overall generalization: 

(133) Generalization 1+ 
Whatever "verblike thing" is the first in a sentence, it will appear in 

the "present" or "past" form. 

Can we find any generalization about the second "verblike thing" in a 

sentence? Consider the following examples: 
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(134) a. He can go bare 
b. He is singing progressive 
c. He has written perfect 
d. *He can goes present 
e. *He can went past 

The second "verblike thing" can be progressive, perfect, or bare. But it 
cannot be past or present. Abstractly, English sentences can have these 
sequences of two "verblike things": 

(135) BE V 
MV 
HAVE V 

The form of the second "verblike thing" depends on what the preceding 
"verblike thing" is. One combination is "BE + progressive." 

(136) a. John is singing 
b. John was singing 

A second is "modal + bare." 

(137) a. John can swim 
b. John could swim 

A third is "HAVE + perfect." 

(138) a. John has written 
b. John had written 

From these facts, we can deduce Generalization II. 

(139) Generalization II 

a. When a sentence has two "verblike things" and the first is 
HAVE, then the second appears in the "perfect" form. 

b. When a sentence has two "verblike things" and the first is BE, 
then the second appears in the "progressive" form. 

c. When a sentence has two "verblike things" and the first is a 
modal, then the second appears in the "bare" form. 

What happens when a sentence has three "verblike things" and the first 
is HAVE? As (140) shows, the "verblike thing" that follows HAVE still 
appears in the perfect form. 

(140) a. John has been writing 
b. John had been writing 

as 
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Finally, what if a sentence has more than three "verblike things"? 

(141) John could have been writing 

The generalization is the same. We can therefore state the following 
overall generalization: 

(142) Generalization II+ 

Whenever HAVE occurs, the very next "verblike thing" appears in 
the "perfect" form. 

Now let's look at modals. What kind of thing can come after a modal? 
(143) gives some examples, and (144) the generalization we can draw from 
them. 

(143) a. John must write 
b. John must have left 
c. John must be singing 

(144) Generalization III 

Whenever a modal occurs, the very next "verblike thing" appears 
in the "bare" form. 

Finally, let's look at BE. What kind of thing can follow BE? (For the 
moment I'll abstract away from sentences like John is tall and John was 
arrested, which are sentences where BE seems to be the only "verblike 
thing.") 

(145) a. John is sleeping 
b. John was sleeping 
c. John has been sleeping 
d. John may be sleeping 
e. John may have been sleeping 

The generalization we can draw about BE is the following: 

(146) Generalization IV 

Whenever BE occurs, the very next "verblike thing" appears in the 
"progressive" form. 

So, when a sentence has BE, it has ing (progressive). When a sentence 
has HAVE, it has en (perfect). When a sentence has M, it has the bare 
form. BE and ing do go together, but they don't go together. There's 
something in between. HAVE and en do go together, but they don't go 
together. There's something in between. We have a paradox. The rule that 

l 
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Chomsky proposed to resolve the first part of the paradox, the depen
dency, is the following, an extension of (116): 

(147) Aux -r C (M) (have en) (be ing) 

As before, this rule is an abbreviation of eight rules. First, as before, C 
(tense-agreement morphology) precedes the first "verblike thing." Second, 
this rule correctly guarantees that have and en are always int~oduced to
gether, and similarly for be and ing. But notice that have actually intro
duces the perfect form of the next "verblike thing" and be introduces the 
progressive form of the next "verblike thing." This situation is shown in 
(148). 

(148) 

have be en writ ing 

(148) represents a cross-serial dependency. PS rules can't in general deal 
with these dependencies; they're good at characterizing nested depen
dencies, as we saw, but not cross-serial ones. 

To see this point, recall what a derivation is in a PS grammar. It's a 
sequence of lines, such that the first line is the designated initial symbol, 
maybe S, we derive the second line from the first by rewriting one occur
rence of one symbol, and we keep going until we reach symbols that can't 
be rewritten. The symbols that can't be rewritten, the terminal symbols, 
are those that don't occur on the left-hand side of any arrow. 

Let's see just how effective a PS grammar is in capturing the general
izations discussed above. Suppose we want to generate the following 
sentence: 

(149) John might have been kissing Mary 

We'll be using Chomsky's PS rules (page 111 of Syntactic Structures), but 
we'll add two more rules just to simplify the derivations. 

(150) NPsing -r John 
NPsing -r Mary 

The PS rules give us the following derivation, among numerous possible 
ones: 

(151) S 
NPVP 
NP Verb NP 
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NPAuxVNP 
NPsing Aux V NP 
NPsing C M have en be ing V NP 
John C M have en be ing V NP 
John C M have en be ing V NPsing 
John C M have en be ing V Mary 
John C may have en be ing V Mary 
John C may have en be ing kiss Mary 

We already know that if we collapse all the equivalent derivations, we get 
the PM for the sentence in (149). Let's look at (152), the collapsed PS tree. 

(152) S 

NP VP 

I ~ 
Verb NP 

~I 
NPsing 

I 
John Aux V NPsing 

~II 
C may have en be ing kiss Mary 

Apparently, we end up with something that we don't want to generate. 

(153) John C may have en be ing kiss Mary 

(152) captures the fact that have and en are introduced together, b~t not 
that en ends up on be. It captures the fact that be and ing are also mtro
duced together, but not that ing ends up on kiss. The question is, how can 
we rectify this? With PS rules we can't generate this sentence in any illu
minating way. The best we can do with PS rules is to list all the cases. 
Chomsky argued on this basis that we need a device more powerful 
than PS rules, a device that's capable of capturing these paradoxical 
regularities. 
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2.1 WHAT IS A TRANSFORMATION? 

We need something more powerful than PS rules to account for cross
serial dependencies. This more powerful device will let us rearrange the 
PS representation, changing one PS representation into another. In (152) 
of chapter 1 we have the PS representation that we got from applying 
the PS rules. We want to rearrange this PS representation so that en is 
attached to be and ing is attached to kiss. 1 

This more powerful device that changes one PS representation into 
another PS representation is called a transformation. In this case the rele
vant transformation takes each of the verbal affixes and attaches it to the 
following "verblike thing." 

Now we need to extend our notion of derivation. What is a derivation? 
A derivation begins with a sequence of lines given by PS rules (or a set of 
such sequences). This sequence results in a PM, which we may call the 
initial PM. Then we can apply some transformation that takes as its input 
an initial PM and gives as its output a sort of PM as well. Just like an 
initial PM, this derived PM must be something that determines the con
stituent structure of a sentence. We don't want to distinguish sharply be
tween the notions of initial and derived PM because what's special about 
transformational grammar as formalized here is that transformations 
don't care whether the structures at issue are PMs or derived PMs. When 
the distinction isn't relevant, I will thus revert to conventional usage and 
use the term PM to refer to both the output of the PS derivation and the 
output of particular transformations. 

Recall too from the earlier informal discussion (section 1.1) that 
movement is assumed to be structure dependent. If there's ever a case 
where more than one transformation can apply in the derivation of a 
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sentence, the output of the first transformation must be of exactly the 
same formal character as the input; otherwise, the second transformation 
won't have the units that it needs in order to apply properly. Our theory 
needs to require that in a derivation like (1) the successive derived con
stituent structures (PM2, PM3, PM4) be formally of the same character as 
the initial structure (PMI), so that the successive transformations (T2, T3) 

can take them as input. 

(1) PM 
TJ T, T3 

I ---7 PM2 --=+ PM3 ---7 PM4 

So far the major argument for transformational derivation has been 
that there are properties of human languages that can't be explained with 
PS grammars (they can be stated, but they can't be explained). Another 
classic argument for transformations involves "felt-relatedness" between 
sentences. For example: 

(2) a. John is singing 
b. Is John singing? 

(3) a. John sings 
b. Does John sing? 

(4) a. I like linguistics 
b. Linguistics, I like 

If our only evidence were these cases and we were just working at this 
intuitive level of "felt-relatedness," we could be misled into incorrectly 
characterizing what transformations are in this system; namely, we could 
conclude, incorrectly, that they directly relate sentences to other sentences. 

Chomsky's transformations do not relate sentences to other sentences· 
they relate one abstract structure (a PM) to another abstract structur~ 
(another PM). Often as a by-product of relating abstract structures, we 
will find an explanation for felt-relatedness between sentences, but trans
formations don't "transform" sentences into other sentences. Interest
ingly, there was an earlier influential formulation of transformational 
grammar-due to Zellig Harris, Chomsky's teacher-that did explicitly 
relate sentences to other sentences? Because it did so, it wasn't able to 
give any systematic explanation for the kind of phenomena we're dealing 
with now. To deal with these phenomena requires the ability to relate 
abstract structures to abstract structures. To put it another way, the phe
nomena we've begun looking at provide evidence that sentences have ab
stract underlying structures. 
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With that in mind, let's begin to see how the theory of transformations 
is formalized,. It wasn't fully formalized in Syntactic Structures (which 
was really just Chomsky's lecture notes), but it was fully formalized in 

LSLT. 

2.2 A FIRST LOOK AT TRANSFORMATIONS: THE NUMBER AND 
Auxn..IARY TRANSFORMATIONS TI5 AND T20 

Let's begin to look at some transformations responsible for the rear
rangements we've been discussing. In particular, consider the Number 
Transformation TI5 and the Auxiliary Transformation T20 (standardly 
called Affix Hopping) from page 112 of Syntactic Structures. (SA = 

structural analysis; SC = structural change) 

Ti5 Number Transformation (obligatory) 

SA: X-C- y 
SC: C -+ S in the context NPsillg __ 

o iri other contexts 
past in any context 

T20 Auxiliary Transformation (obligatory) 
SA: X - "Af" - "v" - Y (where "Af" is any C or is en or ing; "v" is 

any M or V, or have or be) 
SC: Xl - X2 - X3 - ~ -+ Xl - X3 - X2 # - ~ 

(The notation # means that a word boundary is added.) 
This is what Chomsky's PS grammar on page 111 tells us about the 

sentence John left: 

(5) S 

~ 
NP VP 

I I 
Verb 

A 
NPsing 

I 
John Aux V 

I I 
C leave 

(To allow for intransitives I've added the rule VP -+ Verb to Chomsky's 

VP -+ Verb NP.) 
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The Number Transformation tells us what the tense is going to be. It's 
the only transformation in Syntactic Structures that looks like a PS rule. 
This raises the question of why Chomsky didn't analyze this operation as 
part of the PS grammar. It's because of a limitation that Chomsky 
imposed on the PS component of the grammar: he wanted all the PS rules 
to be context free. The Number Transformation is a PS rule, but it is 
crucially context sensitive. ' 

Applying the Number Transformation to (5), we get (6). 

(6) s 

~ 
NP VP 

I I 
NPsing Verb 

I ~ 
John Aux V 

I I 
C leave 

I 
past 

As for Affix Hopping, it will attach past to leave in (6). The graphic rep
resentation of the new PM will be (7), thanks to an operation Chomsky 
called adjunction. When past adjoins to V, the adjunction process creates 
a new instance of V that dominates both the original V and past. 3 

(7) s 

~ 
NP VP 

I I 
NPsing Verb 

I ~ 
John Aux V 

I~ 
C V past # 

I 
leave 
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Let's now look at the transformational portion of the derivation of the 
sentence in (8). 

(8) John will be sleeping 

We start with the initial PM in (9). 

(9) s 

~ 
NP VP 

I I 
NPsing Verb 

I ~ 
John Aux V 

~I 
C M be ing sleep 

I 
will 

Applying the Number Transformation to the PM in (9), we obtain (10). 

(10) s 

~ 
NP VP 

I I 
NPsing Verb 

I ~ 
John Aux V 

~I 
C M be ing sleep 

I I 
s will 

Now, applying Affix Hopping to the PM in (10), we finally obtain (11).4 
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(11) S 

~ 
NP VP 

I I 
NPsing Verb 

I ~ 
John Aux V 

~~ 
C M be V ing# 

~I 
M s# sleep 

I 
will 

2.3 PROPERTIES OF TRANSFORMATIONS 

Transformations have numerous formal properties. First, each transfor
mation has a structural analysis (SA) and a structural change (SC). The 
SA characterizes the class of structures to which the transformation· 
applies. It tells us the class of "PM-like things" that are able to undergo 
the process. The SC specifies the alterations that the process carries out. It 
tells us what happens to a particular element that is eligible to undergo 
the process when the process applies (e.g., move, delete, add something). 

2.3.1 Structural Analysis 

2.3.1.1 What Constitutes a Structural Analysis 
Let's look at SAs in more detail. An SA is a sequence of terms, or a set of 
sequences of terms, as in the SA of Tl6 (Tllo(, usually called the Negation 
Trans/ormation), T17 (TA, or Affirmation), and Tl8 (Tq, or Subject 
Aux(iliary) Inversion), shown here (see Syntactic Structures, page 112).5 

(12) T16-T18 Negation Trans/ormation, Affirmation, Subject-Aux 
Inversion 
SA: a. NP-C- VX 

b. NP-C+M-X 
c. NP - C + have - X 
d. NP - C + be - X 

F 
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Term refers to material set off by hyphens in Chomsky's notation. Ele
ments that can potentially constitute a term are listed in (13). 

(13) a. A single nonterminal symbol, like Aux, NP, V, or NP 
b. A single terminal symbol, like C before the Number 

Transformation T15 applies (after it applies, C is no longer a 
terminal symbol) 

c. A variable, like X or Y 
d. A sequence of non terminal symbols, like C + Min (12b) 
e. A sequence of terminal and nonterminal symbols, like C + have 

in (12c) 
f. A sequence of nonterminal and variable symbols, as in (12a) 

We can summarize these cases as follows: 

(14) a. Any sequence of symbols (terminals, nonterminals, and variables) 
or 

b. A set of sequences of symbols or 
c. A Boolean combination of these 

Now consider the terms in Affix Hopping T20. The SA is as follows: 

(15) X - "Af" - "v" - Y 

There are apparently four terms in this SA. X and Yare variables. But 
what are "Af" and "v"? "Af" and "v" aren't terms of the grammar. 
They aren't terminal or nonterminal symbols; nor are they variables. 
"Af" is trying to suggest that C and en, or ing, are of the same category, 
even though the grammar doesn't say this. Similarly, "v" suggests that M, 
V, have, and be are of the same category, though again, the grammar 
doesn't give this result (more on this later). 

2.3.1.2 Formalization of the Structural Analysis 
The SA of a transformation specifies what kind of PM can undergo the 
transformation. To begin to formalize the notion of SA, let's see how the 
SA formally carries out the task of determining, for a given PM, whether 
the transformation is eligible to apply or not. Let's look at the SA for the 
Passive Transformation TI2. 

(16) NP - Aux - V - NP 

To see whether the Passive Transformation applies to a PM, we first 
have to have a PM. So, let's construct one. For pedagogical purposes, first 
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we'll construct it in the form of a tree, shown in (17), and then we'll con
struct it as a set because Chomsky's formalization of transformations was 
based not on trees, but on sets. 

(17) S 

~ 
NP VP 

I ~ 
NPsing Verb NP 

I ~ I 
John Aux V NP I 

I I I P 

c hit men 

(Assume, for simplification, the following extra rules: NPsing --t John, 
NPpl --t men.) 

(17) is the initial PM, the output of the PS rules. What sentence is this 
the initial PM for? There are scores of them. Here are some (just impres
sionistically-in a moment we'll see how the formalism supports this): 

(18) a. John hits men 
b. John hit men 

(19) a. Men are hit by John 
b. Men were hit by John 

(20) a. Does John hit men? 
b. Did John hit men? 
c. Are men hit by John? 
d. Were men hit by John? 

(21) a. John doesn't hit men 
b. John didn't hit men 
c. Men weren't hit by John 
d. Men aren't hit by John 

etc. 

Now let's construct the set-theoretic object that is the true PM in this 
theory. 

(22) PM = {S, NP VP, NPsing VP, John VP, John C hit men, NP V 
NP, NPsing Aux hit NPpl, John C V men, NPsing Aux V NPp1 , 

NP Aux V NP, ... } 
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Now we'r~ in a position to determine whether the particular transforma
tion is applicable to the structure. Here's what we do. With the SA for the 
transformation in hand, we search through the PM (initial or derived). If 
we find an element in the PM that satisfies the SA, then we can apply the 
transformation (and we must if the rule is marked obligatory, a point I'll 
return to immediately). What does satisfaction mean? Satisfaction is 
identity, with one exception, namely, a variable. Indeed, anything can 
satisfy X. For the Passive Transformation to apply, we must find an ele
ment of the PM that is exactly NP - Aux - V - NP. If we find it, we can 
apply the rule; if we don't, then we can't. That is satisfaction in this case. 
In the PM (22) we do find that element, so we can apply the rule (but need 
not, since this transformation is optional). I put aside the effects of this 

transformation. 
Now look at the Number Transformation TIS, whose SA is (23). 

(23) X- C- Y 

X and Yare variables. Anything at all can satisfy X or Y. C, on the other 

hand, is a constant term. 
Let's find an element of the PM in (22) that satisfies the SA of the 

Number Transformation. One such element is this: 

(24) John C V men 

John satisfies X, C satisfies C, V men satisfies Y. 
If a rule's SA is satisfied, and the rule is optional, we can either apply or 

not apply the rule. What happens when the rule is obligatory, as the 
Number Transformation is? There are two imaginable senses of obliga
tory. One is the sense in which we must apply a certain rule and it doesn't 
matter whether the PM is the right kind or not; if this rule isn't applied, 
the derivation won't be good. This isn't Chomsky's sense, however. His 
sense is that if a rule's SA is satisfied, then we have to apply the rule, but if 
it isn't, then we don't. It is thus the weaker of the two senses of obligatory; 
we only have to apply the rule if we're able to. Even in this weaker sense, 
we will always have to apply the Number Transformation, because C will 

be introduced into every derivation. 

2.3.2 Structural Change 
Having looked at SA in more detail, let's look now at SC, again using the 
Number Transformation TIS and the Auxiliary Transformation (Affix 

Hopping) T20 as illustration. 
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2.3.2.1 The Number and Auxiliary Transformations Again 
Consider the initial PM for the sentence John left. Its graphic representa
tion is shown in (2S). 

(2S) S 

~ 
NP VP 

I I 
NPsing Verb 

I ~ 
John Aux V 

I I 
C leave 

The first thing we want to determine is whether the Number Transfor
mation TIS is eligible to apply. (2S) is a graphic representation of set (26). 

(26) {S, NP VP, NPsing VP, John VP, NP Verb, NPsing Verb, John Verb, 
NP Aux V, NP Aux leave, NP C V, NP Cleave, NPsing Aux V, 
NPsing Aux leave, NPsing C V, NPsing C leave, John Aux V, John 
Aux leave, John C V, John Cleave} 

Set (26) contains many elements satisfying the SA of the Number Trans
formation (see (23)): "anything" followed by C followed by "anything." 
For example, we find in the set the element NP C leave. (This is one of the 
lines in at least one of the PS derivations.) From this, we can see that the 
SA is satisfied because NP satisfies X (anything satisfies X), C satisfies C 
(C is the only thing that satisfies C, because C is a constant term), and 
leave satisfies Y (anything satisfies Y). 

Now recall what the SC for the Number Transformation looks like. 

(27) TI5 Number Transformation 
SC: C -t s in the context NPsing 6 

o in other contexts 
past in any context 

The SC of the Number Transformation as stated in (27) gives us a choice. 
Let's take the third option: past. What the SC does to the PM in (2S) is 
graphically represented in (28). 
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(28) S 

~ 
NP VP 

I I 
NPsing Verb 

I ~ 
John Aux V 

I I 
Cleave 

I 
past 

Now the question is, what does the Number Transformation do to the 
set? Everything that was in the set before is still there; but some new ele
ments will be added. Here are two of them: 

(29) a. NPsin~ past leave 
b. John past leave 

In fact, there will be six new elements in the new (derived) PM. They will 
all have the form "something - past - something"; the first "something" 
will be either NP, NPsing, or John, and the second "something" will be 
either leave or V. The old PM is thus a proper subset of the new PM. This 
is a very rare case; it only happens when the transformation is more like a 
PS rule. In all other cases the PM is radically altered. 

Let's look at a more complicated case. Suppose we've applied the 
Number Transformation, deriving (28) as our new PM, and now we want 
to apply Affix Hopping (Auxiliary Transformation) T20. First let's see 
graphically what Affix Hopping is supposed to do; then we'll speculate 
about what changes take place in the set. We'll see that even for such a 
simple transformation, there's a dramatic change in the set. 

Recall the SC for Affix Hopping. 

(30) T20 Affix Hopping 
SC: XI - X2 - X3 - X4 -t XI - X3 - X2 # - X4 

Chomsky's intention was that after applying Affix Hopping, we'll end up 
with the tree in (31). 
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(31) S 

~ 
NP VP 

I I 
NPsing Verb 

I ~ 
John Aux V 

I~ 
C V past # 

I 
leave 

The transformation takes past away from C and adjoins it to V, in such a 
way that leave and past together constitute a V. (Additionally, recall that 
a word boundary # is added.) 

.. Chen: Why do we end up with two Vs? Is there any empirical evidence 
for doing things this way? 

Lasnik: Chomsky wanted to say that just as the stem was a V before we 
did the operation, the stem is still a V after we did the operation. There's 
no reason to sacrifice this information. But we certainly also want to 
capture the fact (the semantics and morphophonemics demand this) that 
leave + past is also a V.7 

What Chomsky calls "adjunction" is the attachment of a to ~ in such a 
way that a and ~ together constitute a ~. (32) shows right adjunction of a 
to ~.8 

(32) ~ 

~ 
~ a 

This is consistent with something we'll see again and again in Chomsky's 
formulation of transformational grammar: namely, that transformations 
don't gratuitously take away information. The information that leavf! is a 
V was in the structure, and unless the transformation explicitly says to 
take away that information, it won't. Transformations preserve structural 
information, to the extent possible. In the case of the Number Transfor
mation, all structural information was preserved. In the case of Affix 
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Hopping as applied in (31), some structural information is lost: the in
formation that past is a C. We don't lose the information that leave is a V; 
nor, of course, do we have to lose the information that John is an NP or 
that John is an NPsing, so all of that is preserved. 

Chomsky had critics in the '60s who said, "These transformations 
aren't explicit enough. They don't say exactly what the new structure 
should look like-they only tell a few tiny details about it." That's not a 
valid criticism. In fact, it's really praise. What Chomsky had in mind was 
that the vast majority of the properties of the new structure are predicted 
on general grounds. We don't want a dictionary, in the entry of every 
word, to say that it's a word. Since that's a general property of all the 
entries, we don't waste space in the dictionary mentioning it over and over 
again. In the same way, we don't want a particular transformation to say 
something that's predicted on general grounds; we don't waste "space" in 
the grammar specifying things in particular transformations that are gen
eral to all transformations. Let me give three examples. First, if a portion 
of the structure isn't involved in the transformation, nothing in that sub
structure is changed. Second, if for example NP is targeted by a move
ment rule, the position of the NP changes, but its internal structure is 
unaffected. Third, if the relevant terms of the transformation are all in
ternal to one constituent, they'll still all be internal to that constituent in 
the output. 

How does pre-Affix Hopping (28) compare to post-Affix Hopping (31) 
set-theoretically? (33) lists three elements in the set graphically represented 
by (31) that were also in the set graphically represented by (28). 

(33) NPVP 
NPsing VP 
S 

What are some new elements in the set? 

(34) NP Aux V past 
John C leave past 

(Notice that C keeps switching back and forth. It was a terminal symbol 
in (25), then it wasn't a terminal symbol in (28), and then it was a terminal 
symbol again in (31). This fact is a curiosity, but as far as I can tell, of no 
particular importance.) 

What are some elements that were part of the PM in (28) but are no 
longer part of the PM in (31)? 
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(35) NP past leave 
John Aux leave 

We've seen that in general there are dramatic differences between the 
set-theoretic representations of the structure before and after applying a 
transformation. The algorithm specifying what the new PM will look like 
gets rather complicated. Chomsky formalized it one way; Lasnik and 
Kupin (1977) formalized it a slightly different way. The details won't 
concern us here. 

2.3.2.2 Formalization of Structural Change 
Let's look at the kinds of operations that Chomsky took the SCs to be 
capable of carrying out. These are the elementary operations listed in (36). 

(36) a. Adjunction of one term to another (to the right or to the left) 
b. Deletion of a term or sequence of terms (e.g., Mary will solve the 

problem and Ann will too, where it seems we've deleted solve the 
problem) 

c. Adjunction of new material (that wasn't in the structure before) 
to a term (This forms the crux of Chomsky's analysis of Did John 
leave?; the do part of did is adjoined to something in the structure. 
The Negation Transformation TI6 also has this effect; it adjoins 
n't into the structure.) 

d. Permutation (changing the order of two items without attaching 
either one to the other). In the simplest case, we can think of 
the tree as a mobile; we can spin part of it and change the order 
of certain elements. 

An SC for Chomsky was a (possibly ordered) set of elementary oper
ations (Chomsky sometimes called them elementary transformations). For 
example, Affix Hopping T20 carries out one elementary operation, 
adjunction. Subject-Auxiliary Inversion TI8 carries out one elementary 
operation, permutation. The Negation Transformation carries out the 
elementary operation of adjoining new material to a term. The Passive 
Transformation Tl2 carries out a number of elementary operations. 

2.4 OTHER PROPERTIES OF TRANSFORMATIONS 

2.4.1 Numbers and Order 

What other properties are central to transformations? Notice the numbers 
that each of them are assigned. Those might seem as unimportant as 
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the names, but they aren't. The fact that the Passive Transformation is 
TI2 arid the Number Transformation is TI5 is important. If we want to 
apply both transformations, we must apply TI2 before TI5. The rules are 
ordered and this is significant. 
Cho~sky's Passive Transformation has the effect of ultimately relating 

John hit the men and The men were hit by John. Now, this statement can 
be misleading since, as I mentioned before, Chomsky's transformat~ons 
don't actually turn sentences into other sentences. They turn PMs mto 
other PMs, and sometimes it turns out that two sentences arise from the 
same initial PM. Suppose (37a) and (37b) are ultimately related by a 
transformation, namely, the Passive Transformation. 

(37) a. John owns the houses 
b. The houses are owned by John 

Now note that the number agreement on the verb in (37b) is determined 
by the houses. But suppose that we applied TI5, the Number Transfor
mation, before TI2, the Passive Transformation. Instead of (37b), we 
would get (38). 

(38) *The houses is owned by John 

In (38) agreement was incorrectly determined by the sin~ar NP.John, 
which was formerly in subject position. The important pomt, then, IS that 
ordering is significant. 

Obligatoriness . 
Transformations are specified as being optional or obligatory. For some 
transformations it's crucial that we be allowed to apply them but not 
required to apply them; for others it's crucial that we be req:ured to 
apply them. The latter is true particularly of the transformatl~n t~at 
will solve our cross-serial dependency problem. If that one weren t oblig
atory, then it wouldn't be obligatory to separate have and en. H~wever, 
we know by just looking at the facts of English, such as those m (40), 
that even though we've introduced have and en together (see (39», they 
always wind up separated-so the process that separates them has to be 
obligatory. 

(39) John C must have en leave 

(40) a. *John must had leave 
b. John must have left 
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Intuitively, we know that have and en must go together, but also that they 
must not go together. The intuition is that superficially have and en never 
go together, but "deep down" they always go together: 

The idea of a "deep down" representation was brand new in Chom
sky's transformational grammar. For Harris, too, sentences had structure, 
but each sentence just had one structure. What we're heading, toward is 
the idea that a sentence has more than one structure: a more abstract 
structure that captures some aspects of it, a more superficial structure that 
captures others, and many structures in between, assuming that many 
transformations can apply. 

2.4.3 Global Dependency 

T19 (called Tw in Syntactic Structures-the rule creating and fronting 
interrogative expressions like who) is optional and conditional on T18 
(Tq , commonly called Subject-Auxiliary Inversion-the rule permuting 
the subject and a portion of Aux). To apply TI9, we have to look back 
and see if TI8 has applied. I don't want to try to formalize this kind of 
global dependency since it will be one of the first things we will throw out 
of the system, because it gives so much excess descriptive power. If any 
stage of a derivation could refer back to any other stage of a derivation, 
just imagine what we could describe. 

2.5 TRANSFORMATIONS IN SYNTACTIC STRUCTURES 

2.5.1 Affix Hopping 

2.5.1.1 The Nature of "Af" and "v" 
Transformation T20, Affix Hopping, plays a central role in Chomsky's 
analysis, namely, resolving the paradox of the cross-serial dependencies in 
English verbal morphology. If (31) correctly illustrates the effect of Affix 
Hopping, then one instance of Affix Hopping needs to right-adjoin past to 
V, as shown in (41). 

(41) SA: X - past - V - Y 
Xl X2 X3 Xt 

SC: X l -X3 -X2 #-Xt 

John past leave 

John left 

We can't exactly tell just from looking at the statement of Affix Hop
ping in Syntactic Structures that it's carrying out adjunction rather than 
permutation, but the discussion in LSLT makes it clear. Term 2 right-
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adjoins to term 3. In addition, this transformation puts a word boundary 
(#) after term 2. (We'll return to that.) 

Let's look at other instances. 

(42) SA: X - s - V - Y 
Xl X2 X3 Xt 

SC: Xl - X3 - X2 # - Xt 

(43) SA: X -past-M- Y 
Xl X2 X3 Xt 

SC: Xl -X3 -X2 #-Xt 

(44) SA: X - 0 - V - Y 
Xl X2 X3 Xt 

SC: Xl - X3 - X2 # - X4 

(45) SA: X -s-have- Y 
Xl X2 X3 Xt 

SC: XI-X3 -X2 #-Xt 

(46) SA: X - en - V - Y 
Xl X2 X3 Xt 

SC: X l -X3 -X2 #-Xt 

John s eat apples 

John eats apples 

John past can eat 

John could eat 

You 0 eat apples 

You eat apples9 

John s have en eat apples 

John has en eat apples 

John has· en eat apples 

John has eaten apples 

Now, notice that in (45) we end up with the structure in (47). 

(47) have 

~ 
have s 

On the other hand, in (46) we end up with the structure in (48), 

(48) V 

~ 
V en 

I 
eat 

but not the one in (49). 

(49) V 

I 
eat 

~ 
eat en 
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The structure in (49) seems rather outlandish for this case, but it's the 
same structure we have in (47) for cases like (45). The difference comes 
from Chomsky's treatment of "auxiliary verbs" as belonging to no syn
tactic category at all (more on this later). 

Let's now collect all of the cases in schematic form, shown in (50). 

s 
past 

(50) X- 0 
en 
ing 

Remember our definition of term. In particular, a term may consist of a 
Boolean combination of symbols. The second term in (50) is indeed a 
Boolean combination of symbols. 

(51) s or past or 0 or en or ing 

The third term in (50) is also a Boolean combination. 

(52) V or M or have or be 

Notice that for the second and third terms in (50) we used the standard 
notation for Boolean or: { }. This bit of notation, like the parentheses, 
represents an abbreviatory convention. As such, it constitutes an empiri
cal claim about the evaluation metric. 

Now recall that the SA of Affix Hopping is stated like this: 

(53) X - "Af" - "v" - Y 

By "Af" Chomsky meant all the elements in the second term of the SA in 
(50); and by "v" Chomsky meant all the elements in the third term of the 
SA in (50), even though the formal theory doesn't actually support this 
interpretation. 

(54) "Af": 
"v": 

s, past, 0, en, ing 
V, M, have, be 

Why did Chomsky write things this illicit way? There were two reasons. 
The first isn't very deep: the form he used takes less space on the page. 
The second reason is that there must be a generalization here. Surely, all 
the elements referred to as "Af" act as term 2 in the SA because they have 
something in common. Similarly, all of the elements referred to as "v" act 
as term 3 because they have something in common. 
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What do we mean when we say that several elements have something in 
common? Well, we ought to mean that they're of the same category, that 
they bear the same "is a" relation to something. But here this just isn't 
true. en is just an en; ing is just an ing; s is a C, but en isn't a C. They don't 
have anything in common in the formal presentation of the theory. 

What about the elements that Chomsky refers to as "v": V, M, have, 
be? Have is just have; be is just be; and so on. There ought to be a gener
alization here. But the grammar in Syntactic Structures doesn't capture it. 
The way the SA of Affix Hopping is stated makes readers think that 
maybe the grammar does capture it. The problem is that "Af" and "v" 
aren't symbols of the grammar. That's conceded in the complicated par
enthetical phrase following the SA, which is reproduced here with a small 
correction. 

(55) ... where "Af" is any C, or en or ing, and where "v" is M or V or 
have or be 

The SA of Affix Hopping is an abbreviation of 20 transformations. There 
are five possibilities for term 2 and four possibilities for term 3. Mathe
matically, not empirically, speaking, the choices are totally independent, 
so there are 5 x 4 = 20 possibilities. 

The evaluation metric plays a role here. It's true that the SA of Affix 
Hopping seems costly and seems to miss some generalizations. However, 
the evaluation metric says it's better to have these 20 rules than 20 rules 
that have nothing in common structurally. Why is that? Because the X 
is common to all 20 transformations, so we don't have to count that 
20 times; the same is true for Y. The cost of these 20 rules is 11 symbols, 
instead of the 80 symbols (4 x 20) we would have if there were 20 trans
formations. The evaluation metric tells us that it isn't so totally strange to 
find 20 rules like this. 

This still raises the question that was raised most forcefully by Ross 
(1969a).lO Why is it that-at least as far as the morphophonemics is 
concerned-the five things in the second term of (50) behave so similarly? 
Why do they feel like a natural class? According to this theory they aren't 
a natural class. The evaluation metric, and the notational device, lets us 
write any five things we want as the second term in (50). No matter what 
we put there, the rule is equally highly valued by the evaluation metric. 
Similarly for the third term in (50). For instance, why are the four things 
in the third term of the SA in (50) not the following? 
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(56) {~e } 
banana 
from 

We'll be astounded if we find a language that has a rule just like Affix 
Hopping but where term 3 is as I've shown it in (56). But the evalua
tion metric says that this is exactly as good as term 3 in the SA of Affix 
Hopping. So, the evaluation metric is leading us in the right direction but 
isn't forcing us to go far enough. This constitutes an objection to this 
approach. Chomsky's use of "Af" and "v" disguised the difficulty. 

.. Gutierrez: In order to solve this problem, can't we add the following two 
PS rules to the grammar? 

s 
past 

(57) "Af" ---> 0 
en 
ing 

"v" ---> {~ } have 
be 

Lasnik: Good question. Let's try to solve the problem with tools already 
at our disposal. If we add those rules, we will introduce "Af" and "v" as 
symbols of the grammar. Let's see what other changes we'll have to make 

in our PS rules. 

(58) Aux ---> C ("v") ("v" "Af") ("v" "Af") 
C ---> "Af" 

What's wrong with that? Why didn't Chomsky take this approach? The 
difficulty is that (58) doesn't state the selectional properties of the auxil
iaries and verbs. So, for example, have could introduce en as in Rule 10 in 
Syntactic Structures, but it could also introduce s, past, 0, and ing; be 
could introduce ing, but it could also introduce s, past, 0, and en. 
Shortly, we'll look at a technical device introduced in Aspects specifically 
to deal with selectional phenomena like this. 

2.5.1.2 Morphology of Affix Hopping 
Recall that Affix Hopping T20 creates structures of the following types: 
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(59) past hopping onto V 
V 

~ 
V past 

I 
kick 

(60) s hopping onto V 
V 

~ 
V s 

I 
kick 

(61) 0 hopping onto V 
V 

~ 
V 0 

I 
kick 

(62) s hopping onto Mll 
M 

~ 
M s 

I 
can 

(63) past hopping onto M 
M 

~ 
M past 

I 
can 

(64) past hopping onto have 
have 

~ 
have past 
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The structure in (64) represents the form had (as in John had left). 
Adjunction of past to have creates a new have. This isn't an intuitively 
obvious result, but it follows from the notion of adjunction combined 
with the fact that perfective have belongs to no category in this system. 
Similarly, if an s adjoins to have, the result is has, and if a zerO morpheme 
o adjoins to have, the result is have. 

(65) s hopping onto have 
have 

~ 
have s 

(66) 0 hopping onto have 
have 

~ 
have 0 

Notice that this system doesn't make enough morphological dis
tinctions when it comes to be. Other English verbs have only three differ
ent finite forms: one for past, one for third person singular present, and 
one for all other circumstances, roughly as suggested by Chomsky's 
Number Transformation TIS. But be has mOre forms than that. 

(67) Present: 
Past: 

am/are/is 
was/were 

Thus, the Number Transformation will not be able to generate the para
digm for be. It needs to be somewhat richer. I'm not claiming that the 
syntax tells us exactly how these things are going to be pronounced. But if 
the syntax produces two objects that are identical, then, in this system, the 
morphophonernics isn't going to be able to tease them apart. 

Another apparent morphological problem is that Affix Hopping looks 
like it can create forms that don't exist: for example, a modal with ing 
(*maying). Is this a problem or not? Should we try to rewrite this rule or 
not? Rewriting would be costly; but if we needed to change the rule for 
descriptive adequacy, we'd be willing to do so. Is this cost necessary? Do 
we have to rewrite the transformation in a more explicit way to stop the 
generation of forms like *maying? No, because the PS rules will never 
produce the sequence that would be transformed into this. The PS rules 
will never provide an ing followed by a modal. It would be redundant to 
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rewrite Affix Hopping so as to exclude that possibility. Since it wouldn't 
accomplish anything descriptively, and since it would have a significant 
cost in terms of the evaluation metric, we just don't do it. 

2.5.2 Subject-Auxiliary Inversion (T1S) 
Now consider statement-and-question pairs like these: 

(68) a. John was sleeping 
b. Was John sleeping? 

(69) a. John can sleep 
b. Can John sleep? 

(70) a. John slept 
b. Did John sleep? 

Let's start with (68). (71) is the (graphic representation of the) initial 
PM of John was sleeping. It's also the initial PM of Was John sleeping?, 
Is John sleeping?, John is sleeping, John isn't sleeping, and so on. Recall 
that all these differences are introduced by the transformations, applying 
to the initial PM that results from doing the PS derivations. 

(71) S 

~ 
NP VP 

I I 
NPsing Verb 

I ~ 
John Aux V 

~ I 
c be ing sleep 

Since we are trying to generate John was sleeping and Was John sleeping?, 
we will pick out and apply the right instance of the Number Transfor
mation TIS (C -7 past), and the result will be the PM in (72). 
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(72) S 

~ 
NP VP 

I I 
NPsing 

I 
Verb 

~ 
John Aux V 

~ I 
C be ing sleep 

I 
past 

To end up with John was sleeping, we apply Affix Hopping T20, which 
right-adjoins past to be, and ing to sleep.12 

S 

~ 
(73) 

NP VP 

I I 
Verb 

~ 
NPsing 

I 
John Aux V 

A A 
c be V ing# 

A I 
be past # sleep 

The syntax is now done. The morphophonernics takes over and ensures 
that be + past is pronounced as was and that sleep + ing is pronounced as 

sleeping. 
What if we instead want to end up with Was John sleeping? We get this 

via the Subject-Aux(iliary) Inversion transformation Ti8. First, though, 
we'll have to "undo" Affix Hopping, T20, because T18 is ordered before 
it. There are many reasons for this ordering. Some of them are trivial, 
some of them are profound, as we will see. 
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The SA for Subject-Aux Inversion is repeated here (remember that 
Negation, Affirmation, and Subject-Aux Inversion, T16-T18, all have the 
same SA): 

(74) TI8 Subject-Aux Inversion (optional) 
SA: a. NP-C- VX 

b. NP-C+M-X 
c. NP-C+have-X 
d. NP-C+be-X 

To apply SUbject-Aux Inversion to the PM in (72), we want to find out 
whether any of the four instances of its SA are satisfied there. Is there any 
element in this PM that satisfies any of the lines (74a-c) of the SA? 
Apparently, there is none. 

There is, however, an element in the PM in (72) that satisfies line (74d) 
of the SA, namely, NP C be ing sleep. NP satisfies NP, C satisfies C, be 
satisfies be, and ing sleep satisfies X. It doesn't matter that ing sleep isn't 
a constituent <?r a unit. X is a string variable, not a structure variable. 
X doesn't have to be a unit of structure; it can just be any string at all. We 
don't have to apply SUbject-Aux Inversion, because it's optional, but as 
long as one element satisfies its SA, then we can apply it. 

The SC of Subject-Aux Inversion is as follows: 

(75) Xl - X2 - X3 -t X2 - Xl - X3 

Though we can't tell this just from reading Syntactic Structures, Chomsky 
had in mind a different operation for SUbject-Aux Inversion than he did 
for Affix Hopping. Affix Hopping involves adjunction, but SUbject-Aux 
Inversion involves permutation. Wejust change the order of the two first 
terms, in the simplest possible way (we haven't formalized this permuta
tion set-theoretically). 

If the two things we're going to permute are sisters, we can just think of 
a mobile and the wind, and the process is easy to visualize. However, 
things are more complicated when the two things we're going to permute 
aren't sisters, which is definitely the case here with NP and C + be. The 
algorithm (given in LSLT) is this: To permute two things that aren't sis
ters, rearrange them in the specified order in the simplest possible way. In 
our case, what's the simplest possible way? As far as I can tell, Chomsky 
took it to be leaving NP in its place and moving C + be to the front. This 
gives the PM in (76). 

l 
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(76) s 

C be NP VP 

I I I 
NPsing 

I 
Verb 

A 
past 

John Aux V 

I I 
ing sleep 

• Gutierrez: What prevents us from moving the NP down? 

Lasnik: Yes, that's a good question. It's interesting that this didn't 
become an issue until over 15 years after Syntactic Structures, when 
Chomsky, among others, began to argue that "raising" is to be preferred 
to "lowering." We'll return to this issue. 

Vukic: One argument for Gutierrez's analysis would be that if we move 
the NP, we're moving a constituent, but if we move C + be, we're not 
moving a constituent. 

Lasnik: Yes, clearly Affix Hopping is affecting a nonconstituent here. 
C and be happen to be next to each other but aren't a unit of structure by 
themselves. C + be is two-thirds of an Aux, and there's no category label 
on it. 

Interestingly, though, in the particular formalism underlying Syntactic 
Structures, the fact that moving NP means moving a constituent and 
moving C + be means moving a nonconstituent isn't relevant. We'd like 
that distinction to be relevant, and later on we'll start reformalizing some 
of this material to capture it. It's kind of unpleasant that there can be rules 
that move nonconstituents. Remember, one of Chomsky's big argu
ments for structure was that the transformations are structure dependent. 
What does that mean? To make it formally precise, we'll want to say, 
"Transformations always affect constituents." If we truly believe in 
structure dependence, we'd like it to be true that the reason that oper
ations are structure dependent is that the language faculty is wired up in 
such a way that transformations can only affect constituents. This is a 
potential explanatory problem of the theory, one that we'll try to over-
come later. • 
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Now, we have to try to apply Affix Hopping to (76), since Affix Hop
ping is -obligatory. Since we can apply Affix Hopping, we must apply it. 
Applying Affix Hopping will give us the PM in (77). 

(77) S 

C be NP VP 

A I I 
be past # NPsing Verb 

I A 
John Aux V 

A 
V 

I 
ing# 

sleep 

So we've generated John was sleeping and Was John sleeping? Let's turn 
now to the pair in (69), John can sleep and Can John sleep? The initial PM 
for John can sleep, Can John sleep?, John can't sleep, Can't John sleep?, 
John could sleep, Could John sleep?, and so on, is (78). 

(78) S 

~ 
NP VP 

I I 
NPsing Verb 

I~ 
John Aux V 

A I 
C M sleep 

I 
can 

When we apply the obligatory Number Transformation, we get the PM in 
(79). 
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(79) S 

~ 
NP VP 

I I 
NPsing Verb 

I~ 
John Aux V 

A I 
C M sleep 

I I 
s can 

Now let's try to apply Subject-Aux Inversion. Is there any element in the 
PM in (79) that satisfies the SA of this transformation? Yes, the string NP 
eM sleep satisfies one case of the SA, (74b): NP - C + M - X. Applying 

the rule, we get the PM in (80). 

(80) S 

C M NP VP 

I I I I 
s can NPsing Verb 

I A 
John Aux V 

I 
sleep 

Now, can we apply Affix Hopping? Yes, and we get the PM in (81), where 

s has hopped onto M. 

(81) S 

c M NP VP 

A I I 
M s# 

I 
NPsing 

I 
Verb 

A 
can John Aux V 

I 
sleep 
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.. Gutierrez: When we apply Subject-Aux Inversion, we end up with Aux 
as a termin1l1 symbol, but Aux isn't a terminal symbol. 

Lasnik: It depends on what we mean by terminal symbol. The core 
notion of terminal versus nonterminal is relevant to the phrase structure 
grammar. The terminals have a particular role there, one they don't have 
in transformational derivations. When you're doing a phrase structure 
derivation and all you have left are terminal symbols, then you know the 
derivation is done. There's no analogous notion within transformational 
grammar, so although what you're saying is correct in a sense, it's not 

obviously of consequence. 
In the mid '60s linguists did worry about this question. It's not that they 

had any clear evidence or argument, they just worried about it. A whole 
theory developed of what was called tree pruning, which was almost 
entirely intended to deal with the type of case we're discussing: if we have 
a nonterminal symbol that's resulted from transformational applications 
and that's come not to dominate anything, then we get rid of it by 
"pruning" that branch of the tree. We're going to assume that there's no 
such operation as tree pruning. If we find evidence that Aux is literally no 
longer there, then we'll try to build up a theory of tree pruning of our 

own. 

Finally, let's turn to the pair in (70), the most interesting of all: John 
slept and Did John sleep? The relevant initial PM is (82). 

(82) S 

~ 
NP VP 

I I 
NPsing Verb 

I ~ 
John Aux V 

I I 
C sleep 

After we apply the Number Transformation, we have the derived PM in 

(83). 

.. 
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(83) S 

~ 
NP VP 

I I 
NPsing Verb 

I ~ 
John Aux V 

I I 
C sleep 

I 
past 

Let's see if we can apply Subject-Aux Inversion. Does anything in the 
derived PM (83) satisfy its SA? One element does, namely, NP C V, which 
satisfies the SA (74a), NP - C - V X. The rule can therefore apply, pro
ducing the derived PM (84). 

(84) S 

~ 
C NP VP 

I I I 
past NP sing Verb 

I ~ 
John Aux V 

I 
sleep 

Can we now apply Affix Hopping to the PM in (84)? No, since past and V 
aren't adjacent; John intervenes between them. Thus, there's no element 
that satisfies the SA of Affix Hopping. Affix Hopping is obligatory, but 
it's obligatory in the sense we discussed earlier: we have to apply it if we 
can, but if we can't, we needn't. If the derivation stopped here, we would 
have past John sleep as our terminal string, an overgeneration problem. 

The immediate adjacency requirement in Affix Hopping in fact repre
sents an important generalization. In theories of syntax since about the 
late '60s, it's been impossible to say this, because everyone has argued or 
assumed that syntax never cares about adjacency. Consequently, as we'll 
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see, no one now has a completely effective way to rule out John not left. In 
Lasnik 1995 I've argued that Syntactic Structures was right and that the 
modem theories of syntax are wrong in this regard (see section 3.8). 

Regarding (84), Chomsky's insight was this. Past John sleep isn't a 
sentence of English, but it's very similar to Did John sleep? Did carries the 
information that the sentence is past tense, but it has no other semantic 
import; it's a pleonastic verb. We can say that do is a morphophonemic 
entity that "supports" the stranded past affix. 

2.5.3 The Word Boundary Transformation T21a and Do-Support T21b 
The generalization then is that whenever Affix Hopping T20 fails to 
apply, do comes to the rescue. Chomsky therefore proposed two rules, the 
Word Boundary Transformation T2la and the do Transformation T2lb 
(known as Do-Support) that have the effect of turning the past in (84) into 
the past tense of a pleonastic verb do.13 Let's see what each rule does. 

(85) T21 a Word Boundary Transformation (obligatory) 
SA: X -: Y (where X =1= "v" or Y =1= "Af") 
SC: Xl - X2 --+ Xl - # X2 

(86) T21 b do Transformation (Do-Support) (obligatory) 
SA: # - "Af" 
SC: Xl-X2 --+ XI-do+X2 

The Word Boundary Transformation looks at a structure, and if the 
structure has certain properties, it puts in the symbol #. Do-Support 
looks at a structure, and if the structure has the symbol # in a certain 
position, it puts in do. 

For Chomsky, the Word Boundary Transformation was part ofa more 
general process. For Chomsky in Syntactic Structures, the syntax had to 
set the stage for the morphophonemics. Part of setting the stage is break
ing things up into words. The morphophonemics cares about where the 
word boundaries are-and the Word Boundary Transformation puts 
them all in. 

Although the Word Boundary Transformation doesn't just prepare the 
string for Do-Support, let's see first if it in fact succeeds in doing that. In 
our PM in (84), the Word Boundary Transformation is trying to put word 
boundaries designated as # (which can be regarded as a sort of terminal 
symbol) in the places shown in (87). 
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S 

~ 
(87) 

C NP VP 

I I I 
#past# NP sing Verb 

I ~ 
10hn# Aux# V 

I 
sleep # 

Then Do-Support will look at the result. Do-Support is trying to say, 
"When 'Af' immediately follows a word boundary, insert do there." The 
intention is that if and only if the affix has failed to hop, a # will be 
inserted in front of it. The technical problem is that neither the Word 
Boundary Transformation nor Do-Support is stated quite correctly in 
Syntactic Structures, so it's hard to see just how they work. 

Let's fix Do-Support first because it's easier to fix. Do-Support is trying 
to say that when a word boundary is followed by an affix, the affix isn't 
part of a word, because Affix Hopping didn't work. Under that circum
stance Do-Support applies. 

Consider the SA of Do-Support, repeated here from (86). 

(88) # - "Af" 

As this SA is stated, Do-Support will apply only to a PM that consists of 
nothing except # and an immediately following "Af."14 But there are no 
such PMs, either basic or derived. This is a trivial problem. We can fix it 
by inserting variables at the beginning and the end. 

(89) T21b Do-Support 
SA: X - # - "Af" - Y 

Now there are elements of the PM that satisfy the SA of Do-Support. One 
of them is past NP VP. 

Now Do-Support can apply, changing the PM in some way. We can't 
tell just by looking at the SC of Do-Support in Syntactic Structures what 
Chomsky intended it to do. In LSLT he clarified this: Do-Support should 
left-adjoin do to "Af." What does this say? That do and past constitute a 
past. In other words, did is simply a past. Applying Do-Support to (87), 
we thus get the derived PM in (90). 
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S 

~ 
(90) 

C NP VP 

I I I 
# past # NP sing Verb 

~ I ~ 
do past 10hn# Aux# V 

I 
sleep # 

Now let's return to the problem with the statement of the Word 
Boundary Transformation. This transformation does two things: (1) it 
separates all the words in the PM; (2) it sets the stage for Do-Support, by 
picking out a stranded affix-in other words, by specifically homing in 
on an affix that hasn't hopped. If we have an affix that has hopped, we 
don't want it to trigger Do-Support. In fact, suppose we had an affix that 
did hop while we were trying to generate John slept, and we applied Do
Support. What would we get? 

(91) S 

~ 
NP VP 

I I 
NPsing Verb 

I ~ 
# 10hn # Aux V 

I~ 
C# V# past # 

I ~ 
sleep do past 

As (91) shows, we would get * John sleep did. This is one of the problems 
with the Word Boundary Transformation as it is stated in Syntactic 
Structures, since it does incorrectly insert # between sleep and past, as we 
will see. 

The Word Boundary Transformation obviously applies in many places 
in the structure, because it is intended to set off all the words with word 
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boundaries. So we have to ask: Does it apply everywhere at once? Or 
does it iterate-and if so, does it work left to right, or right to left? Let's 
ignore these questions for the moment, and just focus on the relevant part 
of the tree. Specifically, we want the Word Boundary Transformation to 
put word boundaries everywhere except between sleep and past in (91), 
because, as just discussed, if it succeeded in putting a word boundary be
tween sleep and past, then Do-Support would insert do, and we would 
incorrectly generate * John sleep did. Recall that the Word Boundary 
Transformation is obligatory; so wherever it can apply, it must apply. We 
therefore have to see if there's any way it can apply and put a word 
boundary between sleep and past. If it does, it will clearly yield an in
correct output, as well as prevent the correct output-a case of both 
overgeneration and undergeneration. 

As stated in Syntactic Structures and shown in (85), the SA of the Word 
Boundary Transformation is as follows: 

(92) T21a Word Boundary Transformation 
SA: X - Y (where X -:j:. "v" or Y -:j:. "Af") 

Let's find out if there's any element of the PM in (91) that can be broken 
up so it satisfies X-Y and the requirement in parentheses. Consider the 
following element of the PM: 

(93) John Aux V past 
'-----v-----' '-v-" 

X Y 

Is the SA satisfied if John Aux V is X and past is Y? If so, the Word 
Boundary Transformation will incorrectly put a word boundary between 
John Aux V and past. Well, we can initially analyze John !lux Vas X 
and past as Y. Does this analysis satisfy the requirement "X -:j:. 'v' or 
Y -:j:. 'Af'''? Let's first look at Y -here, past. Recall that "Af" isn't a 
symbol of the grammar, but an expression that Chomsky used to stand for 
s, past, 0, illg, ell. In reality, then, Y -:j:. "Af" abbreviates five statements: 

(94) Y -:j:. s 
Y -:j:. past 
Y-:j:.0 
Y -:j:. ing 
Y-:j:.en 

How are these five statements related: disjunctively or conjunctively? In 
fact, the requirement is conjunctive. The statement should look like this: 
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(95) Y -:j:. s & 
Y -:j:.past & 
Y-:j:.0& 
Y -:j:.ing& 
Y-:j:.en 

The idea is that Y should not be any "Af" at all. In our example 
Y = past, so Y -:j:. "Af" doesn't hold. We haven't satisfied that part of the 
requirement in the SA of the Word Boundary Transformation. This is 
good, because we don't want this rule to apply here. 

But now let's look at the first part of the requirement, X -:j:. "v," since in 
order for (93) to satisfy the SA of the Word Boundary Transformation, 
it will suffice that the requirement on X be satisfied (remember the dis
junctive or in this statement). What does X -:j:. "v" mean? It means the 
following: 

(96) X -:j:. M & 
X -:j:.have & 
X-:j:.be& 
X-:j:.V 

Recall that our X is John Aux V. Obviously, this X -:j:. "v," so the re
quirement is satisfied, and this means that the PM in (91) satisfies the SA 
of the Word Boundary Transformation. We must therefore apply the rule, 
since it is obligatory, and we will (contrary to our initial intention) put a 
word boundary between John Aux V and past. Do-Support will apply, 
and we will incorrectly generate * John sleep did (and incorrectly fail to 
generate John slept, an instance of overgeneration and undergeneration). 
Clearly, the statement of the rule must be corrected. 

What we really want to do is to divide the string into two parts such 
that the first part doesn't end with a verb, or the second part doesn't begin 
with an affix, a stronger requirement than the one in the Syntactic Struc
tures statement (though surely what Chomsky actually intended). The 
modified SA for the Word Boundary Transformation will look like this: 

(97) T21a Word Boundary Transformation 
SA (revised): X - Y (where X -:j:. Z "v" or Y -:j:. "Af" W)lS 

Let's see if this will give the correct result for the element in (93) that we 
were discussing, where X = John Aux V and Y = past. Notice that X ends 
in a "v," so the X requirement isn't satisfied. And Y begins with an "Af," 
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so the Y requirement isn't satisfied either. We correctly predict that the 
rule won't apply here. 

However, let's look at another element of the PM in (91): John Aux 
sleep past, where X = John Aux sleep and Y = past. Does the new Y 
satisfy the requirement? No, it doesn't; the new Y is the old Y, so it begins 
with an "Af." Does the new X satisfy the requirement? Unfortunately, it 
does. X (John Aux sleep) doesn't end in a "v" (namely, have, be, 'M, or 
V). True, sleep bears the "is a" relation to V, but the symbol sleep is not 
the symbol V. In the formulation of LSLT and Syntactic Structures, this 
is a fundamental distinction. So we still have a problem. The rule will 
incorrectly apply and we will overgenerate * John sleep did (and, as before, 
fail to generate John left). Strangely, it's not enough, in this case, to find 
one element of the PM that satisfies the SA. We'll deal with this thorny 
problem a bit later (see section 2.6.2.1). 

We saw that Affix Hopping fails when the affix and the verb aren't ad
jacent to each other, and that this happens when we've previously applied 
Subject-Aux Inversion. Another wayan affix can be separated from its 
verb is through the Negation Transformation (TI6), to which I now tum. 

2.5.4 Negation Transformation T16 
Chomsky formulated Tno/1 the Negation Transformation TI6, as follows: 

(98) T16 Negation Transformation (optional) 
SA: a. NP-C- VX 

b. NP-C+M-X 
c. NP- C+have-X 
d. NP - C + be - X 

SC: Xl - X2 - X3 -+ Xl - X2 + n't - X3 

First of all, notice that the Negation Transformation has the same SA 
as both Affirmation TI7 and Subject-Aux Inversion TI8. All three SAs 
partition the structure in the same way. Chomsky regarded it as a signifi
cant generalization that all three transformations have the same SA. It 
isn't obvious, though, that if we have to state the same SA in separate 
rules, we've truly captured the generalization. That's something we'll do 
later. We'll see how a principled modification of these processes allows us 
to factor that generalization out so we don't have to state it as part of 
several separate rules. 

The Negation Transformation is responsible for sentences like (99). 

(99) John can't swim 
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As we know, a transformation does two things: it checks to see whether 
the current PM is eligible, and if so, alters it in some fashion. Let's trace a 
derivation of (99) through the Number Transformation TIS and then see 
how the Negation Transformation might analyze and affect the derived 
PM. 

(100) shows the graphic representation of the initial PM. 

(100) S 

~ 
NP VP 

I I 
NPsing Verb 

I~ 
John Aux V 

A I 
C M swim 

I 
can 

Now we apply the Number Transformation, and we "rewrite" C as the 
abstract morpheme s. 

(101) S 

~ 
NP VP 

I I 
NPsing Verb 

I~ 
John Aux V 

A I 
C M swim 

I I 
s can 

Now we're ready for the Negation Transformation. We want to see if 
there's an element of the PM in (101) that satisfies the SA (98b) and quali
fies the rule to apply. There are in fact two such elements, shown in (102). 

(98) b. NP - C + M - X 
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(102) a. NP C M V 
b. NPCMswim 

Let's look at the string (102a). This string has three parts, as far as the 
Negation Transformation is concerned: NP, C followed by M, and V 
(which satisfies the variable). 

(103) NP-C+M- V 

We need to know several things in order to see what the Negation 
Transformation is going to do, and none of them are transparent in the 
presentation of the rule in Syntactic Structures. One thing we need to 
know is what operation the rule carries out. Well, we know it's some kind 
of insertion, because there's no n't in the input, and the output is supposed 
to have n't in it. But just knowing that n't is inserted doesn't necessarily 
tell us how it's inserted. We have to know that the intended operation is 
adjunction. Unfortunately, adjunction isn't well defined for what we're 
trying to do here. Chomsky intended n't to adjoin to the second term of 
the SA. Now, we know what it means to adjoin one category to another 
or a morpheme to a category (see section 2.3.2.1), but we don't know 
what it means to adjoin to a sequence C-followed-by-M; that isn't a well
defined operation. The second term of the analysis is C M, crucially not 
Aux, as we will see momentarily. 

So, we will just stipulate that right-adjoining to a term of an SA that 
consists of two symbols means right-adjoining to the rightmost one. (Sym
metrically, left-adjoining to a sequence of two symbols will mean left
adjoining to the leftmost one.) This will give us the derived PM in (104). 

(104) ~ 

NP VP 

I I 
NPsing Verb 

I~ 
John Aux V 

~ I 
C M swim 

I ~ 
s M n't 

I 
can 
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Why don't we get rid of the whole problem by saying that what the rule 
does is right-adjoin n't to Aux? Because then we would predict that n't 
would always wind up at the end of the auxiliary sequence, whereas the 
true generalization is that n't always comes after the first auxiliary verb. 

Notice that this is the same type of generalization that holds for Sub
ject-Aux Inversion. SUbject-Aux Inversion doesn't invert the whole Aux 
with the subject; instead, it inverts the first auxiliary verb with the subject, 
and the morpheme that will go with it, always a C morpheme. 

So, neither the Negation Transformation nor SUbject-Aux Inversion 
involves the whole item Aux; they both involve the first auxiliary verb. In 
the case we're discussing, (104), it's hard to tell that this is what's hap
pening, because the example has only one auxiliary verb. But if we add 
more auxiliary verbs, we can clearly see the difference. 

(105) John mustn't have been swimming 

(106) *John must have beenn't swimming 
(or *John must have been doing n't swim) 

To recap: There are two things we needed to know that weren't explicit 
in the presentation in Syntactic Structures: (1) that the operation Chom
sky had in mind for the Negation Transformation is adjunction, and (2) 
how to interpret adjunction, a binary process defined on two symbols, 
when one symbol needs to be adjoined to a sequence of two symbols. We 
stipulated that interpretation: right adjunction right-adjoins to the right
most symbol; left adjunction left-adjoins to the leftmost symbol. 

We still have to integrate the contents of C with the M constituent in 
(104). That is, Affix Hopping T20 has to apply. We know that it has to 
apply, because if it were prevented from applying, we would end up with 
a sentence like (107). 

(107) *John does can't swim 

Here, the "stranded" s has triggered Do-Support. To apply Affix Hop
ping, we have to find an element in the (further derived)16 PM in (104) 
that satisfies its SA, repeated here: 1 7 

(108) T20 Affix Hopping 
SA: X - "Af" - "v" - Y 

Two elements in (104) that satisfy the SA of Affix Hopping are shown in 
(109). 

(109) a. John s M swim 
b. John s M n't swim 
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If we choose the element (109a) of the PM to satisfy the SA of Affix 
Hopping, then we will analyze the structure in the following way: 

(110) John s M swim 
x - "Af" - "v" - Y 

If, on the other hand, we choose the element (109b), we will analyze the 
structure in the following way: 

(111) John s M n't swim. 
x - "Af" - "v" - Y 

Depending on what element we choose, Affix Hopping will result in one 
or the other of two different structures. If we choose element (109a), we'll 
end up with the structure in (112a), whereas if we choose element (109b), 
we'll end up with the one in (112b). 

M 

~ 
(112) a. b. M 

~ 
M s M n't 

~ ~ 
M n't M s 

I I 
can can 

(1I2a) and (1I2b) are two different formal objects. However, they might 
not be relevantly different formal objects. That is, if no semantic, syntac
tic, or phonological rule distinguishes them, then the difference is one that 
doesn't really matter. But one could imagine that some rule would dis
tinguish them, and then we'd have to make a decision. 

There are two choices: either stipulate something that could distinguish 
between these objects, or just allow both of them. The only way to decide 
which approach is right is to see if any other process in the grammar 
makes the distinction. In fact, shortly after Syntactic Structures appeared, 
in the very early '60s, Chomsky explored other phenomena that raised 
similar questions, and he proposed a principle of grammar that would re
quire taking the analysis in (l12a). He called it the A-over-A Constraint. 
This constraint said that if a transformation is about to apply to a PM, and 
it applies ambiguously both to one thing of category A and to another 
thing of category A dominated by the first thing of category A, it has to 
pick the higher one (the A that is "over" the other A). What Chomsky was 
concerned with then were cases where an NP is embedded inside another 
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NP. In such cases Chomsky observed that many operations that do some
thing to an NP will only do it to the one that's higher. Trying to apply the 
operation to the embedded NP gives a bad result. One possible case of this, 
discussed in great detail by Ross (1967), involves examples like these: 

(113) John and Mary, I like 

(114) *Mary, I like John and 

Here we see that if Topicalization applies, it can move the "bigger" NP 
Mary and John, giving the acceptable result in (113), but if it moves the 
"smaller" NP Mary (which was part of the bigger NP), the resulting 
structure in (114) is bad. 

Thus, if the A-over-A Constraint is taken in a totally general way and if 
we anachronistically apply it to the analyses in (1I2a) and (1I2b), then we 
have to conclude that (112a) is the correct analysis. 

III Vukic: The problem with that is that (1I2b) more closely mirrors the 
morphological structure of the word. 

Lasnik: Yes; I share your intuition. So keep this possible contradiction 
in mind. To clearly decide which analysis is correct, though, we need to 
find some syntactic, phonological, or semantic process that applies differ
entially to (1I2a) and (112b) and that gives a good result for one and a 
bad result for the other. We can't just rely on our theoretical intuitions. III 

We've looked at one instance of the Negation Transformation, with a 
modal. Let's look at two more instances, one involving auxiliary be, and 
one lacking an auxiliary verb altogether and thus requiring an application 
of Do-Support. 

We'll start with virtually the same PM as (100), but instead of deriving 
John can't swim we'll derive John isn't swimming. 

(115) S 

~ 
NP VP 

I I 
NPsing Verb 

I ~ 
John Aux V 

~ I 
c be ing swim 
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We begin with the PM of which (115) is a graphic representation. Then, 
as usual, we apply the Number Transformation, ending up in this case 
with (116). 

(116) S 

~ 
NP VP 

I I 
NP· Verb 

I
smg 

~ 
John Aux V 

~ I 
c be ing swim 

I 
s 

Immediately, we can see another reason why we can't adjoin n't to the 
end of Aux. If we did, then ing wouldn't be adjacent to the verb, and we 
wouldn't be able to apply Affix Hopping. The result would be something 
like this: 

(117) * J ohn is doing n't swim 

Now we have to ask the usual two questions: Does the Negation Trans
form~tion have a relevant SA, one that has a chance of being satisfied? 
And is there an element in the derived PM of which (116) is a graphic , 
representation that satisfies that SA? 

It appears that the SA of the Negation Transformation in (98d), re
peated here, has a chance of being satisfied. 

(98) d. NP - C + be - X 

The following two elements of the PM in (116) can satisfy this SA: 

(ll8) a. NP C be ing swim 
b. NP C be ing V 

Therefore, the Negation Transformation is eligible to apply; so let's apply 
it. First the rule analyzes the structure into three parts. 

(119) NP - C + be - ing swim 
or 
NP - C + be - ing V 
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Then it right-adjoins n't to the second term (both cases must give the same 
result this time). Recall that in Syntactic Structures this wasn't a well
defined operation; we made it well defined by specifying that it right
adjoins n't to the rightmost element of the second term. Right adjunction 
to be is somewhat peculiar too, but we already encountered that pecu
liarity when we considered Affix Hopping onto be. When we hop an affix 
onto be, we're creating another thing that we're also calling be. Though it 
seemed strange, we had to regard be as a sort of simultaneously abstract 
and concrete entity, both a category label and the contents of the cate
gory. So the Negation Transformation will apply in the current case, 
right-adjoining n't to be and resulting in the PM in (120). 

(120) S 

~ 
NP VP 

I I 
NPsing Verb 

I ~ 
John Aux V 

~I 
C be ing swim 

I~ 
s be n't 

We still have to apply Affix Hopping. The same ambiguity of application 
turns up here as in the earlier example. Affix Hopping will look for 
something like s and for something like be. But there are two different 
occurrences of be immediately after s: the higher one and the lower one. 
So, in accord with what we said above, either Affix Hopping has two 
different outputs, or we have to add some principle to the theory of 
grammar that says that in this kind of case a transformation will always 
choose one or the other, perhaps the A-over-A Constraint. 1s As the theory 
stands right now, there are two possibilities: we can adjoin s either to the 
higher be or to the lower be in (120), resulting in two different objects, 
(I2Ia) and (l2Ib). 
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b. be 

~ 
(121) a. be 

~ 
be s be n't 

~ ~ 
be n't be s 

Again, it might perfectly well be that neither the semantics nor the mor
phophonemics will care which of those two objects we end up with. 

Finally, let's look at the case where the initial PM has no auxiliary 
verbs at all. In this case we ultimately want to generate the sentence John 

doesn't swim. Let's start with the PM in (122). 

(122) S 

~ 
NP VP 

I I 
NPsing Verb 

I ~ 
John Aux V 

I I 
c swim 

As usual, we apply the Number Transformation, in this case obtaining the 
PM (123). 

(123) S 

~ 
NP VP 

II 
NPsing Verb 

I ~ 
John Aux V 

I I 
c swim 

I 
s 
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Now we're ready to apply the Negation Transformation. Does one of 
its SAs have a chance of being satisfied? SA (98a) does. Further, only one 
element in the PM in (123) satisfies this SA. 

(98) a. NP - C - V X 

(124) NP C V 

We therefore analyze this element into three parts. 

(125) NP-C- V 

This is the first instance of the Negation Transformation we've looked at 
where the basic operation of adjunction is perfectly well defined. The 
second term in (125) consists of exactly one symbol, and we know how to 
right-adjoin a symbol to a symbol. Applying the transformation results in 
the PM in (126). 

(126) S 

~ 
NP VP 

I I 
NPsing Verb 

I~ 
John Aux V 

I I 
c swim 

~ 
c n't 

I 
s 

Next, we have to try to apply Affix Hopping. Recall that Chomsky for
mulated the SA of Affix Hopping as follows: 

(127) T20 Affix Hopping 
SA: X - "Af" - "v" - Y (where "Af" is any C or en or ing; 

"v" is any M or V or have or be) 

But we know from (50), repeated here, that this SA actually designates a 
group of expressions. 
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s 

r } past 
M 

(50) x- 0 - -y 
en ~:ve 
ing 

In other words, the SA of Affix Hopping is really an abbreviation of 20 
different SAs. We can easily see now that Affix Hopping can't apply here 
because s isn't adjacent to V: n't is in the way. Now, it's important to see 
that the phrase any C in the parenthetical part of Affix Hopping's SA is 
potentially misleading. If we say that C is itself the relevant element, then 
when we look at the PM in (126), we end up applying Affix Hopping and 
we incorrectly generate (128), since we adjoin the whole element C, 
including the adjoined n't, to the verb. 

(128) *John swimsn't 

Thus, any C means s, 0, or past, but not the symbol C itself. We must 
therefore avoid the temptation to collapse the second term of (50) in the 
following way (which seemingly reduces the number of SAs from 20 to 
12): 

(129) EU 
This same example shows why Chomsky didn't want n't to adjoin to s, 
but did want n't to adjoin to C. If n't adjoined to s, we would have a 
similar problem: the s with the n't adjoined to it would hop onto the verb 
and we would again get the ungrammatical sentence (128). So, this one 
bad example shows us two significant details about the system: (1) the sort 
of complication in Affix Hopping we've just been looking at, and (2) why 
the Negation Transformation has to adjoin n't to C and not to s. 

We've kept Affix Hopping from applying in (126), but we aren't done 
yet. We've had a particular intuition about how the system hangs together. 
Whenever we keep Affix Hopping from applying, various other things 
ultimately result in an application of Do-Support. One thing that happens 
is the Word Boundary Transformation T21a; in particular, it puts a 
boundary right before the s in (126), producing the PM in (130). 
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(130) S 

~ 
NP VP 

I I 
NPsing Verb 

I~ 
John Aux V 

I I 
C SWlIll 

~ 
C n't 

I 
#s 

The next transformation, Do-Support T21b, will notice that there's an 
affix s immediately preceded by a word boundary, and it will adjoin do to 
that affix. We end up with the PM of which (131) is a graphic represen
tation. 

(131) S 

~ 
NP VP 

I I 
NPsing Verb 

I~ 
John Aux V 

I I 
C swim 

~ 
C n't 

I 
#s 

~ 
do s 

• Gutierrez: Won't the Word Boundary Transformation put a word 
boundary before n't? 



Lasnik: Yes, it will put a word boundary there (and in several other 
places as well). Though it seems rather counterintuitive, as far as this 
system is concerned this would have no undesirable effects,· because n't 
isn't an "Af" and there's no danger that Do-Support will apply an extra 
time. The only relevant work the Word Boundary Transformation does 
here is marking off an affix that hasn't hopped. n't is a sort of cliti9 (a 
word that's become affixlike), but it isn't one of the five things that 
Chomsky means by "Af" namely, s, past, 0, en, and ing. .. 

2.5.5 Affirmation (TI7) 
Let's take a brief look at TI7 (Chomsky's T A , which we can call Affir
mation) and the motivations behind it. In Syntactic Structures Chomsky 
stated Affirmation as follows (p. 112): 

(132) TI7 Affirmation (optional) 
SA: same as the Negation Transformation TI6 
SC: Xl -X2 -X3 -+ X l -X2 +A -X3 

Affirmation is identical to the Negation Transformation except that 
instead of inserting a marker of negation into the structure, it inserts a 
marker of strong affirmation, one that has the effect of heavy stress. 

(133) a. John IS swimming (with stress on is) 
b. John CAN swim (with stress on can) 
c. John DOES swim (with stress on does) 

The generalization that Chomsky had in mind is that in this kind of af
firmation, it's the first auxiliary verb that gets heavy stress, if there is an 
auxiliary verb; otherwise, do is inserted and gets heavy stress. The A in the 
SC is a morpheme just like n't, and if it's inserted between an affix and 
a verb, it blocks Affix Hopping T20, because it blocks adjacency. A is 
a formal symbol of the grammar. Affirmation is thus exactly like the 
Negation Transformation except that the morpheme that's inserted can't 
be identified segmentally, but only by extra extra heavy stress on the word 
bearing the A. 

2.5.6 Interaction between the Negation Transformation T16 and Subject-Auxiliary 
Inversion T18 

In this section we will investigate the interesting question of how the 
Negation Transformation TI6 and Subject-Aux Inversion TI8 may 
interact. 

Transformational Grammar 

2.5.6.1 Negative Questions 

Imagine a PM to which we've applied the Number Transformation TIS 
and then the Negation Transformation TI6. Now, is it possible to apply 
Subject-Aux Inversion TI8, and if so, what do we get? Specifically, let's 
look at the derived PM in (134). 

(134) S 

~ 
NP VP 

I I 
NPsing Verb 

I ~ 
John Aux V 

~I 
C be ing swim 

I·~ 
s be n't 

One element that satisfies the SA ofSubject-Aux Inversion is the following: 

(135) NP C be ing swim 

This element satisfies the SA in (74d). 

(74) d. NP - C + be - X 

Subject-Aux Inversion will permute the first term and the second term. 
Recall that in a case like this we need a special notion of permutation. 
Permuting NP and VP would be like rotating a mobile, but permuting 
NP and C + be isn't quite like that. The result of applying Subject-Aux 
Inversion, according to Chomsky, would be the PM in (136). 

(136) S 

C be NP VP 

I A I I 
s be n't NPsing Verb 

I A 
John Aux V 

I I 
ing swim 
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Next we need to do two familiar things. We have to hop ing onto swim; 
and we have to hop s onto be, which is mildly complicated because be is 
now a more complex item. But this isn't a new problem; we would have 
had to do it even if we hadn't applied Subject-Aux Inversion. The affix s 
has to hop onto the complex be, and the whole item has to be interpreted 
by the morphophonemics as isn't. 

Now we have a perfectly good way of generating Isn't John swimmi~g? 
That's a virtue of the system: once we have the Negation Transformation 
and Subject-Aux Inversion, we don't need a special transformation to 
derive negative questions. We get them for free. Transformational theory 
has come so far that it's hard to remember when a result like that was a 
really powerful argument for looking at things a certain way. Nowadays 
transformations are mostly so general that you cannot see such inter
actions between transformations; but back then, when they were so spe
cific, it was a real accomplishment if two specific transformations devoted 
to two specific kinds of sentences would interact to generate a third kind 
of sentence, as they do here. 19 

Now, let's "undo" Subject-Aux Inversion and ask if there's another 
element of the PM in (134) that would satisfy its SA in (74d) in a different 
way. In fact, there is one, shown here in (137a) and analyzed as (137b). 

(74) d. NP - C + be - X 

(137) a. NP C be n't ing swim 
b. NP - C be - n't ing swim 

Given this analysis, we would end up with the PM in (138) when SUbject
Aux Inversion applies. 

(138) S 

c be NP VP 

I I I 
Verb 

~ 
NPsing 

I 
s 

John Aux V 

A I 
be ing swim 

I 
n't 
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~ter Affix Hopping, we would end up with the completely ungrammat
Ical sentence (139). 

(139) *Is John n't swimming? 

There are two things wrong with this analysis-one clearly, the other 
intuitively. The thing that's clearly wrong is that (139) is a wildly 
ungrammatical sentence. The intuition is that n't isn't an instance of be 
though the PM in (138) makes it look like that. Note that the A-over-A 
Constraint, a later development, would prevent this derivation. The PM 
in (134) has two occurrences of be. If we're allowed to move the lower be 
there are two possible results, one good and one bad. If we were required 
to move the lower be, we would only derive the bad sentence, and we 
wouldn't derive the good sentence at all. By contrast, the A-over-A Con
str~n:t would force us to apply Subject-Aux Inversion to the higher be, 
denvmg only the good sentence. Hence, it looks like the A-over-A Con
straint is motivated even in this theory, and our intuition about preferring 
a structure that more closely mirrors the morphology (see VukiC's remark 
above) is wrong. Is that a big problem? Not necessarily. What this 
depends on is exactly what the path between syntax and morphophone
mics is like. If that path is totally transparent, then this result might be a 
problem, but if what Chomsky and Halle (1968) called readjustment rules 
from the syntax to the morphophonemics do exist, then it isn't necessarily 
a problem at all. 

a Gutierrez: How about the semantics? We end up with the structure in 
(140). 

(140) be 

~ 
be s 

~ 
be n't 

Here, it looks like only be is negated; s isn't. 

Lasnik: That's an excellent question. A lot of modern theories assume 
that structure transparently represents scope relations (see May 1977). 
The problem is that the whole theory breaks down for auxiliaries and 
negation. For instance, the scope properties of a modal with respect to 
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negation don't seem to be predictable from its morphology. Let me show 

you what I mean. 
Look at the following contrast: 

(141) You mustn't leave 

(142) You needn't leave , 
In (141) the negation is semantically "lower" than the necessity. (141) 
means that it's necessary that you not leave. It doesn't mean that it's not 
necessary that you leave. However, (142) has parallel morphology but the 
meaning is reversed. (142) means that it isn't necessary that you leave. It 
doesn't mean that it's necessary that you not leave. So, exactly in this 
fragment of grammar, all theories of how structure and scope interact 
collapse, a problem that has been recognized for at least 30 years. I've 

never seen a complete solution to it. 
Ultimately, your question is very important. I've hinted at how the 

syntax interacts with the morphophonemics in this theory. We apply the 
PS rules, we apply transformations, and then we do the morphophone
mics. I haven't talked at all about how any of this interacts with the se
mantics. Chomsky proposed that it interacts with the semantics in exactly 
the same way it interacts with the morphophonemics. We apply the PS 
rules and the transformations, and the resulting structure feeds into the 
semantics. It's important to know what the final structure is, in order to 
know what the meaning is. However, for auxiliary verbs and negation no 

one seems to have a workable theory. .. 

2.5.6.2 Do-Support T21b 
Now let's look at how Do-Support T2lb interacts with the Negation 
Transformation T16 and Subject-Aux Inversion T18. We'll start with the 
derived PM in (126), repeated here, after the application of the Number 
Transformation TIS and the Negation Transformation. 
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(126) S 

.~ 
NP VP 

I I 
NPsing Verb 

I~ 
John Aux V 

I I 
C swim 

~ 
C n't 

I 
s 

Now we can apply Subject-Aux Inversion, deriving the PM in (143). 

(143) S 

~ 
C NP VP 

~ I I 
C n't NPsing Verb 

I I ~ 
s John Aux V 

I 
swim 

We can't apply Affix Hopping T20 because the affix s and the V are no 
longer adjacent. So we apply the Word Boundary Transformation T2la 
with the result shown in (144). ' 

(144) S 

~ 
C NP VP 

~ I I 
C #n't NPsing Verb 

I I ~ 
#s #John #Aux V 

I 
# swim 
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We now apply Do-Support, and we end up with the PM in (145) 
(abstracting away from #s). 

(145) S 

~ 
C NP VP 

~ I I 
C n't NPsing Verb 

I I ~ 
s John Aux V 

~ I 
do s swim 

In this way we're able to generate Doesn't John swim? with no new 
machinery at all. 

2.5.7 Summary 
We've talked about the motivations for transformations: relatedness 
between sentences, cross-serial dependencies, things that PS rules can't 
handle. 

We've looked at the Number Transformation TIS. The Number 
Transformation stands out among the transformations because it looks so 
much like a PS rule. On the other hand, if we grouped it with the PS rules, 
it would stand out there too. That's because the PS component in this 
theory consists of context-free rewriting rules, and the Number Transfor
mation is context sensitive. 

We've also looked at Affix Hopping T20. Affix Hopping has the effect 
of taking an "Af~' (not a term in the grammar) and a "v" (a "little v," not 
a term in the grammar either), which are independent syntactically, and 
associating the "Af" with the "v." It puts them together into what the 
morphophonemics will see as a word. 

There are circumstances where Affix Hopping can't apply. The SA of 
Affix Hopping makes some formally true statements. It doesn't matter 
what's at the beginning of the sentence (X). It doesn't matter what's at the 
end of the sentence (Y). It does matter that "Af" and "v" are adjacent to 
each other. 

(146) T20 Affix Hopping 
SA: X - "Af" - "v" - Y 
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When a PM contains an "Af" and a "v" but they aren't adjacent, Affix 
Hopping doesn.'t apply. Affix Hopping is an obligatory rule, but remem
ber what "obligatory" means in this system: if the SA is satisfied, we have 
to apply the rule, but if we can't apply it, we don't have to. 

How could a situation ever arise where "Af" and "v" aren't adjacent 
to each other? Not by the PS rules in this system. But there are trans
formations that can cause this situation. One of them is Subject-Aux In
version T18, which has the effect of taking some element and moving it to 
the front of the sentence. Sometimes, when that happens, an affix gets 
separated from the verb it would like to hop onto. Another such trans
formation is the Negation Transformation TI6, which introduces n't into 
the structure. Sometimes it's introduced in such a way that it separates an 
affix and the verb it would like to hop onto. Affirmation T17 works the 
same way. 

Here's the big generalization: 

(147) When Affix Hopping fails, a pleonastic (semantically empty) verb 
do is inserted to support the stranded "Af." 

Do-Support T21b is the transformation that introduces do. 

Exercises 

l. In tree form, present a PM to which the Passive Transformation T12 could 
apply, and present one to which it could not apply. For the PM that "fits" the 
rule, display a member of the set-theoretic PM that establishes the PM's eligibility 
to undergo the rule. 

2. Present an argument that be must never be a V. That is, show that something 
would go empirically wrong if be were ever introduced by a rule such as V --> be. 
(Is the problem overgeneration, undergeneration, or both?) [Note that I'm not 
asking whether the Syntactic Structures rules as they're stated introduce be under 
V. I know that you know that they don't. Rather, I'm asking why the rules 
couldn't be changed so as to (sometimes) make be a V, especially wizen it seems to 
be tlze "main verb" of tlze sentence.] 

3. Show precisely why Subject-Aux Inversion TI8 is ordered before Affix Hop
ping T20. What would go wrong if Affix Hopping (as stated in Syntactic Stn/c
tures) were ordered before Subject-Aux Inversion (as stated in Syntactic 
Structures)? What would go wrong if these two rules were unordered (i.e., freely 
ordered) with respect to each other? Be explicit. 

4. The present plural morpheme for regular verbs is phonetically null. Demon
strate empirically that there really is a morpheme introduced under C in these 
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cases, rather than nothing at all. That is, show some incorrect prediction that 
would be made otherwise. 

5. Show precisely how each of the following ungrammatical examples is rul~d.out. 
Or, to put the same question another way, for each example, state the mrnnnal 
change in the grammar that would allow it to be generated. 

a. *Does John have left? (cf. Has John left?) 
b. * J ohn past win the race (cf. John won the race) 
c. *Saw Susan the man? (cf. Did Susan see the man?) 
d. *Mary likesn't Bill (cf. Mary doesn't like Bill) 

6. [In this exercise, don't use any examples you've discussed in other exe~cises in 
this group. Come up with new examples. In fact, try hard to come up WIth new 
types of examples.] 

A. Present an unacceptable sentence that can be generated by the rules ~ 
Syntactic Structures as modified in this chapter, and show how the sentence IS 

generated. [You don't have to give a complete derivati~n-j~st enough to make 
it clear what's going on.] Briefly discuss what the defiCIency ill the system seems 
to be. 
B. Present an acceptable sentence that can't be generated by the rules in Syntactic 
Structures as modified in this chapter, and show why it can't be generated. Briefly 
discuss what the deficiency in the system seems to be. 

2.6 THEORETICAL ISSUES RAISED BY SYNTACTIC STRUCTURES 

The transformations we've been looking at presuppose a particular theory 
of transformations, one that makes claims about what a possible trans
formation is. In some respects the theory makes too many possibilities 
available. Let's examine this issue. 

2.6.1 Tenus and Constituent Structure 
First let's consider what a term in a structural analysis can be. 

Recall our definition from (14) of section 2.3.1.1. A term can be 

• Any sequence of symbols (terminals, nonterminals, and variables) or 
• A set of sequences of symbols or 
• A Boolean combination of these 

There's an objection to be raised about the option of defining a term as a 
sequence of symbols. This possibility seems to undermine one of the major 
insights of transformational generative grammar. Chomsky has always 
argued that the best way to determine the constituent structure of a se
quence of words is to apply transformations to it-this will reveal where 
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the constituent breaks are. Behind this claim is the intuition that the terms 
of an SA have to be constituents. However, that's only true if we limit the 
definition of tenn to (13a-c). If we allow a term to be a sequence of 
symbols, then we're saying that any two things can move around as a unit 
as long as they happen to be next to each other, or any 17 things can 
move around as long as they happen to be next to each other. They don't 
have to constitute a constituent; they don't have to be "a branch in the 
tree." We saw an example of this when we applied SUbject-Aux Inversion 
TI8 and moved s and be to the front of the PM, even though they don't 
constitute a constituent. If Chomsky's intuition and argument that trans
formations provide the most reliable test for constituent structure are 
right, then we have to get rid of the part of the definition of term involving 
sequence of symbols. 

2.6.2 Boolean and Quantificational Conditions 
In Aspects Chomsky argued that i?cluding quantificational conditions in 
SAs would give transformations too much descriptive power, and that 
SAs should be limited to Boolean conditions. We will consider the Syn
tactic Structures theory in this light. 

2.6.2.1 Negation, Conjunction, and Disjunction in Structural Analyses 
Surprisingly, it turns out that an SA involving negative requirements (-:f:.) 
of the type found, for instance, in the Word Boundary Transformation 
T21a, fails to have a crucial property that Chomsky, in Aspects, claimed 
SAs must have-namely, that an SA is a Boolean condition on analyz
ability. (A Boolean condition is a condition stated in terms of the propo
sitional connectives: Boolean and, Boolean or, Boolean not, Boolean if ... 
then.) Chomsky contrasted that claim with one he rejected: that an SA 
can be a quantificational statement. 

In Aspects Chomsky posed the question, should transformations be 
allowed to be quantificational statements? His answer was no-allowing 
this would give transformations too much power, it would permit too 
wide a variety of transformations and grammars and thereby make the 
acquisition problem insurmountable. Given all the quantificational state
ments there can be, there would be no way for the learner to arrive at the 
right solution to the acquisition problem. Therefore, Chomsky said, we 
will limit the theory of grammar, so that learners will never even consider 
a quantificational statement in a rule. They will be limited to Boolean 
statements only. 
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The logic of that argument is impeccable. Unfortunately, the facts are 
very recalcitrant, because one of the classic Boolean conditions Chomsky 
almost certainly had in mind is negation (¥=), as in the rule we were just 
looking at (the Word Boundary Transformation T2Ia). But this negation 
isn't Boolean; it's in fact quantificational. It has an implicit universal 
quantifier in it. We have to interpret it as meaning that it's not enough to, 
find some element of the PM that satisfies the condition; rather, all the 
relevant elements must satisfy it. All uses of not in transformations of the 
'50s and '60s are quantificational in this way, as I will now show. 

Certainly, no sane linguist would ever propose an SA that will be sat
isfied if there's some way of analyzing the structure in question such that 
some symbol is simply not some other symbol. That condition can virtu
ally always be satisfied. If the prohibited symbol is V, then we can use 
swim. If the prohibited symbol is swim, then we can use V. No one ever 
proposed an SA that really uses Boolean negation; all SAs have used 
quantificational negation. So, if we need negation at all, the version we 
need is quantificational. Thus, given Chomsky's Aspects argument, we 
hope we don't need negation at all. 

We would hope to be able to follow some version of the approach that 
Chomsky took in Aspects to dispense with the one quantificational con
dition he explicitly considered. Chomsky was concerned with the phe
nomenon of "deletion under identity," where some constituent is deleted 
if it's identical to another constituent. VP-deletion is a standard case. 

(148) Mary will solve the problem and John will solve the problem too 

The question is how to characterize identity. Obviously, identity of cate
gory isn't sufficient. Just being a VP isn't enough for the second VP to be 
deleted "under identity" with the first. And identity of terminal string 
doesn't suffice. The string has to be a VP. Finally, identity of category 
(VP in this case) and of terminal string doesn't always suffice either. If the 
VPs display a structural ambiguity, it has to be resolved the same way in 
both VPs. Thus, the identity condition relies on a universal quantifier: the 
two VPs must be identical with respect to every element of their (sub) 
PMs. To avoid allowing such a powerful descriptive device in particular 
transformations, Chomsky proposed that the relevant notion of identity 
isn't part of any transformation. Instead, he proposed, it is factored out of 
particular rules, and out of particular grammars, and is stated once and 
for all in Universal Grammar; this is the condition of recoverability of 
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deletion. This solution entails, apparently correctly, that the relevant 
notion of identity is common across languages. On this model, we would 
hope to likewise capture the effects of quantificational negation by some 
property of Universal Grammar. 

As for Boolean negation, one can, of course, allow it into the theory if 
one wants to, but it's never going to do any work. Stating transformations 
in terms of Boolean negation will virtually never prevent a rule from 
applying, but negation in an SA is supposed to do exactly that. It imposes 
a requirement on what PMs are eligible to undergo the transformation. 

Let's consider other Boolean conditions. How about Boolean dis
junction (or)? This condition is descriptively very useful, for example, in 
the Negation Transformation T16, whose SA in (74) is repeated here. 
(Recall that this is also the SA for Affirmation T17 and SUbject-Aux 
Inversion TI8.) 

(74) T16 Negation Transformation (optional) 
SA: a. NP-C- VX 

b. NP~C+M-X 
c. NP-C+have-X 
d. NP - C + be - X 

Boolean disjunction is very popular. We seem to be stuck with it at the 
moment, but there is, and always was, a huge objection to it, namely, 
Ross's objection (see section 2.5.1). Tbjs objection is a very powerful one, 
equal in importance to Chomsky's rejection of quantificational conditions 
in SAs. Boolean or allows vast descriptive power. Why don't we find a 
rule that puts together the following elements: {the, banana, be, diago
nalize } (or those in (56))? The formalism (notation) allows it. Further, the 
evaluation metric claims this grouping is exactly as "cheap" as Chom
sky's "v," which is also an abbreviation for four completely distinct 
symbols. We would expect many languages to have rules treating ele
ments like "v," M, have, and be alike, but surely no language has a rule 
remotely like the Negation Transformation that does something to the, 
banana, be, and diagonalize, and not to anything else. That's totally 
unexplained as long as Boolean or is allowed into the formalism for 
grammar. 

We have to solve this problem somehow. It's obvious what direction 
the solution should take, but saying that isn't the same as actually giving a 
solution. The direction of the solution is to say that there are no Boolean 
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statements in SAs-in particular, for this instance, that items that seem to 
be related by or are actually of the same category (Ross's approach). 

At this point let me briefly mention Boolean and. In work done in the 
1960s, transformations were occasionally written with something that 
appeared to be Boolean and, where, for example, a portion of the struc
ture is something and is something else. One instance was an extra position 
process that moved a clause rightward out of an NP to the end of the 
sentence. The SA was written something like this: 

(149) X - [NP NP - S] - y 

An example is shown in (150). 

(150) I saw [a man ] yesterday [who had long hair] 

t 
In (149) the portion of the structure between X and Y is simultaneously 
NP and NP followed by S. Stated as a Boolean condition, this might look 

like (151). 

(151) X-NP- Y 
and 
X-NP-S-Y 

But here we run into a difficulty reminiscent of the one we ran into with 
Boolean negation. (151) actually imposes a much weaker requirement 
than (149) intended, since (151) doesn't guarantee that the very same 
portion of the structure that is an NP is also an NP followed by an S. 
Instead, it merely guarantees that somewhere in the structure there is an 
NP and somewhere in the structure there is an NP followed by an S. Like 
Boolean negation, Boolean and turns out to be pretty useless in the de
scription of human language. 

Chomsky's conceptual argument against quantificational conditions is 
right: they allow too wide a range of grammars. Boolean conditions allow 
a vast set of grammars too, though perhaps not as vast as the set allowed 
by quantificational statements. If we can show that Boolean conditions 
aren't needed either, we will really help solve the explanatory problem of 
how a child faced with limited data homes in on the right grammar. The 
fewer possibilities there are, the easier the task is. But saying this and 
making it work are very different things. Let's see, then, whether Boolean 
conditions really are needed in the theory. 
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2.6.2.2 Away with Boolean Conditions? 
Recall that for the moment we have the following SA for the Word 
Boundary Transformation T21a: 

(152) T21a Word Boundary Transformation 
SA (revised): X - Y (where X =1= Z "v" or Y =1= "M" W)20 

We've fixed up Chomsky's rule in two ways. First, the rule now states 
not just that the first portion shouldn't be a "v" (which was too easy to 
satisfy), but that it shouldn't end in "v." Similarly, the second portion 
shouldn't begin with "M." Second, we're imposing on "=1=" in both 
statements an explicitly quantificational interpretation. We're saying that 
to know whether this rule applies, it's not enough to find one element of 
the PM that satisfies the negative statement. We have to check all the 
(relevant) elements of the PM, and they all have to satisfy the require
ment. That's a universal quantificational condition. As intended, it allows 
us to generate John slept but not * John sleep did. But it runs afoul of 
Chomsky's learnability problem. 

Our ultimate desire is to get rid of all this machinery: explicit quantifi
cation, implicit quantification, and even Boolean statements. In some 
cases substantial revision will be needed. To get rid of or, we will follow 
Ross and say that all the elements in "v" behave alike because they're all 
of the same category. For Chomsky there were four different categories. 
Similarly, we will say that all the elements under "M" are of the same 
category. For Chomsky there were at least three different categories. The 
notion of natural class is obviously relevant for such phenomena. (Pho
nology had realized this long before syntax. Or can't be used in writing 
rules in phonology. Any time phonologists want to use or in writing a 
rule, it's because they don't realize the targeted items are a natural class of 
items, sharing a distinctive feature.) Now, saying that the items under "v" 
are of the same category and making it work are two different things. 
Chomsky actually had pretty good technical reasons for not putting these 
things together. Let's look at some of his reasons. First, notice what 
would happen with a rule like this: 

(153) V --> be 

Is there a sentence or derivation where it might make a difference whether 
be is a V or not? Consider the most likely candidate for such an analysis, a 
sentence lacking any other verblike element. 21 

(154) John is a hero 
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Let's look at the hypothesized PM in (155). 

(155) S 

~ 
NP VP 

I ~ 
NP sing Verb NP 

I ~ I 
John Aux V NPsing 

II~ 
C be T N 0 

I I I 
s a hero 

We've modified the PS rules to begin to address Ross's concern: the 
reason be behaves like a verb is that it is a verb. 22 Is there any reason why 
Chomsky didn't say that be in (155) is a V? 

A technical reason is this. Suppose we were trying to apply Subject-Aux 
Inversion TI8 to the PM in (155). Can we find an element of this PM that 
satisfies the SA of Subject-Aux Inversion? Yes, the element in (156) sat
isfies the SA (74a). 

(156) NP C V NP 

(74) a. NP-C- VX 

So, we can apply Subject-Aux Inversion, ending up with the PM in (157). 

(157) S 

C NP VP 

I I ~ 
NPsing Verb NP 

I ~ I 
s 

John Aux V NPsing 

I~ 
be T N 0 

I I 
a hero 
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Can Affix Hopping T20 apply now? No, since s is no longer adjacent to 
be. Can the Word Boundary Transformation apply? Yes, and when it 
does, it puts a word boundary before s, setting the stage for Do-Support 
T21b. We will thus incorrectly generate *Does John be a hero? The 
grammar has overgenerated. Has it also undergenerated? 

Starting from (155), is there any way we can also generate Is John a 
hero? under current assumptions? Look at (155) again. We can find a 
string satisfying NP - C + be - X, which is one of the SAs for Subject
Aux Inversion, namely, (74d). One such string is NP C be NP. We can 
therefore apply the transformation and the new PM will be as shown in 
(158). 

(158) S 

NP be NP VP 

I I ~ 
NPsing 

I 
Verb NP 

~ I 
s 

John Aux V NPsing 

~ 
T N 0 

I I 
a hero 

To this new PM we can apply Affix Hopping, so we can correctly gener
ate Is John a hero? The result of our change was therefore overgeneration, 
but not undergeneration. We can still generate the old good sentences, but 
we also generate some new bad ones. 

Another way to represent this state of affairs is to compare Chomsky's 
structure in (159a) (slightly corrected from his VP -+ be predicate; see 
Syntactic Structures, p. 67) with our hypothesized structure in (159b). 

(159) a. VP b. VP 

~ ~ 
Verb NP Verb NP 

~ ~ 
Aux be Aux V 

I 
be 
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This is a rare case where one PM is a subset of the other. Every element of 
the PM in (159a) is an element of the PM in (159b). In other words, 
(159b) doesn't take away any possibilities that existed in (i59a). All the 
elements of the PM in (l59a) are still there; our modification just adds 
some new ones. Any element of the PM the grammar might have had use 
for before is still available, but now some new ones are available as well. 
Anything the grammar could do before, it can still do, but now it can do 
some new things as well. Therefore, it doesn't undergenerate-but it does 
overgenerate. That's the primary reason why Chomsky said that be isn't 
aVo 

Unlike be, Chomsky argued, have in English sometimes (i.e., as a main 
verb) does allow two analyses, one as simply itself, the other as V. That's 
why the following questions are both possible: 

(160) a. Have you any money? 
b. Do you have any money? 

Note that this ambiguity of analysis isn't available for auxiliary verb have. 

(161) a. Has John left? 
b. *Does John have left? 

Thus, main verb have is introduced under V, allowing it to be analyzed 
two different ways. Auxiliary have is of no category at all, allowing it to 
be analyzed just one way: as have. 

Eventually, we will arrive at an analysis like Ross's that eliminates the 
need for the disjunctions in Chomsky's rules. 

2.7 LEARNABILITY AND LANGUAGE ACQUISITION 

2.7.1 Quantitative Problems 
This theory makes available a vast number of grammars compatible with 
any set of data the child might hear. How does every child learning, say, 
the same dialect of English stumble on the same grammar? Here are some 
of the difficulties. Suppose that there are N transformations in the gram
mar and suppose that the child has figured out all those N transforma
tions. Imagine that now all the child has to figure out is whether each rule 
is optional or obligatory. In that case the child has to consider 2N gram
mars. Each of the N rules has two possibilities (optional or obligatory), 
and, by hypothesis, these possibilities are independent of those for any 
other rule; hence, 2 x 2 x 2 x ... = 2N. As N gets big, as it indeed does in 
this theory, 2N gets exponentially bigger. 
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Rule ordering poses a similar quantitative problem. Suppose again that 
the grammar has N transformations. Then they can be ordered N! possible 
ways.23 The first rule is anyone of the N rules, the second is anyone of the 
remaining (N - I) rules, and so on. Of course, as N gets bigger, N! gets huge. 

2.7.2 Qualitative Problems 
In addition to the quantitative problems we just saw (too many gram
mars), we should consider possible "qualitative" problems. Do children 
have access to the kinds of data they need to figure out what the grammar 
is? 

2.7.2.1 Optional versus Obligatory Rules 
Optional rules are unproblematic in this regard. We observe (or the child 
observes) that English speakers can say John hit the men or The men were 
hit by John. Since both these sentences exist, we know (and the child 
knows) that the Passive Transformation TI2 is optional. 

The evidence that we use (or the child uses) to figure out that the Pas
sive Transformation is optional is positive evidence. By contrast, to deter
mine that a rule is obligatory, we, as linguists, use negative evidence, the 
information that certain sentences are unacceptable. For example, Affix 
Hopping T20 is obligatory; consequently, any sentence where it could 
have applied but didn't is bad. As scientists, we know how to gather that 
information. But how does the child? Children apparently don't have 
negative evidence available; they aren't systematically corrected for pro
ducing ungrammatical sentences in any useful way. Further, children 
don't even make the kinds of mistakes that might indicate that they make 
incorrect choices with respect to Affix Hopping. If children aren't even 
making mistakes of the sort we're interested in, then it doesn't make sense 
to ask whether they're corrected or not. 

This problem is "qualitative" in that the necessary type of data isn't 
available to the learner. We will eventually end up with a modified theory 
of verbal morphology that will try to retain the descriptive power of this 
theory but that will be more explanatorily adequate (more on negative 
evidence below). 

2.7.2.2 Rule Ordering 
In addition to obvious quantitative learn ability problems, rule ordering 
poses potential qualitative problems. Here is an artificial example illus-
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trating the point. Suppose we have a phrase structure grammar that 
produces structures with the symbols J, K, and L, in that order. Now 
suppose the grammar has two optional transformations, as follows: 

(162) Transformation 1 
SA: J -K-L 
SC: Xl - X2 - X3 --t Xl - X3 X2 (Permute K and L when, K is 

immediately preceded by J) 

(163) Transformation 2 
SA: J -L-K 
SC: Xl - X2 - X3 --t r + Xl - X3 - X2 (Left-adjoin r to J when J is 

immediately followed by L) 

With the strict ordering T2 > T1, we can produce the sequences JLK and 
JKL, depending on whether we elect to apply TI or not. These are t~e 
only possibilities; T2 will never be applicable. With the reverse stnct 
ordering, T1 > T2, we can again produce JKL (by doing nothing) ~nd 
JLK (by applying just Tl). But we can also produce rJLK, by applymg 
T1 first, then T2. A child who is trying to learn the first of these langua~es 
but mistakenly guesses the second will be in the strictly overgeneratmg 
situation we saw with optional rules vis-a.-vis obligatory ones. So here too, 
if negative evidence isn't systematically available, the child could have a 
dilemma. 

2.7.2.3 Variable Pla\!ement 
There is yet another technical device in Syntactic Structures that suffers 
the same explanatory problems. Imagine a transformation whose SA has 
three constant terms A, B, and C, in that order. Suppose for simplicity 
that each one of them is a single tenninal or a single nontenninal. The 
theory presented in Syntactic Structures makes available a rather large 
number of SAs all of which satisfy the following criteria: they have three 
constant terms A, B, and C, in exactly that order. How many SAs will fit 
the schema ABC? The answer is 24 = 16, since there are four positions 
where a variable might or might not occur. The situation is illustrated in 
(164), where X, Y, Z, and Ware variables. 

(164) X ABC 
AXBC 
ABXC 
ABCX 

XAYBC AXBYC 
XABYC AXBCY 
XABCY XAYBZC 
ABXCY XAYBCZ 

XABYCZ 
AXBYCZ 
XA YBZCW 
ABC 
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How does the child figure out how many variables are in an SA and 
where those variables are? There's clearly a quantitative problem here. 
Now ~e'Ii see that there's also a qualitative problem. 

Suppose the child thinks that the SA for the rule is ABC X whereas in 
reality it's ABC, and suppose the rule is optional. We then have the sit
uation in (165) (still regarding a language as a set of sentences). 

(165) 

~ 
~ 
LH: Hypothesized language (with the SA ABC X) 
LT: Target language (with the SA A B C) 

LH is a superset of LT. Everything that is a sentence of LT is also a sen
tence of LH, but not conversely. Whenever a PM satisfies ABC, it au
tomatically satisfies ABC X as well (since any string, including the null 
string, satisfies a variable). But a PM might satisfy ABC X without also 
satisfying ABC. Thus, the transformation can apply in more cases in LH 
than in LT. What kind of problem does this raise? If a child guesses LH, 
we as linguists can tell that the child is wrong, because he or she will be 
producing ungrammatical sentences. But the child, in order to figure out 
that he or she is wrong, would have to be so informed. As mentioned be
fore, however, we assume, with most other researchers, that children 
don't receive negative data. More significantly, empirical studies on lan
guage acquisition have shown that children make surprisingly few syn
tactic mistakes when learning language. How is it possible that children 
don't make mistakes? Proposals have been made about this, and they're 
sort of on the right track, but we'll see that fundamentally they miss a 
point. One proposal is the Subset Principle, as named by Berwick (1985). 
(The principle was actually proposed earlier by Dell (1981), who called it 
grammars in the inclusion relation.) Berwick offers two potential inter
pretations for the Subset Principle. The interpretation that's relevant here 
is this: Whenever a child is confronted with a choice between two gram
mars that generate languages such that one is a proper subset of the other, 
the child will compute this relation and will first guess the grammar that 
gives the smaller language, the subset language. Then, if the child is 
wrong, there will always be positive evidence to indicate the error. 

Two things seem wrong with this proposal, though. One is that the 
computation we're forcing the child to do is tricky in general, namely, to 

_ r 
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compare two grammars with respect to whether one generates a subset 
language of the other. In more recent work it has become clear that what 
this proposal is based on seems to be the most dubious pl;trt of the whole 
theory, namely, that a language is, in fact, a set of sentences. It seems 
pretty coherent to say that a language is a set of "machines" cranking 
things out in the brain, but to say that a language is a set of sentences isn't 
obviously coherent. It's a claim that raises many questions. For eXample: 
What set of sentences? Where are they? How do we know what the set of 
sentences is? But all of this is what the child has to rely on to do this 
computation, which is one reason to be skeptical of the Subset Principle 
as a learning heuristic. 

Here's another reason to be skeptical: Notice what the Subset Principle 
says in this particular case, and in fact in general. It says something ex
actly counter to what's always been claimed in research into phonology. 
Mainstream research in generative phonology, going back virtually to its 
origins in the 1950s, says that the simpler and more general a rule is, the 
more likely it is that the child will guess that it's the right rule. But the 
Subset Principle says exactly the opposite, that the least general rule in the 
whole set is what the child will guess first. 

An alternative way of solving the "subset problem" is to avoid it alto
gether. Suppose the problem never can arise: the language faculty is 
organized in such a way that the child is never confronted with a choice 
between languages such that one is a proper subset of another. Research 
from the last couple of decades makes this look more and more plausible. 
As we go on, we'll look at theories of language that have, or at least 
approach, this property. 

2.7.3 More on Negative Data 
I think too much of a fuss has been made about negative data. Notice that 
it isn't true, as many people seem to assume, that if we find out that chil
dren really do encounter negative data, our whole field will come crashing 
down. The quantitative problems would still exist. Given a mid '50s style 
theory, there are too many grammars available. How are children going 
to sift through 50 billion grammars, even if they have negative data? 
Further, there are other sorts of qualitative problems, such as the lack of 
very complicated sentences in the data. Finally, as McCawley (1992) has 
observed, the standard anecdotes illustrating the lack of effect of nega
tive evidence when it does occur (in the form of explicit corrections) 
would seem to demonstrate lack of effect of positive data as well, since the 
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corrections in the standardly cited scenario take the form of an instruction 
to use a correct form provided by the corrector. 

On the standard assumptions about negative data, which we will con
tinue to adopt here (thOUgh without great confidence), overgeneration is a 
big problem. Undergeneration, on the other hand, is never much of a 
problem. That's the usual situation we expect children to be in. Before 
learning each new word, the child is in a situation of undergeneration. 
Children escape undergeneration by hearing new "positive" data. 

2.7.4 Summary 

Recapitulating the discussion in this section, it appears that any theory 
with the following features fails to attain explanatory adequa~y: 

• Optional vs. obligatory rules 
• Extrinsic ordering in rules 
• Complicated structural analyses (SA can have any number of terms, 

allowing the grammar to include a vast number of transformations.) 
• Complicated structural changes (SC can consist of any number of ele-

mentary operations, also allowing for a vast number of transformations.) 

Ideally, an explanatory theory shouldn't have any of these devices. If so, 
then we have to figure out whether eliminating them results in over
generation, and we have to see whether there's any way of limiting this 
overgeneration without reinstating the acquisition problem. Descriptively, 
the Syntactic Structures rules (as we've fixed them) work pretty well, but 
in terms of explanation, the question remains: how is it that the child, 
faced with limited data, arrives at the correct grammar rather than any 
one of 72 billion other possibilities? 

2.7.5 Optional/Obligatory Rules Revisited 

In light of the previous discussion, let's look again at the problem of 
learning whether a particular rule is optional or obligatory. There are 
four possible situations, the first two of which we can easily dispense with 
(here I'm assuming, for ease of exposition, that everything is held constant 
except that one particular rule is optional or obligatory). 

(166) Hypothesis Target 
Situation 1 Obligatory Obligatory 
Situation 2 Optional Optional 
Situation 3 Optional Obligatory 
Situation 4 Obligatory Optional 
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There are in principle three ways that a hypothesis and a target can mis
match: overgeneration, undergeneration, or both. Situation 3 produces only 
overgeneration. Anything that can be generated with an obligatory rule 
can also be generated with the optional version of that same rule. However, 
if the rule is optional, additional sentences can be generated. On the other 
hand, situation 4 produces only undergeneration. A child who hypothe
sizes that a particular rule is obligatory will apply it to every structure that 
fits it. But if the rule is actually optional in the target language, then all 
the sentences the child's grammar produces are grammatical in that lan
guage, as well as all the sentences that result from not applying the rule. 

D Yamane: What is a situation where we would get both overgeneration 
and undergeneration? 

Lasnik: That hasn't arisen in the cases we've been discussing. But it can 
happen if the child, for example, guesses the wrong ordering of rules. 
Recall that it also happened with the Word Boundary Transformation 
T21a and Do~Support T21b, where mistakes were cropping up: unac
ceptable sentences with Do-Support in place of (rather than in addition 
to) acceptable sentences without Do-Support. D 

There are two technically simple ways to avoid the optional versus 
obligatory dilemma. Since the dilemma only arises if the child has to fig
ure out whether a given rule is optional or obligatory, it disappears if ei
ther all rules are obligatory or all rules are optional. Since at this point the 
former possibility seems to result in such drastic undergeneration, I will 
pursue the latter. In that case the grammar will dearly overgenerate: 
every derivation available with obligatory rules is also available with op
tional versions of those rules, but not conversely. The task will then be to 
find a way to limit this overgeneration, but in such a way that any devices 
we introduce don't themselves recreate the same quantitative and quali
tative learnability problems. I will turn to this task very shortly. 

2.7.6 Rule Ordering Revisited 
Given two transformational rules, TM and TK, Chomsky considered 
only two possibilities: either TM is ordered before TK (TM > TK) or TK 
is ordered before TM (TK > TM). This is a total ordering. If the right 
ordering is TM > TK and the child hypothesizes TK > TM, both under
generation and overgeneration might result. The wrong order could lead 
to the generation of a bad sentence and could, at the same time, prevent 
the generation of a good one. 
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However, there's another possibility, which Chomsky didn't discuss in 
Syntactic Structures: namely, partial ordering. That is, in a given list of 
rules there might be pairs of rules between which no ordering is specified. 
Imagine that in the child's hypothesized language TK > TM, whereas in 
the target TK and TM are freely ordered. Imagine further that TK and 
TM are optional. In this case the child's grammar will undergenerate. 
Derivations with TK > TM should be allowed but won't be. On the other 
hand, suppose now that the right grammar has strict ordering and the 
child hypothesizes a free ordering. In that case the child's grammar will 
overgenerate, as this is just the reverse of the previous situation. 

Overgeneration is always a problem if we assume that there is no neg
ative evidence, because the only way to correct overgeneration is by 
somehow being informed that one's grammar is overgenerating-that is, 
by being informed that some of one's sentences are ungrammatical. So, if 
the very widespread (but not necessarily valid) assumption that there is no 
negative evidence is correct, we want to make sure that the situations 
leading to overgeneration never arise. 

Suppose some rules are strictly ordered and some rules are freely or
dered. That is true, as a matter of fact. Some of the orderings in Syntactic 
Structures are stipulated for no empirical reason. So, it's perfectly fine to 
say that some rules are freely ordered while others are strictly ordered. 
But this could cause trouble for children. The Subset Principle might help 
them out of it. But now we would have to say that given the whole 
grammar, particular orderings are always more highly valued somehow 
than free orderings. But which particular orderings? And what kind of 
evaluation metric does that entail? No evaluation metric of the type we've 
been talking about will give this result. And it shouldn't. We would like 
the more general grammar to be the most highly valued. And free order
ing is much more general than strict ordering. In principle, then, this cri
terion suggests a solution: all rules are ji·eely ordered. This way the child 
only has to learn the rules, and doesn't have to learn how to order them. 

2.7.2 Variable Placement Revisited 
Suppose that we have an SA with the constant terms ABC. Now sup
pose that there aren't 16 SAs available as in (164); there's only one, 
namely, the most general one: X A Y B Z C W. As with obligatory rules 
and rule ordering, assuming the most general case is a desirable move on 
explanatory grounds. But if we hypothesize that there are always vari
ables between constant terms, so that it never matters whether two terms 
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are next (adjacent) to each other, or whether one term is adjacent to one 
end or the other of the sentence, the results are usually correct, but some 
descriptive problems arise, in particular with the rule of Affix Hopping 
T20. Let's look again at Chomsky's SA for Affix Hopping. 

(167) X - "Af" - "v" - Y 

Now consider what happens when we insert a variable between "Af" 
and "v." 

(168) X - "Af" - Z - "v" - Y 

(168) will lead to overgeneration, because Affix Hopping will be able to 
occur even if something intervenes between the affix and the verb-for 
example, negation, leading to results like John n't left. Affix Hopping 
turns out to be about the only case where adjacency is actually required in 
the SA of a rule, suggesting that we're missing something about this pro
cess. I will return to this point directly. 

For Chomsky, an SA like ABC meant, "Find an element of the PM 
that begins with an A, immediately followed by a B, immediately fol
lowed by a C, immediately followed by nothing." Under the assumption 
that adjacency isn't relevant in SAs, I will impose a different interpreta
tion on ABC: "Find an element of the PM that anywhere in it has an A 
and anywhere later has a B and anywhere later has a C." That is, ifvari
abIes are always assumed, they never need to be explicit. This interpreta
tion is conceptually better because it captures the phonologists' insight 
that a more general rule takes fewer symbols to write. 

We're assuming that the more general the rule, the cheaper it will be. 
Having variables in the SA of our rules will make them more general. So, 
if all rules indeed have variables, as almost all do, and in all positions, 
then we're home free-our rules will indeed be cheap. But if there turn 
out to be some renegade rules that need to stipulate adjacency (perhaps 
Affix Hopping), those will be costly. Then we might posit a new symbol, 
an "adjacency symbol" -the opposite of a variable symbol. 

Chomsky was led into positing a "nonadjacency symboL" We are led 
into positing an adjacency symbol. This is just an empirical question. Is it 
more likely for a syntactic rule to specify adjacency or not to specify 
adjacency? Is it more normal for syntactic rules to care whether elements 
are adjacent to each other, or not to care? It seems much more normal for 
them not to care. Under the evaluation metric of the '50s and '60s, we can 
make rules that don't care about adjacency cheaper-more highly valued 
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-by saying that there's no symbol that we have to put in rules to say that 
elements aren't necessarily adjacent, but there is a symbol that we have to 
put in to say that elements are adjacent. 24 

2.7.8 The Stranded Affix Filter and the Architecture of the Grammar 
L~t's see ho:" a theory with only optional rules, no ordering, and no 
stipul.at~d a~Jacency works. In terms of explanation, it's great. In terms of 
descnption, It works about two-thirds well. I've claimed that most of the 
~djace~cy that's stipulated in Syntactic Structures is gratuitous (a quick 
mspection of Chomsky's rules shows that it does no real work), so there's 
no need to stipulate it. Half of the rules are optional, so if our theory 
assumes only optional rules, it accounts properly for those. Much of the 
ordering is stipulated, perhaps because of Chomsky's desire to make the 
list a total ordering. So, all we have to account for is the residue: a few 
rules labeled obligatory, and a few true orderings (i.e., cases where 
applying ~es in the wro~g order ~esults in an ungrammatical sentence). 

Now notice the followmg startling fact. The rules in Syntactic Struc
tures are ~volved in a huge conspiracy: the large majority of the 
explanatorily problematic devices in Syntactic Structures are there to 
ensure that all affixes are attached. Plausibly, that's why Affix Hopping 
and Do-Support are obligatory. In other words, the rules describe but 
don't capture the following overwhelming generalization: 

(169) A stranded affix is no good. 

So, we might instead say that all rules are optional, all rules are freely 
ordered, ~nd."A stranded affix is no good." Why bother stating (169) in 
terms of mtncate rule ordering? Why bother stating obligatoriness as a 
"footnote" on six rules? Why not factor it out? 

This solves the quantitative problem extremely well. But there's still no 
solution for the qualitative problem. Doesn't (169) demand negative evi
dence? H~w can we solve the qualitative portion of the acquisition prob
lem for this theory? To do this, we must say that (169), which we can call 
th.e St~anded :tffix Filter, doesn't have to be acquired; it's part of (inborn, 
wIred-m) Umversal Grammar. The theory in Syntactic Structures makes 
the claim that there could be another language just like English but where 
Affix Hopping is optional. The theory we're looking at now (pretty much 
that found in Lasnik 1981, developing research described in Lasnik 
and Kupin 1977 and Chomsky and Lasnik 1977) makes the claim that 
there couldn't be any such language. To the extent that there isn;t such a 
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language, the theory that says that Affix Hopping is obligatory is discon
firmed, and the theory proposed in Lasnik 1981 is confirmed. So, with 
(169) we not only gain in the description of English-to the extent that 
it's true, we gain in the description of all languages as well. 

Under these assumptions, the grammar might look as shown in (170). 

Phrase structure rules 

I 
(170) 

Initial PM 

I Transformations 

Final PM -Stranded Affix Filter (169) 

~ 
Phonology Semantics 

Under this model, transformations are optional, they are unordered, and 
they do not stipulate adjacency. They also do not have Boolean or quan
tificational conditions. Every term is a single. terminal or nonterminal (to 
capture structure dependence). It will also be desirable to limit how many 
terms an SA can have (maybe three-or perhaps two or even one). 

This model of the grammar addresses many of the problems we've been 
discussing, but not all of them. 

Exercises 

1. The two questions in this exercise concern negative evidence. 

A. Discuss some specific property of a rule or a grammar that would require 
negative evidence (i.e., the information that a particular exam~le is ill formed). in 
order to be learned. Be as explicit as possible, and show preCisely why negative 
evidence is needed in the case you discuss. 
B. Show how the property you discuss in question A could be eliminated in favor 
of a device (or devices) not requiring negative evidence. Again, be explicit. 

2. Suppose that we modified Chomsky's Negation Transformation TI6 so that it 
could freely insert either not or n't. Show how we could then derive some gram
matical sentences with not. Do any problems arise? Discuss. 

3. Suppose we discovered a language that was like English except that the fol
lowing ungrammatical sentences were grammatical: 

*Does Susan be winning? 
*John swims not 

Discuss how the Syntactic Structures account would have to be changed to ac
commodate such a language. Make the smallest possible change. What additional 
consequences would your change have? 

Chapter 3 

Verbal Morphology: Syntactic Structures and Beyond 

3.1 PROBLEMS IN SYNTACTIC STRUCTURES 

In the previous chapter we consid~red several important theoretical issues 
arising from Chomsky's analyses in Syntactic Structures. One of these 
issues presents a potential problem for the theory, namely, the fact that 
the evaluation metric and the notational device don't discriminate as to 
what group of elements can be a term in a rule; any group of elements can 
constitute a term, even if they don't form a natural class (Ross's problem; 
see section 2.5.1). We've discussed a possible approach to solving this 
problem. Now let's identify some other problems with the Syntactic 
Structures theory and discuss how Chomsky and others have tried to 
handle these problems. 

3.1.1 (In)transitive Verbs 
One seemingly trivial problem is the following. Recall that Syntactic 
Structures has a PS rule for generating transitive verbs: 

(1) VP -7 Verb NP 

But there's no rule for generating intransitive verbs like sleep. Perhaps 
such a rule would look like this: 

(2) VP -7 Verb 

Would having both (1) and (2) in the grammar create a problem? The 
answer seems to be yes. Consider the following sentences: 

(3) a. John slept 
b. John solved the problem 

The problem is that nothing seems to prevent the grammar from gen
erating structures like (4a) and (4b). 
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3.1.2 

Chapter 3 

(4) a. VP 

~ 
b. VP 

I 
Verb NP Verb 

~ ~ ~ 
Aux V the problem Aux V 

I I 
sleep solve 

With the two rules (1) and (2) the grammar can generate John solved the 
problem and John slept but also * John slept the problem and * John solved. 
If we say that all verbs are transitive, by including only rule (1) in the 
grammar, then this problem doesn't arise. But then we don't know how to 
generate John slept. 

So, how can we introduce intransitive verbs into the system without 
overgenerating? In LSLT Chomsky proposed that there are two verbal 
categories: Vt (takes an object) and Vi (doesn't take an object). Even 
within the category Vt, verbs differ: we can say John solved the problem 
but not John solved the hot dog. Chomsky therefore proposed that there 
are many kinds of Vt: for example, some that take problem as an object, 
and others that take hot dog as an object. So there are VtI' Vt2 , VtJ' and so 
on. Significantly, all these Vs behave exactly alike except with respect to 
whether they take an object, and the kind of object they take. Isn't it 
suspicious that all the Vts behave exactly like the ViS except in whether 
they take an object? Apparently, we're missing a huge generalization. 

In Syntactic Structures there was no revealing way of handling the 
(in)transitive verb problem. However, in Aspects Chomsky solved this 
problem (see section 2.4) with the machinery of sub categorization (mean
ing that there's a "big" category of verbs with smaller "subcategories," 
each with their own properties) and selection. We'll consider this new 
machinery (and some of its subsequent development) in detail shortly. 

The Problem of n't and lzot 
The (in)transitive verb problem and Ross's problem are the more or less 
technical/conceptual problems we want to solve. There are also a few 
empirical problems we need to look at, described here and in sections 
3.1.3-3.1.5. In Syntactic Structures Chomsky proposed a rule determining 
the distribution of n't, but no rule determining the distribution of not. We 
want to figure out the distribution of not, which is tantalizingly similar to 
the distribution of n't, but not identical. 
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(5) a. John can swim 
b. John can't swim 
c. John cannot swim 

(6) a. John swims 
b. John doesn't swim 
c. John does not swim 

(7) a. Doesn't John swim? 
b. *Does not John swim? 

(8) a. Does John not swim? 
b. *Does John n't swim? 

If n't and not were totally independent, there would be no problem; we 
would just say that they're introduced by different rules. But they're so 
similar that we need to account for the fact that they're not identical in 
distribution. 

3.1.3 Do-Support 

Here's the descriptive generalization regarding Do-Support T21 b: it's a 
last resort. It applies only if there's no other way of keeping an affix from 
being stranded. In Syntactic Structures Chomsky captured the fact that 
Do-Support is a last resort operation by making it obligatory and order
ing it after certain other transformations, the last of which is Affix Hop
ping T20. If Affix Hopping can't apply, then we're left with Do-Support. 
But now recall, in light of the discussion in section 2.7, that we don't want 
the grammar to include any obligatory rules, or any rule ordering. We need 
some other way of capturing the essence of this descriptive generalization. 

3.1.4 Structure Dependence 

In Syntactic Structures Chomsky formulated transformations that affect 
nonconstituents, such as SUbject-Aux Inversion TI8. Obviously, however, 
there's a basic intuition, one of the guiding insights of the whole theory, 
that transformations are structure dependent, that they only affect con
stituents. Chomsky was already relying on this intuition in the '50s, as 
evidenced by his arguments in Syntactic Structures that the effect a trans
formation has on a sentence reveals its constituent structure. Iftransforma
tions are structure dependent, that reasoning is sound. If transformations 
aren't structure dependent, then what transformations do to a sentence 
doesn't say anything about its structure-it only tells what things happen 
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3.1.5 

to be next to other things. Since we surely do want to cap~e structure 
dependence, we have to eliminate some of these problematIc rules and 
find something to replace them with. 

A Call for the "X-Bar Theory" . 
Another issue that came up in Syntactic Structur.es IS that the th~ory 
developed there allowed PS rules like (9) but none like (10). 

(9) NP --; ... N .. . 

(10) NP --; ... V .. . 

Why is this? The formalism allows both rules, and the evaluation metric 
judges them equally costly. . 

In what follows we'll begin to address some of the problems outlined 
above. Let's start with the last one. 

3.2 X-BAR THEORY 

Ch ky didn't come to grips with the question of why rules like (10) 
d o,~Sxist until the late '60s in "Remarks on Nominalization" (published 
i:~9;0 but written and circulated a couple of years earlier): There he 
proposed that there are no individual PS rules of the sort that did so much 
work in Syntactic Structures and even in Aspects. Rat~er, there's what 
came to be called the X-bar schema. X is a variable, rangmg over category 
names such as V, N, and so on. . 

Here's the version of the X-bar schema that Chomsky presented ill 
"Remarks on Nominalization": 

(11) X' --; ... X .. . 
X" --; ... X' .. . 

(12) X" 

I 
X' 
I 

X 

N ' d Nil are true complex symbols. Remember that in Syntactic 
Stru:~ures NP looked like it had something to do with N, bu: in that 

. 11 d·d 't NP was J·ust one symbol that was wntten for system It rea yIn . b I 
mnemonic purposes with two letters. In the X-bar theory, a category la e 
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is a letter plus a number of bars (originally written asoverbars-e.g., X
but later written as primes-e.g., X'-for typographical convenience). It 
can be thought of as an ordered pair. X is (X, 0), X' is (X, I), and X" is 
(X, 2). The idea is that we start with a lexical category X (e.g., N or V) 
and "project" upward to an intermediate projection X', which always has 
to include the X by definition (it !night also include other elements); then 
X' projects further up to X", which has to include the X', which in turn 

includes the X (and !night include other elements as well). The X-bar 
theory thus immediately explains why there are no rules like (10). Another 
way to describe this is to say that phrases have heads, or that phrases are 
projections of heads. A head has as its sister a complement (or comple
ments). For example, in the following rule, NP is a complement of V: 
(13) V' --; V NP 

There's a major difference between English-type languages, where the 
complement always follows the head, and Japanese-type languages, where 
the complement always precedes the head. English and Japanese are par
ticularly pure instances of this. In English the complements follow the 
verb in VPs (hit the ball), NPs (destruction of the City), and PPs (on the 
table). In Japanese VPs, NPs, and PPs, the order is the opposite. So, 
there's good reason for thinking that all these configurations are parts of 
the same phenomenon. 

Eventually, we'll explore a stronger version of the X-bar theory, a 
biconditional version that Chomsky didn't present in "Remarks on 
No!ninalization": namely, phrases have heads, and heads project. When
ever a structure has an XP, it has an X (this is what Chomsky proposed in 
"Remarks on NOlninalization"), and whenever a structure has an X, it 
has an XP. 

3.3 SUB CATEGORIZATION AND SELECTION 

3.3.1 The Base Component 

Recall that in Syntactic Structures the base component is the component 
of the grammar that gets the derivation started. It consists only of the 
context-free PS rules (those listed on page III of Syntactic Structures). In 
Aspects Chomsky developed a new version of the base component, pro
posing that it has three parts: 

1. A context-free PS grammar whose terminal symbols are prelexical 
categories (i.e., not swim or John, but V or N) 
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2. A lexicon (which lists all the words and their idiosyncratic properties) 
3. Lexical insertion transformations, which take items from the lexicon 

and insert them in the structures created by the PS grammar. Why are 
they transformations? For the same reason that the Number Trans
formation TI5 in Syntactic Structures is a transformation: because 
they're context sensitive as a result of subcategorization and seleption 
(e.g., they can insert solve only if the PS grammar has generated a 
structure with a direct object, and they can insert swim only if it has 
generated one with no direct object). 

There are two major differences between the theory of the base pro
posed in LSLT and Syntactic Structures and the theory pro~osed in 
Aspects. One is that whereas there's no distinction b~tween leXIcon an~ 
transformational component in Syntactic Structures, ill Aspects the leXI
con is factored out of the transformational component. Another is that in 
Syntactic Structures there's no recursion in the base component. The PS 
rules generate "little" structures, and to get bigger structures we apply 
generalized transformations that merge these little structures. For exam
ple, the LSLT theory derives John knew that Mary left from ~e separate 
structures underlying John knew it and Mary left. A generalized trans
formation (GT) embeds the second in the first. In Aspects Chomsky 
advanced a major argument that this procedure is incorrect. The argu
ment is based on the fact that one kind of derivation permitted by GTs 
never seems to be needed, namely, the kind where a singulary transfor
mation (i.e., one operating on a single PM) must apply in the "matrix" 
before another clause is inserted in it by a GT. 

In Aspects, instead, the base is recursive, and there are no GTs. !he 
unneeded derivations are excluded by the principle that transformatlOns 
apply cyclically. The principle of cyclicity says, "Begin a transformational 
derivation on the deepest clause and work steadily up the tree." Recursion 
in the base gives rise to one of the seemingly most significant innovations 
of Aspects. There is now a new level of representation, D( eep )-Struct.ure, 
which arises after all PS rules and all lexical insertion transformations 
have applied, and before any other transformations apply. The level of 
representation that results from applying all the transformations is 
S (urface) -Structure. 

3.3.2 The Lexicon 
There is (or should be) an intimate connection between PS and the lexi
con. The lexicon expresses everything idiosyncratic a speaker knows 
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about lexical items. To take an example, when we know the verb solve, we 
know 

• Its phonological representation 
• Its syntactic category: V 
• That it takes a direct object (and that the direct object must denote 

something that is problerulike). The subcategorization frame of solve 
then is SOLVE [_ NP]. 

• That it has an NP subject (and that it presumably must be some "higher 
animate") 

• Its meaning 

(If it were an irregular verb like bring, some of its inflected forms (e.g., 
brought) would be specified in the lexicon as well.) 

Let's look at how the lexicon works in further detail. The X-bar theory 
makes available numerous head-complement relations like these: 1 

(14) a. V' -+ V NP 
b. V' -=+ V PP 
c. V' -+ V S 

Consider the lexical entries for some verbs: 

(15) a. see [_ NP] 
b. talk [_ PP] 
c. think [_ S] 

Chomsky made the point in Aspects (a point that obscures a much deeper 
point) that the existence of a PS rule like (14a) implies the existence of a 
lexical entry like (15a), because if there were no lexical entry like (15a), 
then the PS rule (14a) would never have a chance to operate. How would 
speakers even know that their language had this rule? If there were no 
verb of English that took a direct object, what would be our evidence that 
there is a PS rule that says a verb can take a direct object? Similarly for 
(14b) and (14c), and for (I5b) and (15c). The converse is also the case. 

This means that for at least this portion of the PS system in (14), the 
head-complement portion, there is total redundancy. Chomsky pointed 
this out in Aspects, but didn't say that it's a problem. Presumably, 
though, we have to get rid of either (14) or (15). The rules in (14) say that 
there can be a verb that takes a direct object, a verb that takes a preposi
tional phrase, a verb that takes a clausal complement. (15) states exactly 
which verbs can do those things. When we know English, we don't just 
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know that there's some verb that takes some particular element, we know 
exactly which verb. Thus, if we have to choose between getting rid of (14) 
and getting rid of (15), we have to choose getting rid of (14), because we 
have to have the information in (15), the idiosyncratic information about 
lexical items. In a sense, this seems bizarre, because the entire theory ofPS 
that Chomsky developed in LSLT was based on PS rules and PS deriva
tions, which generated initial PMs. PS derivations are impossible without 
PS rules; yet this argument indicates that PS rules don't exist. Very inter
estingly, Lasnik and Kupin (1977) actually proposed what seems to be a 
theory ofPS that doesn't have any place for PS rules. 2 A bit later Stowell 
(1981) proposed that PS rules are redundant with other principles and 
idiosyncratic lexical properties (see section 1.2.6.2). Once we set the "head 
parameter" (distinguishing Japanese from English, for instance), 3 once we 
talk about individual properties of lexical items, once we add one more 
module, Case, then the PS rules are rendered superfluous. 

So, how do we formalize PS? One possibility is to adopt Lasnik and 
Kupin's approach. We say that any set of strings is a PM, as long as it 
satisfies certain well-formedness conditions: those given by the X-bar 
theory, those related to consistency (two elements of the PM can't be 
saying contradictory things about the order of the words, or about domi
nance relations), and those following from completeness (nothing in the 
terminal string can be left out of the constituent structure representation). 
So, a set of strings needs to satisfy consistency, completeness, and the X
bar theory (regarded as a well-formedness filter). If it does, then it's a PM; 
otherwise, it isn't. 

Further considering redundancy and the lexicon, it has always been 
known that there's a close connection between selectional restrictions and 
meaning. Obviously, solve can take problem as its object and not hot dog, 
and eat can take hot dog as its object and not problem, precisely because 
those verbs mean what they mean. It's simply unimaginable that the next 
language we look at would have words that mean the same thing as solve 
and eat but have the reverse selectional restrictions. This connection is so 
tight that we would hope that the selectional restrictions could reduce to 
the meaning-though, presumably, not conversely, since there are verbs 
that have identical selectional restrictions but still don't mean the same 
thing (e.g., deny and assert). Carrying this reductionist program further, 
let's assume that since selectional restrictions and meaning are redundant, 
we'll get rid of selectional restrictions and keep meaning. The slight prob
lem with this is that we have a way of formalizing selectional restrictions 
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(e.g., the one in Aspects) but we have no clear idea of how to formalize 
lexical meaning; we just know it's there. We'll have to leave this task to 
the semanticists. 

When we know a word, we know its meaning and its selectional restric
tions: but we've decided (although we haven't worked out the theory yet) 
that if we know the meaning, we don't have to know anything in addition 
to tell us the selectional restrictions. 

What about subcategorization? Intuitively, in the mid and late '60s 
linguists had in mind that selectional restrictions might be semantic, but 
they regarded subcategorization as straightforwardly syntactic.4 How
ever, ~esetsky (1982) argued that if we know the meaning of a word, we 
know Its selectional restrictions and we know virtually everything about 
its subcategorization. For example, if we know the meaning of eat, we 
know it will occur in a frame like this: [ NP]. If we know the mean
ing of believe, we know it will occur in frames like these: [ S] and 
[ __ NP]. Pesetsky's point was that subcategorization is predictable from 
meaning als<? He more or less combined meaning and selectional restric
tions and called the conglomerate semantic selection (s-selection). The 
way he put it was that semantic selection entails subcategorization, or, in 
other terms, categorial selection (c-selection). 

.. Vukic: Wouldn't a suggestion like that run into problems with words 
that mean exactly the same thing but take different complements? 

Lasnik: Interestingly, pretty much the first day this was proposed I 
raised that question, but a few years later I decided my objection might 
not be correct. Logically, it was correct, but I was making an empirical 
assumption that that kind of situation turns up all the time. And then I 
decided that at least the cases that I brought up at first, I was misanalyz
ing. This is discussed to some extent in Chomsky and Lasnik 1993. For 
example, the verb eat can take a direct object or not. How can we possibly 
predict that? We can say both I ate and I ate lunch yesterday. 

Vukic: As compared with devour, which has to take a direct object. 

~as~lik: Ye~, so we have a real problem. We have two verbs with very 
slIDllar meamngs but different subcategorization frames, and we have one 
verb that seems to have two different subcategorization frames. We have 
to look at a lot more data. But cases like these have an interesting se
mantic property. There's nothing semantically wrong with sentence (16), 
where eat takes an NP, even though it's pragmatically odd. 
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(16) When I walked in, John was eating his shoe 

Now compare eat without an NP, as in (17). 

(17) When I walked in, John was eating 

(17) can't mean that John was eating his shoe-it can only mean that he 
was eating a meal. Virtually all the classic English examples of verbs ,with 
"optional" direct objects are like that. There are no semantic constraints 
on what the object can be if it's there, but if there isn't any object, all of a 
sudden, there are semantic constraints on the interpretation: the missing 
object is understood as prototypical or else specialized. (Drink and smoke 
are two more examples parallel to eat.) This suggests that we're dealing 
with two different verbs eat, with different semantics, hence different sub
categorization. Is it crazy to think that there are two different verbs eat, 
one transitive, one intransitive? I don't think so, because, as a matter of 
fact, the intransitive one has a synonym, dine. -

A full Pesetskyan program would lead to adopting a proposal that is 
very popular in the acquisition literature, called semantic bootstrapping, 
according to which if we learn the meaning of a word, we don't need to 
learn anything more about its syntax. 5 

3.3.3 Theta-Roles 
In Aspects Chomsky observed that although selection goes both "left" 
and "right," subcategorization only goes one way. That is to say, verbs 
select both different kinds of objects and different kinds of subjects (some 
take an animate subject, some take an inanimate subject, etc.). However, 
although some verbs need an object and some verbs won't tolerate an 
object, all verbs need a subject-there's no subcategorization with respect 
to subjects. In Lectures on Government and Binding (1981) (henceforth 
LGB) Chomsky gave the requirement that all clauses have subjects a 
special name: the Extended Projection Principle (EPP). (The Projection 
Principle itself characterized this connection between aspects of meaning 
and sUbcategorization.) 

Pesetsky (1982), following work by Chomsky, who in turn was follow
ing work by Gruber in the late 1960s (see Gruber 1976), related all this to 
thematic roles (now often called theta-roles). Backing up a bit, let me 
mention arguments and predicates. Roughly speaking, arguments name 
individuals in the universe of discourse; predicates name properties in the 
universe of discourse. For example, consider (18). 
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(18) John asserted thatMary was intelligent 

Here John and that Mary was intelligent are arguments of the predicate 
assert. Now consider (19). 

(19) John hit Bill 

Here John has the theta-role of agent (roughly, the intentional causer); 
Bill has the theta-role of patient (roughly, the thing affected). In (18) John 
is again agent and the complement clause has the theta-role theme. The 
idea is that (1) there is a limited set of theta-roles for arguments (some 
of which are agent, patient, theme, goal, and instrument), and that (2) 
predicates have associated with them sets of theta-roles, what Stowell 
(1981) called theta-grids (e.g., hit in (19) has an agent theta-role that has 
to be connected to the subject and a patient theta-role that has to be 
connected to the object). 

In LGB Chomsky proposed a condition on the association between 
arguments and theta-roles, the Theta-Criterion, a special case of the Pro
jection PrinGiple. 

(20) The Theta-Criterion 

a. All theta-roles must be assigned to arguments. 
b. Every argument must have a theta-role. 

Let's look at some examples. 

(21) *Mary devoured 

The verb devour has a patient theta-role that it has to assign, but there's 
nothing there to receive that theta-role. So (21) violates the Theta
Criterion, in particular case (20a). Here's another example: 

(22) *Mary slept Bill 

The verb sleep has only one theta-role to assign, an experiencer theta-role, 
which in (22) is assigned to Mary. The NP Bill is an argument that ends 
up with no theta-role. Therefore, (22) violates the Theta-Criterion, in 
particular case (20b). 

This eliminates the problem that led Chomsky to deal only with tran
sitive verbs in Syntactic Structures. He dealt only with transitive verbs 
because dealing with intransitive verbs as well would have required two 
categories, and this would have led to a huge version of Ross's problem. 
Remember our earlier question: why do VtS (transitive verbs) and ViS 
(intransitive verbs) behave alike in every way except that one is inserted in 
a VP like (23a) and the other in a VP like (23b)? 
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(23) a. VP b. VP 

I I 
V' V' 

~ I 
V NP V 

We can eliminate that problem by saying that the lexical entry of a 'verb 
includes information about what kind of V' it can be inserted in. This is 
idiosyncratic information. The behaviors that all verbs share aren't idio
syncratic; they simply constitute what it means to be a verb. The behav
iors that are peculiar to individual verbs have to be specified in the 
lexicon; these have to be learned. Children don't have to learn how verbs 
in general behave, but they do have to learn how solve behaves. This is the 
crucial claim that's being made. 

There's a fair amount of redundancy hidden in this particular concept 
of lexical entry, and we'll see a way to get rid of it. To say that the object 
of solve has to be "problemlike" is to say that solve has an object. But the 
subcategorization frame of solve also says that it has an object. The ob
vious solution, Pesetsky's, is to eliminate subcategorization. 

3.4 ENGLISH VERBAL MORPHOLOGY REVISITED 

3.4.1 Inflection as a Syntactic Entity 
Now we're going to reanalyze English verbal morphology in light of the 
X-bar theory and our new views of subcategorization/selection. Let's start 
by looking at (24). 

(24) John left 

What happens if we propose the structure in (25) for sentences like (24)? 

(25) S 

~ 
NP VP 

(25) doesn't conform to the X-bar schema we've been talking about. The 
X-bar theory says that phrases have a head, and (25) doesn't have a head. 
S isn't a projection of anything. Interestingly, at the time that Chomsky 
was introducing X-bar theory, he ignored this problem. In "Remarks on 
Nominalization" he said that everything except for sentences conformed 
to X-bar theory. Sentences were generated with a special non-X-bar rule. 
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(26) S --t NP VP 

~ allowing this difference, Chomsky seemed to be missing a generaliza
tIon. Then, in the mid '80s, he did fit S into the X-bar theory (see Barriers 
(Chomsky 1986». What could the head of S possibly be? The head of S is 
what Chomsky called C in Syntactic Structures and Inflection in work of 
t~e mid '80s and beyond (so as not to confuse it with C of Complemen
tIzer; see below). In other words, Chomsky proposed that the head of a 
sentence is the inflectional element that merges with the verb. 

Let's. thi~ about this proposal for a moment. We're forced to say that 
somethzng IS the head of S if we want a full-blown version of the X-bar 
theory (call it the extended X-bar theory), and there are really only two 
reasonable candidates, which are discussed again and again in the litera
ture. One candidate is the inflectional element. Even though this element 
loo~s as if it's merge~ with the verb, we have all the evidence from Syn
tactIC Structures that It starts out as an independent item. The other can
didate is V. However, the idea that V is the head of the sentence will be 
hard for us to support if we want to maintain the converse of "Phrases 
have heads," namely, "Heads project." We know from Syntactic Struc
tures that it seems irreducible that the inflectional element is an autono
~ous ~yntactic entity. So, even if we decide that S is a projection of V, the 
Infl:ctIOnal. element will have to project also. What could it possibly 
project to, if not S? 

~y t~at line of reasoning, let's assume that sentences are actually a 
projectIOn of the category Inflection (Infl or I, for short), and see what the 
structure of the sentence John left might be. 

(27) John left 

(28) I" (IP) 

~ 
N"(NP) I' 

I ~ 
I V"(VP) 

I 
N' 

I {past} 

N V' 

I I 
John V 

I 
leave 
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In (28) VP is the complement of I, and NP is the specifier of 1. Specifiers 
and complements are those phrases that occupy the positions marked in 
(29). 

(29) a. X" ~ (specifier) X' 
b. X' ~ X (complement) 

or: X' ~ (complement) X (as in Japanese, for example) 

In one respect (29) looks radically different from the system in Syntactic 
Structures: we've taken the inflectional element out of the VP (though 
even Chomsky probably had that in mind). But in another respect (29) 
isn't that different: we've still captured the insight that the inflectional 
element is an autonomous syntactic entity. 

.. Depiante: What's the structure of sentences with modals? 

Lasnik: Chomsky actually is more explicit about have and be than about 
M (modals). As I read Chomsky's more recent work, he claims that M is 
just 1. There's another possibility, of course, if we want to fully capture 
Ross's generalization: that a modal is a kind of verb. Of course, under the 
extended X-bar theory, it has to project, so if we say a modal is just a 
modal, then it has to project some kind of modal phrase; if it's a verb, 
then it has to project some sort of verb phrase. Let's take the latter 
approach, following Ross. Recall that Chomsky did have a minor argu
ment for this point of view (see section 1.3.2). If M were an "alternative" 
to tense, then modals would be untensed, but Chomsky argued that 
modals are tensed (the "sequence of tenses" argument). 

(30) a. John says he can swim 
b. John said he could swim 

(31) a. John says he is happy 
b. John said he was happy 

It looks like the sentences in (30) display the same phenomenon as the 
ones in (31). If tense is the key to this phenomenon, and if M is an alter
native to tense, then we don't have a way of describing that fact. In con
formity with these assumptions, we have structure (33) for (32). 

(32) John must leave 
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(33) a I" (IP) 

~ 
N"(NP) 

I 
I' 

~ 
N' 

I 
I V"(VP) 

{pres} I 
N V' 

I 
John 
~ 

V V"(VP) 

I I 
must V' 

I 
V 

I 
leave 

What's special about a modal under this view is that it's a verb that takes 
a VP as its complement. A modal isn't an instance of I, but it's just like I 
in that it takes VP as its complement. That's a rare property that modals 
and I share, unexplained at this point. 

Now, what's the structure of sentences containing other auxiliaries, 
such as be in (34)? 

(34) John is singing 

There are two things we want to do: we want to incorporate S into X-bar 
theory, and we want to solve the selectional problem that Chomsky 
solved just by saying that be and ing are introduced as sisters and are of 
no category at all. (35) shows an initial attempt. 

.. 
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(35) I" (IP) 

~ 
I' 

~ 
N"(NP) 

I 
I V" (VP) 

{pres} I 
N' 

I 
N V'· 

I ~ 
V lng" (IngP) 

I I 
John 

be lng' 

~ 
lng V" (VP) 

I I 
ing V' 

I 
V 

I 
sing 

lng is a minimal element, hence a head, which therefore projects a maxi
mal projection. We can call it an lng Phrase (IngP) or a Progressive 
Phrase. Now, what about the very close connection between be and ing? 
We aren't able to capture it quite the way Chomsky did. The closest 
connection available in the Aspects-style theory is the complement rela
tion, so we make the IngP the complement of be. This is close enough that 
we can establish whatever selectional restrictions we need. It's then just a 
selectional property of be that the complement it takes can be an IngP. 

If we continue to assume something like Affix Hopping T20, as we will, 
then the {pres} morpheme could merge with be by Affix Hopping, giving 
is. The ing will merge with sing to give singing. We are thus claiming that 
the relationship between ing and sing is analogous to the relationship be
tween {pres} and be, which is just what Chomsky said in slightly different 
terms in Syntactic Structures. 

Notice that we need a way of "stacking up" auxiliaries. Consider (36) 
and its structure in (37). 
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(36) John must be singing 

(37) I"(IP) 

~ 
N"(NP) 

I 
I' 

~ 
N' 

I 
I V" (VP) 

{pres} I 
N V' 

I ~ 
John V V"(VP) 

I I 
must V' 

~ 
V lng" (IngP) 

I I 
be lng' 

~ 
lng V" (VP) 

I I 
ing V' 

I 
V 

I 
sing 

We treat have and en just like be and ing. Have heads a VP and its 
complement is an En Phrase (EnP). In this way we capture the depen
dency between have and en and between be and ing: have selects an EnP 
and be selects an lngP. 

Now consider how SUbject-Aux Inversion TI8 might work within the 
X-bar theory, particularly with respect to the troublesome Do-Support 
T21b examples. 

(38) a. John left 
b. Did John leave? 
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Chomsky's basic approach is still available. We could just say that some
how {past} moves to the front of IP. However, in a more restrictive 
theory of grammar, we not only want to restrict the theory of phrase 
structure, which we've done, we also want to restrict the theory of trans
formations. We want to restrict the class of structural analyses (which 
we've discussed a lot), but we also want to restrict the class of structural 
changes. In particular, it isn't obvious that permutation is indeed an op
tion. Either permutation isn't an option, or it's literally like blowing on a 
mobile, taking two things that are sisters and switching their order. That 
was always our concern about permutation in Syntactic Structures, where 
two elements that weren't sisters were permuted. For those reasons we're 
strongly tempted to try to find an alternative way of doing Subject-Aux 
Inversion. What could that alternative be? To answer that, a brief digres
sion is in order. There are certain kinds of words that introduce sentences: 
that, whether, and so on. Rosenbaum (1967) called them complementizers, 
words that make sentences into complements. How do we fit a comple
mentizer into the structure for a sentence such as (39)? 

(39) I think that John is crazy 

The extended X-bar theory tells us how we have to fit it in. That isn't a 
maximal projection, so it must project to a maximal projection. If we 
adopt Rosenbaum's name for it, complementizer (C), then C projects a 
Complementizer Phrase (a CP), with IP as the complement of C. 

(40) C"(CP) 

I 
c' 

~ 
C I" (IP) 

I~ 
that N" (NP) I' 

I~ 
N' I VP 

I 
N 

I 
John 
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Sometimes the C is that, as in I think that John is crazy. But consider 
(41). 

(41) a. I think John is crazy 
b. John is crazy 

One might imagine there's a C in (41a) but that it's silent. Is there any 
other place where we need a head that's silent? One case is the present 
tense (non-3rd person singular) null morpheme. So, there's at least the 
possibility that a complementizer could also be silent, or that C could 
even be empty, for that matter. Let's try that. Suppose we have a structure 
like (42). 

(42) C"(CP) 

I 
c' 

~ 
C I" (IP) 

~ 
N" (NP) I' 

~ 
I V" (VP) 

Now we have a way to do Subject-Aux Inversion without permutation: I 
moves to C. It turns out that once we start looking at things like this, we 
find that many transformations in the world's languages work the same 
way: one head moves to the next head position up, a process that has 
come to be called head movement. 

The Structure of Complementizer Phrases 

Let's discuss the CP/IP structure a bit further. There's a relation between 
the specifier of IP and the head I. That relation has traditionally been 
called subject-verb agreement but it's really subject-I agreement. (Chom
sky proposed a rule much like that in Syntactic Structures, namely, 
Number Agreement TIS: C (i.e., what we're now calling I) takes what
ever form it takes depending on the features of the subject.) Now we 
can define the relation even more precisely as specifier of IP-head of 
IP agreement. The past decade of research has revealed overwhelming 
evidence that specifier-head agreement is extremely common in the lan
guages of the world. 
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Once we establish this relation, we have a handle (not really a solution 
yet) on one of the residual problems in Syntactic Structures: the stipulated 
dependency between Tw T19, the rule creating and fronting interrogative 
expressions like who (wh-phrases) (usually called Wh-Movement), and 
Subject-Aux Inversion. In terms of the CP hypothesis, how do we describe 
what happens when Wh-Movement applies? What happens is that J:he wh
phrase moves to the specifier position of CPo Although Chomsky didn't 
say this in "Remarks on Nominalization," in his later work on X-bar 
theory, in Barriers, he proposed that complements and specifiers are 
always maximal projections. Notice that the wh-phrase is surely a maximal 
projection. If we take this seriously, that specifiers are always maximal 
projections, and if we notice that Wh-Movement always moves something 
that's a maximal projection, we can combine these two observations by 
saying that Wh-Movement moves a wh-phrase to the specifier of CPo But 
then one more thing has to happen, namely, Subject-Aux Inversion, since 
(44) is an acceptable English sentence but (43) isn't. 

(43) *What John will buy? 

(44) What will John buy? 

The necessity of Subject-Aux Inversion here has occasionally been ana
lyzed as another sort of specifier-head agreement. In particular, the wh
phrase in the specifier of CP has to agree with C, and this agreement 
demands that something occupy C. It's an instance of what Kuroda 
(1988) called forced agreement. We haven't proven that this analysis is 
right, we haven't even spelled it out in much detail, but if we want to 
pursue it, it really demands that I move to C. If I is merely adjoined to IP, 
the structure has no special properties since adjunction has no special 
properties. Adjunction positions are merely created to order, whereas 
specifiers and heads are there by virtue of the way the structure is 
defined. 6 

It appears to be true also that in all languages that have this kind of 
"I-raising," it operates in the direction of the complementizer. So, in 
English-type languages it always seems to work leftward. In Japanese
type languages it always seems to work rightward. Again, it isn't obvious 
why that should be so ifI-raising is merely adjunction to IP, but it follows 
immediately if I-raising is movement to the head. 
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3.4.3 Movement to a Specifier Position 

Let's see how our theory is shaping up. It has the following elements: 

1. X-bar theory 
2. The notion of IP 

3. The notion that modals, have, and be are verbs 

4. The notion that Subject-Aux Inversion is an instance of I-to-C move-
ment 

5. Wh-Movement (moving a wlz-phrase to the specifier of CP) 

Are there any o~her rules that move an element to a specifier position? 
Part of the PassIve Transformation T12 does something a lot lik th t 
Look at the following sentence: ea. 

(45) John was arrested by the police 

~ohn is the .~derstood object of arrest, not the subject. All of its selec-
tlOnal restnctlOns show that it's the obiect Thus th thi th . .. J., e ng at can 
appe~r as ~he subject ill a passive sentence like (45) is something that has 
to ~atIsfy what would have been the object's selectional restrictions in the 
actI~e. We don'~ want to repeat those selectional restrictions for every 
paSSIve sentence ill the language; hence, we want to say that John started 
out as the object in (45) (the very argument that Chomsky made in the 
1950s). Where does John move to? We know it moves to the front of the 
sentence, but what position in the structure does it move to? N t Id . . . 0 any 0 
posItion at the front of the sentence but the specifier of IP H , . . ' . ow are we 
so sure that s where It IS? Because it agrees with the I as shown in (45) 
repeated here, and in (46). ' 

(45) John was arrested by the police 

(46) John and Bill were arrested by the police 

So, we should add point 6 to our list above: 

6. Specifier-head agreement 

Ideally, w.e ~ould like to limit transformations pretty much to the two 
effects we ve Just seen: 

(47) a. XPs moving to specifier positions 
b. Xos (heads) moving to head positions 

That will be our goal. 
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3.4.4 The Head Movement Constraint 
Returning to the details of Subject-Aux Inversion, recall that in the Syn
tactic Structures version TI8, C (now I) and the first auxiliary verb (if 
there is one) move to the front of the sentence. At the moment, our theory 
doesn't seem to allow anything to move except I by itself, so in fact it can 
generate (48), 

(48) Did John leave? 

but it can't generate (49), 

(49) Can John leave? 

and it might incorrectly generate (50). 

(50) *Does John can leave? 

This problem is a variant of the one we saw earlier, namely, how to for
mally state that Do-Support T21 b is a last resort. 

To address this problem, let's start with (49), which presumably has the 
underlying structure in (51), assuming that modals are Vs. 

(51) C"(CP) 

~ 
C' 

~ 
C I" (IP) 

~ 
N" (NP) I' 

~ 
I V" (VP) 

{pres} I 
V' 

~ 
V V" (VP) 

I I 
can V' 

I 
V 

I 
leave 
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To get the modal can to move to C, we first raise can and adjoin it to I 
and we then raise the whole I complex to C. 7 We end up with the tree ~ 
(52).8 

(52) C"(CP) 

~ 
C' 

~ 
C I"(IP) 

~~ 
I C N"(NP) I' 

~ ~ 
can I V" (VP) 

{pres} I I 
t V' 

~ 
V V" (VP) 

I 
V' 

I 
V 

I 
leave 

Note that (as with the negative sentences in Syntactic Structures) 
apparently the rule of I-to-C movement must obey some version of the 
A-over-A Constraint. It's the higher I, not the lower one, that has to move. 

Now we have a way of deriving Can John leave? Let's call this succes
sive head movement. V raises to I, a process attested in many languages 
and then I raises to C, another common process. ' 

What if we skipped the "V-to-I raising" step and directly raised the V 
(in this case can) all the way up to C? In that case we would get the 
questions in (53). 

(53) a. *Can John {pres} leave? 
b. *Can John does leave? (if Do-Support applies) 
c. *Can John leaves? (if Affix Hopping applies) 
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Evidently, the only way to move can is to move it successively, first to I, 
and then to C. Movement can't just skip the I position. This kind of 
phenomenon, in several instantiations, was discovered by Travis (1984). 
She called it the Head Movement Constraint (HMC), which says that if a 
head moves, it can only move to the very next head up. Another example, 
of a sort Chomsky discussed in Barriers, is (54). 

(54) *Be John will happy? 
(cf. Will John be happy?) 

Example (54) is possibly more convincing than (49) since (54) relies on ~he 
existence of bare be and finite will, whereas (49) assumes bare can, which 
doesn't obviously exist. 

There are various versions of the HMC. Furthermore, movement to 
specifier position is subject to a similar constraint; if something is going to 
move to specifier position, it's going to move to the next specifier position 
up. It can't skip a specifier. Rizzi (1990) generalized these two constraints 
as Relativized Minimality: If an item is going to move, it's going to move 
to the next appropriate position up. Rizzi's constraint is called Minimality 
because an item moves in a "minimal" way to the next appropriate posi
tion up, and Relativized because where the item lands depends on what it 
is. Roughly speaking, if it's a head, it moves to the next head position up; 
if it's an XP, it moves to the next XP position up. An XP can cross over a 
head, but not over a specifier. A head can cross over a specifier, but not 
over a head. Travis's HMC thus becomes a special case of Rizzi's Rela
tivized Minimality (RM). 

So, (54) violates the HMC, an instance of RM, because be has moved 
directly all the way to C, skipping a couple of head positions. On the 
other hand, (55) obeys the HMC. Will is the higher verb in the structure, 
so it moves to the next higher head, which is I, and from there it's carried 
by I to the next higher head, which is C. 

(55) Will John be happy? 

There are a few remaining problems. Why doesn't English have (56) 
instead of (57)? 

(56) *Left John? 

(57) Did John leave? 

We don't want to be "too hard" on (56) because there are many lan
guages that allow questions of exactly this form. We want to say that 
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there's some rather superficial property of English that doesn't allow this. 
What is the property? In Syntactic Structures Chomsky merely stipulated 
a list of items that move to the front of the sentence with I. We'll also 
need some sort of stipulation, but it can't consist merely of a list of items 
that move with I, because we believe so strongly in structure dependence. 
Rather, what we have to stipulate is a list of items that are or aren't 
allowed to raise to I. So, what will we say? We will say that modals, have, 
and be indeed are allowed to raise to I, but other verbs of English are not 
allowed to raise to I. In this way we can rule out (56) (of course, our list 
embodies Boolean or, a problem we'll have to return to). 

3.4.5 Negation 

Now let's see how negative placement would work within the X-bar 
theory. Suppose that negation is structurally located between IP and VP. 
Irrelevant details aside, the extended X-bar theory would suggest a struc
ture like (58). 

(58) . C" (CP) 

~ 
C' 

~ 
C I" (IP) 

I 
I' 

~ 
I Neg" (NegP) 

{past} I 
Neg' 

~ 
Neg V" (VP) 

I I 
not V' 

I 
V 

I 
leave 
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Then the ungrammaticality of (59) immediately follows from the HMC. 

(59) *John left not 

In particular, (59) could come about only if leave raised to lover not, 
which doesn't happen in English. However, in languages such as French, 
verbs can raise to I, and sentences like (59) are possible. Even in English, 
raising is possible with a modal, have, or be. 

(60) a. John will not leave 
b. John has not left 
c. John is not here 

The structures that Chomsky accounted for in Syntactic Structures by the 
identical SAs in the Negation Transformation T16 and Subject-Aux 
Inversion T18, we're accounting for by head movement, namely, verb 
raising to I, plus one stipulation, namely, that modals, have, and be are 
the only verbs that are allowed to raise in English. Of course, that limi
tation is still unexplained. 

Here's the problem we have to solve to make this work (and we're now 
at the frontiers of current research). We've just said that not is somewhere 
in the tree in (58). The extended X-bar theory says that if not is there, it 
must be either a head or a maximal projection. It isn't a maximal projec
tion, or at least it doesn't seem to be, so it must be a head. That's why 
(59), repeated here, violates the HMC. 

(59) *John left not 

But then, when the modal, have, and be move in (60), they also violate the 
HMC. 

Example (61) conceivably satisfies the HMC. We can say that can 
amalgamates with negation and then the whole complex amalgamates 
with 1. 

(61) John can't leave 

But what about (62), where can and negation haven't amalgamated? 

(62) John can not leave 

We might say that can and not are indeed amalgamated here, but the 
reduction hasn't yet taken place. But then what about the cases in (63)? 

(63) a. Can John not leave? 
b. Will John not leave? 
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The examples in (63) are crucial. They look like flagrant violations of the 
HMC. There are about a dozen really fancy ways in the literature to k 
these sentences from violating the HMC To the b t f kn eep 

. es 0 my owledge 
not one. of th~m really works. We'll be looking at a couple of these pro~ 
posals (mcludmg Chomsky'S recent work). 

As long as we can say that not is just hanging around somewhere we 
can acc~~t f~r negation. But as Soon as we adopt the extended X~bar 
t~eory, mdIcatmg that not is a head, then movement across negation will 
VIOlate .the HMC. Interestingly enough, in some of his recent analyses for 
the mam verb cases, Chomsky explicitly says that they violate the HMC 
but he h~~ to do a lot of fancy footwork to keep verb movement in French 
and auxiliary verb movement in English from violating it as well. We will 
explore more modern statements of the HMC to see how Cho ky t . 
t d" . h . ms nes 
o Istmgms mam verbs from auxiliary verbs in this context. 

Affixal I ~nd the Nature of the Head Movement Constraint 
ConSIder the structure (65) underlying (64) assumm' fi f . . , g, or ease 0 expo-
s~tIOn, that modals are instantiations of I, or have already raised to I 
(Irrelevant details aside). 

(64) John must be happy 

(65) C"(CP) 

~ 
C' 

~ 
C I" (IP) 

~ 
N" (NP) I' 

~ 
I V" (VP) 

I I 
must V' 

~ 
V A" (AP) 

I ~ 
be happy 
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If we move be to C, we get the following question: 

(66) *Be John must happy? . 

This is the classic illustration of the HMC, the one given a~ove, a~d the 
only one Chomsky gave when he first took up these matters ill Bar~lers. It 
involves moving a head (be) across another head (must), as shown ,ill (67). 

C"(CP) 

~, 
(67) 

~I"(IP) 
~ \ 

be C l' 

~"(VP) 
\ \ 

must V' 

~ 
V A" (AP) 

L 
happy 

To be honest, though this argument is standard, I've . never. entire~y 
accepted it. The reason is that although there's overwhelmmg eVIdence ill 
English for a process that raises I to C, there's no evidence. whatsoever for 

O
cess that raises V to C. If there's no process that raIses V to C, the 

a pr . hi h' . that 
issue isn't that we've violated the HMC by domg t s, t e Issue IS 
we've tried to apply a rule that English doesn't even have. 

Yet suppose that, regardless of this, we accept the argument that the 
HMC is preventing the movement in (67). Then there ought to be a~o~h~r 
way to construct a derivation. We should be able to move .be and a~Jom It 
to must in I, and then move the whole complex to C, endmg up wIth (68) 

or (69). 

(68) *Must be John happy? 

(69) *Be must John happy? 
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If we continue to assume something like the A-over-A Constraint, once 
wt::'ve moved be up and adjoined it to I, we won't be able to move be itself 
further, but we should be able to move the whole complex further. 

Clearly, we have to block this derivation. Here's a plausible descriptive 
generalization: V can raise to I only if the I is an affix; V can't raise to I if 
the I is a freestanding lexical item. A similar generalization can be made 
for Affix Hopping. Affix Hopping appears to be head movement, but in
stead of head raising, it appears to be head lowering. Now, we know that 
affixal I can lower to V, but there's no evidence that a modal can ever 
undergo Affix Hopping. 

What's going on? We seem to be looking at two instances of the same 
constraint. The only time head movement can ever take place from I to V 
is when the I is an affix. This suggests a concept that has formed the basis 
for a huge amount of work in the last 10 years. We only do operations if 
there's a "reason" to do them. There's a reason for raising V to an affixal 
I, because the affix needs something to hang on to; but there would be no 
reason for raising V to a lexical 1. Similarly, there might be some reason 
for lowering an affixal I to a V, again because the affix needs something to 
hang on to, but there would be no formal reason for lowering a lexical 
I to V. The way this generalization is often stated is, "Movement is a 
last resort." That's very tricky, because we've already concluded that Do
Support is a last resort. Which one is really the last resort? We need to see 
what happens when they're in competition. If Chomsky was right in 
Syntactic Structures, it looks like when they're in competition, movement 
isn't the last resort. Movement happens if it can, and Do-Support happens 
if movement can't. We can still say that they're both relative last resorts. 
Either movement or Do-Support happens if it has to, if there's an affix 
that would otherwise be stranded. Under this analysis, syntactic processes 
are, in effect, driven by morphological requirements, an idea at the 
heart of many recent approaches to syntax, especially the "minimalist" 
approach. 

Let's now reconsider and see what happens if we accept the Syntactic 
Structures assumption that even when a sentence has a modal, it also has 
an inflectional morpheme. The relevant structure is shown in (70). 
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C"(CP) 

~ 
(70) 

C' 

~ 
C I" (IP) 

~ 
I' 

~ 
I V" (VP) 

I 
V' 

~ 
V V" (VP) 

mLt t, 
~ 

V A" (AP) 

I D 
be happy 

Now, finally, we might be in a position to construct a more convinc~ng 
argument for the HMC. Why can't English speakers say (71) and (72). 

(71) *John is must happy 

(72) *Is John must happy? 

Obviously, in (71) and (72) be has raised to I across an intervening head, 

m~ . 
But even here there's an equivocation: where do bare forms o~cur m 

English? There are a number of places where they occu:. One IS after 
modals. But modals don't occur after modals. Another IS after to. B~t 
modals don't occur after to, either. Where do modals occur? They don t 
occur in the bare form (e.g., *to can), the perfect form (*canen), or the 
progressive form (*caning). They only occur in the present form (can) and 
the past form (could). How do we say.that? I'm not sure ?ow to. do better 
on that point than classical grammanans do. when they re takmg about 
verbs with similar properties in Latin. They lIst them, and they call them 
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"defective" verbs-defective in that they occur in certain forms and not in 
others. That seems to be exactly the case with modals. They're like verbs 
in that they seem to exhibit tense morphology, but they're unlike all other 
verbs in the language in other respects, not occurring in any of these other 
forms. We have to say that somehow. In the theory we're talking about, 
we know where to say it: in the lexicon. If this behavior is listed in the 
lexicon as an idiosyncratic property of these verbs, then the above deri
vation that violates the HMC, (70), is also trying to construct something 
that morphologically doesn't exist in English. If it's be that associates with 
the s in I, then must won't have any tense morpheme to associate with; 
hence, it will be bare. But must just doesn't occur bare in English. 

It's really rather amazing how hard it is to find evidence in this realm 
for the HMC. The constraint is almost universally accepted by trans
formationalists, on the basis of examples like these. The interesting thing 
is that in all the examples there seems to be something else going on. The 
HMC thus seems redundant, at least for these phenomena. 

At thi;; point let's restate our theoretical assumptions for English verbal 
morphology: 

• V-raising to I (nonmain verbs) 
• I-raising to C 
• I-lowering to V (main verbs) 

V -raising to I, which is a very common process in European languages 
(and even in earlier English), is restricted in Modern English. Only 
modals, have, and be can raise to I. That's why in English it looks like 
Affix Hopping has to exist. We have to get the affix together with the 
verb, but when the verb is a main verb, it can't raise. Let's look at how we 
could go about explaining that, and how a child could possibly learn it. 
Because surely it would be more general and simpler to assume that all 
verbs raise. 

One way the child might know that main verbs don't raise is this. We've 
said that Do-Support and movement are last resort operations. Suppose 
that movement is the "next to the last resort" and that Do-Support is truly 
the last resort. Hearing a sentence like Did Susan see the man? and knowing 
that Do-Support is a last resort operation, the child might conclude that the 
simpler, more general way (raising the verb) is unavailable. 

III Depiante: Could we say that all verbs raise to I in English and that 
there's no A-over-A Constraint? Ifwe move the V to I and then the I to C, 
we can get Did Susan see the man? 
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Lasnik: I think that idea's worth pursuing, but I think we'll find two 
problems with it. One is that we'd need something stronger tha~ the 
notion that there's no A-over-A Constraint. We'd also need to POSIt an 
"A-under-A Constraint." We'd have to demand that the lower element 
move. The reason is that if we merely say there's no A-over-A Constraint, 
then we get two ways of analyzing the structure, and we should g~t both 
results: Did Susan see the man? and Saw Susan the man? Further, if we 
want to go on assuming, as I think we almost have to, that Do-Support is 
a last resort, even if both results are available, the one with do shouldn't 
be possible if the one without do is possible. . 

The idea of adjoining one thing to another and then not movrng the 
whole resulting complex as a unit, but just moving part of it (excorpora
tion), is often assumed not to be possible. But a few linguists, starting with 
Roberts (1991), have argued that it is possible. For example, Watanabe 
(1993) proposes an analysis of verbal morphology that re~es crucia~y. on 
excorporation, and Boskovic (1995) proposes an analysIs of partIcIple 
verb movement in Serbo-Croatian that also relies on excorporation. But 
for the purposes of our discussion, I'll continue to assume that excorpo
ration doesn't exist. 

To further explicate the HMC, I want to introduce something that right 
now will sound like mere notation, though very shortly we'll make use of 
it. Suppose we attempt a movement that violates the HMC, as in (73). 

(73) c 

~ 
a c B 

I 
b 

A 

* 

We can't move A to C, skipping B. How do we notate that this movement 
is wrong? Where do we put the "star"? It sounds at first like a pointless 
notational question, but we're going to see an analysis of Chomsky's that 
makes crucial use of a particular answer: the star goes in the position the 
item has moved from. (In this case we put a star on A.) Ross (1969b) 
provided some interesting evidence for this, which Chomsky didn't appeal 
to (though I admit that Ross didn't interpret his evidence quite the way I 
will here). 
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Ross proposed in his doctoral thesis (1967) that there's a whole family 
of constraints on movement, or, as he called them, island constraints. 
Later (1969b) he showed that the damage done when one of these locality 
conditions on movement is violated can largely be repaired by performing 
some kind of deletion operation. He cleverly showed a variety of con
structions where something moves out of an island but where XP-deletion 
then takes place, deleting a big XP that includes the position from which 
the item moved. The deletion almost entirely repairs the sentence. 

In our terms, we can say, following Chomsky, that violating one of 
these locality constraints puts a star in the position from which the item 
moved, but if a deletion operation follows, the star disappears. 

Here's a way to make this more precise. In "Conditions on Trans
formations" (1973) Chomsky began to argue that when something moves, 
it doesn't just leave behind nothing; it leaves behind a silent instance of 
itself, often called a trace. 9 This view of the way movement works is 
called trace the01Y· So, in (73) the star is on the trace. In "Some Notes on 
Economy of Derivation and Representation" (1991) (hereafter "Econ
omy") Chomsky argues that sometimes a trace created by violating the 
HMC can be deleted, in which case the sentence becomes acceptable. 

Now consider French. Does French have I-lowering to V? Emonds 
(1978), followed by Pollock (1989), followed by Chomsky in "Economy," 
claimed that French doesn't have I-lowering to V. The intuition is that 
Affix Hopping is a kind of last resort. Raising V to I, if it can be done, is a 
better way of solving the stranded-affix problem than lowering the affix to 
V, and French does have V-raising to I. 

Emonds and Pollock, followed by Chomsky, gave a couple of argu
ments for this point of view. One standard piece of evidence for this 
claimed difference between French and English is the following contrast: 

(74) a. John often kisses Mary 
b. *John kisses often Mary 

(75) a. *Jean souvent embrasse Marie 
b. Jean embrasse souvent Marie 

In French the verb must raise to I, and that's why it appears to the left of 
the adverb (under the assumption that the position of I is higher than the 
position of the adverb). In English, we know independently that main 
verbs never raise to I. On the other hand, auxiliary verbs are able to raise, 
as seen in (76). 
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(76) John will often write books 

In a restrictive theory of transformations what we would. want to say 
about all of these cases is that they involve an operation we co~d call 
"Move Head." Now, we have overwhelming evidence that Enghsh. and 
French both have "Move Head," so how do we account for the differ
ences between them? In particular, how do we account for the fact< that 
French has no I-lowering? "Move Head" seems to make both raising and 

lowering available. . . 
I will sketch Chomsky's answer here, and later expand on It. The ill-

sight originally goes back to work by Fiengo (1977), wh.o was instrumen
tal in developing trace theory. Fiengo proposed something that he. called 
the Proper Binding Condition, analogizing traces to anaphors, which are 

. referentially incomplete expressions requiring "antecedents." 

(77) a. John injured himself 
b. *Himselfinjured John 
c. *Mary injured himself 

The requirement on anaphors seems to be that the antecedent of the 
anaphor must come before the anaphor. On closer investigation, however, 

that requirement doesn't suffice. 

(78) *John's mother injured himself 

Why should (78) not be good? Notice that John precedes himself in the 
sentence. Reinhart (1976) argued that the antecedent of an anaphor has to 
be higher in the tree than the anaphor (in informal terms). That the sub
ject is higher than the object accounts for the contrast betw~:n .(7~a) and 
(77b). But John in (78) isn't higher than himself, because It s lllSlde an-

other NP. . 
Fiengo analogized traces to anaphors to explain :nany of theIr prop-

erties. He thought precedence was relevant. He saId that when some
thing moves, it has to move leftward, because the antecedent. of a trace 
has to precede the trace. But once we realize that the true reqUlrement on 
anaphors isn't precedence but height, then we conclude that when some
thing moves, it has to move "upward," because the antecedent of a trace 

has to be higher in the tree than the trace. 10 
. 

Our conclusion entails that Affix Hopping, as an instance of lowenng, 
isn't a desirable operation. This explains why languages don't like using 
it. So, we have to find out if there's any way to fix the violation. If th~re 
isn't any way to fix it, then we've explained the facts of French, and we ve 
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3.4.7 

explained some of the facts of English (regarding auxiliary verbs), but 
we've ruled out John left. However, if we discover some way to fix the 
trace of the affix that lowered, then the sentence will be allowed. 

Main versus Auxiliary Verbs in English 

We don't yet have an account for the fact that auxiliary verbs and main 
verbs in English behave differently. Auxiliary verbs raise to I, but main 
verbs don't. In French, however, all verbs raise to 1. Pollock (1989) is 
concerned precisely with these differences: the one between English and 
French and the one internal to English. 

Following Pollock, we have to figure out (1) what the difference be
tween main verbs and auxiliary verbs might be, and (2) what the dif
ference is between French and English that would be relevant to the 
difference between main verbs and auxiliary verbs. 

Pollock proposes that main verbs have theta-roles to assign, but auxil
iary verbs don't. He also makes the following proposal: 

(79) a. French I is morphologically rich. 
b. English I is morphologically poor. 

(I'm simplifying slightly here, since Pollock argues that I is actually 
divided into Agr(eement) and Tense; see below.) Finally, Pollock makes 
the following suggestion: 

(80) a. When I is morphologically rich, it is transparent to theta-role 
assignment. 

b. When I is morphologically poor, it is opaque to theta-role 
assignment. 

In other words, if a V with some theta-roles to assign finds itself in the 
configuration shown in (81), it won't be able to assign those theta-roles. 

(81) I (poor) 

~ theta-opaque (English) 

V I (poor) 

(Technically, V-raising means adjoining V to I as (81) shows.) The V can't 
"see out of" this I, which it's now inside of; that is, it can't "see" the 
arguments it's trying to assign the theta-roles to (this is, of course, still just 
a metaphor). On the other hand, if a V with theta-roles to assign finds 
itself in the configuration shown in (82), it will be able to assign those 
theta-roles. 
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(82) I (rich) 

~ theta-transparent (French) 

V I (rich) 

The V can "see out of" this I; that is, it can "see" the arguments it's try
ing to assign the theta-roles to. 

illustrating the same point with a concrete example, suppose we had a 
configuration like (83) in English, which is the (sub)structure we would 
get by V-raising. 

I' 

~ 
(83) 

I (poor) VP 

~ vi, I I ~ 

l' \ 1 
Since English I is poor, the I configuration in (83) is opaque to theta-role 

. t There"'ore hit won't be able to assign its theta-roles, and assignmen . 1', . (83) 
neither the subject nor the object will be able to .rec~IVe a theta-role. 
thus represents a triple violation of the Theta-Cntenon. 

.. Gutierrez: How do we know that hit moves before assigning its theta

roles? 

Lasnik: That's an excellent question. I never fully understood th~t 
aspect of Pollock's theory. In a theory of the Aspe:ts sort, D-Structure IS 
the level of representation relevant to theta-role aSSIgnment, so movement 

is irrelevant. f 
However even in Aspects Chomsky acknowledged that some aspects 0 

semantic m'terpretation don't seem to be deducible at ~-Stru~tu:e (e.g., 
scope of quantifiers). That led to the fonnulation of theones claImmg that 
certain aspects of semantics are D-Structure phenomena and .others are 
S-Structure phenomena. Such theories were pretty standard m the late 
'60s and early '70s. On the other hand, in the princi.pl~s-and-par~meters 
theory of LGB, D-Structure is irrelevant to semantIc mterpretatlOn, all 
aspects of meaning ultimately being read off the surface. 
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That gives us a handle on Pollock's claim, but it still seems problem
atic. Much of the work that transfonnations do either destroys or drasti
cally distorts what would have been theta-configurations. Trace theory 
provided a solution for that problem. When an NP moves, its trace 
receives the theta-role directly. The antecedent receives it indirectly via its 
association with the trace. 

If all semantic interpretation is carried out at S-Structure, then move
ment must leave a trace. But if movement leaves a trace, and the trace has 
to have all the relevant properties of the thing that moved, then we still 
have the relevant configuration for theta-role assignment in (83). 

Pollock must be assuming then that theta-role assignment isn't a prop
erty of D-Structure, and that either (1) when something moves, it doesn't 
leave a trace or (2) traces can't be used to detennine theta-role assign
ment. Without these assumptions, Pollock's account isn't possible. But 
with these assumptions, standard examples of the John lVas arrested type 
become difficult, since the theta-role of John is the one connected with 
object po.sition. In order to proceed, I put this problem aside. .. 

Given Pollock's assumptions, why can auxiliary verbs raise in English? 
Because auxiliary verbs don't assign theta-roles, so raising them to an 
opaque I in English doesn't violate the Theta-Criterion. Of course, it isn't 
obvious that auxiliary verbs (especially modals) don't have a theta-role to 
assign, a point I will return to. 

.. Vukic: Where do Chomsky and Pollock assume that modals are 
generated? 

Lasnik: As far as I know, neither Pollock nor Chomsky has looked in 
any detail at exactly where modals are in the structure. As a matter of 
fact, when Chomsky is pressed on this point, he often retreats to a posi
tion whereby modals don't cooccur with I and merge with it as in Syn
tactic Structures; rather, they occur as an alternative to the Inflectional 
morpheme that's generated in place of 1. That's a logical possibility, and 
morphologically it isn't crazy. It's not nearly as obvious with modals that 
there's a tense ending as it is with main verbs, or even with have and be. 
The other possibility is to follow Ross's view that modals are verblike. If 
we say that, then we have the structure in (84). 
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(84) IP 

~ 
I' 

~ 
I VP 

I 
V' 

I 
V 

I 
can 

But if we say that modals have theta-roles, when can raises to I, it won't 
be able to assign its theta-roles since I is "poor" and theta-opaque. For 
this reason, Pollock assumes that modals don't have theta-roles while still 
admitting that they contribute to the meaning of the sentence. 

Pollock's account makes one strong prediction that I've argued is in
correct (see Lasnik 1981). It predicts that auxiliary verbs can always raise, 
in any kind of sentence, no matter how impoverished I is. However, we 
find that in imperative sentences in English, auxiliary verbs can't raise. 

(85) a. Do not be foolish! 
b. *Be not foolish! 

Auxiliary verbs also can't raise in infinitival sentences in English. 

(86) a. I believe John not to be foolish 
b. I believe John to not be foolish 
c. *1 believe John to be not foolish 

That isn't predicted by Pollock's theory. 11 

Summary 

We've distinguished between the types of verbs that may undergo inver
sion with the subject: in French, all types of verbs; in English, only aux
iliary verbs. We also discussed which types of verbs can appear on the 
"other" side of negation: again, in French, all verbs; in English, only 
auxiliary verbs. We concluded that in French all verbs undergo raising to 
I, whereas in English only auxiliary verbs do. 

.. 
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Obviously, since French allows all verbs to raise (limiting attention to 
finite clauses), Affix Hopping is never needed. Since English allows only 
auxiliary verbs to raise, Affix Hopping is never needed with those; but it is 
needed for main verbs, which don't raise. We also have to say that in 
French, not only is Affix Hopping never needed, it's never even possible. 
Similarly, with auxiliary verbs in English, Affix Hopping is never possible. 
Somehow, we have to make it true that if V-raising is available, then Affix 
Hopping won't be allowed. V-raising is preferred to Affix Hopping. This 
is still very informal. We have to build a theory that entails it. 

Finally, there are circumstances in English where V-raising isn't avail
able, because we're dealing with a main verb, and Affix Hopping isn't 
available either. In those circumstances, and only in those circumstances, 
Do-Support takes place. So, Affix Hopping is preferred to Do-Support. 

3.5 V-RAISING AND SPLIT I 

Let's return "to the discrepancy between French and English with respect 
to which verbs raise. Pollock (1989) proposes a split-I hypothesis: I is 
made up of two categories, Tense and Agreement. We will use the term I 
for a little while longer, and then we will follow Pollock and also break it 
into Tense and Agreement. 

Recall that according to Pollock, French I is morphologically rich and 
therefore transparent to theta-assignment. That means that structure (82) 
will always be available in French. In a moment we'll see an argument of 
Pollock's that not only is structure (82) available, it's the only structure in 
French. 

By saying that I in French is rich, we at least allow structure (82), but, 
as noted, Pollock goes further and shows that there's no other option in 
French. In a moment we'll consider why that's the case. On the other 
hand, in English we already know why there's only one option. Structure 
(81) will always be ungrammatical; trying to raise a theta-role-assigning 
verb to I in English ends up violating the Theta-Criterion, because I is 
always going to be poor. Since structure (81) isn't available at all in 
English, we have to do something else, namely, Affix Hopping. 

I've just codified the fact that there's only one option (configuration 
(82» in French by saying that V-raising is preferred to Affix Hopping. 
However, we have to make that follow from something. If we manage to 
make it follow from something, then we get a nice state of affairs where 
each language allows only one possibility. 
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As discussed earlier, we have to make some fairly strict assumptions 
about how theta-roles are assigned, in order for Pollock's account to 
work. One of them has to be the exact negation of certain assumptions 
made in LGB. In LGB D-Structure was defined as the level of represen
tation that satisfied the Theta-Criterion. If this is the case, all of Pollock's 
account collapses. Since the verb that will end up in a configuratio~ like 
(81) already has assigned its theta-role before it moves, it shouldn't really 
matter what type of! it adjoins to. So, we have to state that either (1) the 
Theta-Criterion doesn't really care about D-Structure, or (2) the Theta
Criterion has to be satisfied at D-Structure and at some later level of rep
resentation, after raising has taken place. Not only do we have to say that 
it doesn't suffice to satisfy the Theta-Criterion at D-Structure, we also 
have to say that the trace of the verb isn't a good theta-role assigner, since 
the relation between t and NP in (83), repeated here as (87), is structurally 
an appropriate configuration for theta-role assignment. 

(87) I' 

~ 
I (poor) VP 

~ I 
V I V' 

I ~ 
hit V NP 

1 
I I 

Bill 

This creates an asymmetry between the traces of verbs and the traces of 
arguments, as, for example, in the following example involving passive, 
where the trace of John receives the theta-role from the verb (assuming, 
as we had to a moment ago, that D-Structure satisfaction of the Theta
Criterion doesn't suffice): 

(88) Johnj was arrested tj 

So we need to say here that the trace of a verb does not suffice to satisfy 
the Theta-Criterion, but the trace of an NP does suffice to satisfy the 
Theta-Criterion. 

We're led to these conclusions if we want Pollock's account to work. If 
we want to reject these conclusions, we must seek some other reason why 
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English main verbs can't raise and French verbs can. Perhaps it's just an 
irreducible parametric property of language. 

As for auxiliary verbs in English, Pollock, and later Chomsky in 
"Economy," argue that they can raise and must raise because they don't 
have any theta-roles to assign. In a moment we'll explore that aspect of 
the analysis. 

Thus, Pollock's theory offers a reason why French allows all verbs to 
raise, and why English allows only auxiliary verbs to raise. We don't yet 
have an answer for the question of why V -raising is preferred to Affix 
Hopping. Recall the relevant evidence for this "preference" from English 
and French in (74) and (75), repeated here as (89) and (90). 

(89) a. John often kisses Mary 
b. *John kisses often Mary 

(90) a. *Jean souvent embrasse Marie 
b. Jean embrasse souvent Marie 

Assuming· that adverbs in (89) and (90) are lower than I (e.g., VP
adjoined), the fact that (90a) is impossible in French indicates that 
V-raising is preferred to Affix Hopping. Let's see how Chomsky tackles 
this question in "Economy," a further extension of Pollock's proposal. 

VERB MOVEMENT AND ECONOMY: CHOMSKY 1991 

Why Raising Is Preferred to Lowering 

Chomsky's "Economy" proposal is an extension Qf the technology I 
introduced above. Recall the question of where to put the star in the 
ungrammatical example (73). At first that sounds like a crazy question: it 
can go anywhere; why does it matter where it goes? 

In "Economy" Chomsky argues that it does matter. In particular, if the 
trace that's created by doing the illicit move is the thing with the star on 
it, then there might be a chance to fix up the sentence by some later 
operation. Can we do anything to fix up a sentence that has violated one 
of these constraints? Later we'll look at Chomsky's argument that it's 
possible to fix certain violations of the HMC. Right now we're going to 
look at how he proposes fixing another type of violation. This type of 
violation involves a kind of constraint based on Fiengo's Proper Binding 
Condition, which I alluded to earlier but haven't developed yet: A trace, 
like an anaphor, must be bound. Chomsky formalized the notion of bind
ing in LGB. For present purposes binding can be constrained as follows: 
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(91) A potentially binds B only if A is higher in the tree than B. 

The notion "higher in the tree" was formalized by Klima (1964), who 
called it "in construction with." This is the same geometric relation that 
Reinhart (1976) called c-command (for category-command; see note 10). I 
repeat one definition of it here. 

(92) A c-commands B if and only if every X dominating A also 
dominates B. 

In a typical subject-object construction, all the categories that dominate 
the subject also dominate the object. So, the subject c-commands the ob
ject. But there are several categories that dominate the object that don't 
dominate the subject (like V', VP, I'). So, the object doesn't c-command 
the subject. When something's moved up, typically it's moved to a 
c-commanding position. When something's moved down, typically it's 
moved to a c-commanded position. So, the requirement that something 
can only move up is the requirement that the moved thing has to c
command its trace. 

Now we get into a question of technology. Chomsky doesn't spell all 
this out, but roughly he suggests the following. Suppose Affix Hopping 
applies in English, where I is weak (Chomsky's terms weak and strong 
correspond to Pollock's poor and rich). This creates a trace, but the trace 
isn't c-commanded by the moved element (as in (93a)). What must hap
pen later in the derivation, then, is that the whole V moves up to the 
position where the trace is (as in (93b)). Why should this have to happen? 
Because when we moved I down, we created a starred trace. When we 
move the whole V complex up into the position of the starred trace, we 
somehow obliterate the latter. 

(93) a. I' b. I' 

~ ~ 
I (weak) VP I (weak) VP 

I I I I 
*t V' V V' 

I ~ I 
V V V 

~ 
V 

I 
1 
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In a moment we'll look into what kind of movement this is. Right now 
let's say that we have a potential answer for why V-raising is preferred to 
Affix Hopping. When we do V-raising, we're done. We've gotten the V 
together with the affix, and the structure is perfectly fine, satisfying the 
Proper Binding Condition. However, when we do Affix Hopping, we're 
not done. We have to do something else to fix up the damage that Affix 
Hopping caused. Chomsky's answer for why V-raising is preferred to 
Affix Hopping is thus that V-raising results in more economical deriva
tions, ones with fewer operations. 

One big question arises here. If lowering followed by raising is allowed, 
then why is it that John often kisses Mary is grammatical but * John kisses 
often Mary isn't? Let me sketch the theory of grammar in which Chomsky 
provides an answer. In schema (94) Phonetic Form (PF) is the level of 
representation most closely connected to "sound," and Logical Form 
(LF) is the one most closely connected to "meaning." 

(94) D-Structure 

I Transformations 
S-Structure 

~ Transformations 
Phonetic Logical 
Form Form 

Starting in the mid '70s a lot of work conspired toward the following 
conclusion: in order to go from S-Structure to LF, we need transforma
tions. I'll give you the flavor of one of the more i¢luential arguments 
to this effect, due to Huang (1982). Huang was concerned with some of 
the locality constraints on Wh-Movement that Ross had investigated. One 
such constraint (not actually one of Ross's) was the Wh-Island Constraint. 
Chomsky observed in the early '60s that it's difficult to move a wh-phrase 
out of an embedded question (a question inside another sentence). 

(95) *Why do you wonder [what John bought t]? 

If (95) were acceptable, it would mean 'What is the reason such that 
you wonder what John bought for that reason'. Huang showed that in 
Chinese, where wh-phrases don't seem to move, their interpretation 
apparently obeys the same constraints that the interpretation of moved 
wh-phrases in a language like English seems to obey. So, in Chinese an 
example like (96) is good but one like (97) is bad on the relevant reading. 
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(96) Ni renwei [ta weisheme bu lai]? 
you think he why not come 
'Why do you think he didn't come?' 

(97) (*) Ni xiang-zhidao [Lisi weisheme mai-Ie sheme]? 
you wonder Lisi why bought what 

'What is the reason such that you wonder what Lisi bought for that 
reason?' 

Hence, this movement constraint seems to obtain even when no "visible" 
movement has occurred. The fact that 'why' is obeying movement con
straints argues that it really is moving. But this movement is "covert," 
occurring in the mapping from S-Structure to LF, hence not contributing 
to pronunciation (i.e., a person who knows Chinese doesn't hear the 'why' 
move). 

Note that we don't necessarily have to say that there are two different 
kinds of transformations. There are just transformations, and they obey 
whatever constraints there are. Some of them happen to have pronounce
able effects, and some of them don't. 

To summarize the point: Some elements that don't sound as if they 
moved nonetheless behave as if they've moved; hence, we're going to as
sume they did move. All that's unusual about them is that we can't hear 
that they've moved. Why shouldn't we hear that they've moved? Well, if 
the grammar includes a component that is "pure" syntax (namely, LF), 
that has nothing to do with phonology, and they move in that component, 
then we won't hear that they've moved. 

Now, recall the apparent contradiction that we faced earlier. One line 
of reasoning led to the conclusion that Affix Hopping has to be followed 
by re-raising (that's how we answered the question of why V-raising is 
preferred to Affix Hopping), but all the standard tests indicate that re
raising doesn't happen in English. 12 (The verb doesn't occur to the left of 
an adverb (recall (89b)), at the beginning of the sentence, or on the other 
side of negation.) How can we accept the covert-movement analysis when 
all the overt effects we've seen indicate that the verb hasn't re-raised? Now 
we have an answer like Huang's. The verb really has re-raised, but it 
hasn't re-raised in any component of the grammar that feeds into the 
phonology. This suggests that it doesn't matter whether a starred trace 
appears in a representation until the derivation is finished. So, we have the 
following LF constraint: 
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(98) Discard a representation that has a starred trace in it at LF. 

The fact that a starred trace in the middle of a derivation is incon
sequential isn't so unfamiliar. Recall the Stranded Affix Filter. We don't 
want to say that if an affix is stranded at any point in a derivation, we 
discard the derivation. If that were so, we'd have to discard all derivations 
in English because until they're finished, they always have stranded 
affixes. 

The constraint prohibiting stranded affixes may be relevant at the 
interface between syntax and phonology. Now, we've at least potentially 
resolved the contradiction. We have a conceptual reason for thinking that 
when Affix Hopping occurs, re-raising follows. However, since all the overt 
facts indicate that this raising hasn't occurred in English, we've said that in 
English the re-raising occurs in the mapping from S-Structure to LF. That 
still leaves one potential question. We see why we're allowed to wait till 
LF to do the re-raising. But we still don't know why (99) is ungrammatical. 

(99) *John reads often books 

Wh.at if we decide to do the V-raising right away rather than waiting to 
do It later? Interestingly, in "Economy" Chomsky has nothing to say on 
this point. He simply assumes that re-raising would have to be an LF 
phenomenon, but that doesn't follow from anything in the "Economy" 
theory. 13 

• Gutierrez: What evidence do we have that when we've done Affix 
Hopping, re-raising follows? 

Lasnik: We'll see directly, when we discuss negation, Chomsky's 
Huang-type arguments that there are HMC effects in English that are 
only predicted if re-raising takes place. The crucial one is the ungramma
ticality of (100). 

(100) *John not left 

Chomsky argues that this is explained by the HMC. But, in Chomsky's 
theory, (100) wouldn't violate the HMC if the V head didn't have to move .• 

3.6.2 Negation and Affix Hopping 

Consider the following facts involving negation in English and French: 

(101) *John likes not Mary 

(102) Jean (n')aime pas Marie 
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In English moving the verb across the negationis bad, as in (101), but in 
French (taking pas as the relevant negation) it's good, as in (102). So far, 
in terms of analysis, we're in pretty good shape, as long as we say that 
negation starts out higher in the structure than the verb, but lower than I, 
and if the HMC isn't relevant. But now consider (103). 

(103) *John not likes Mary 

The ungrammaticality of (103) is a problem for the theory as presented so 
far. We should have been able to do Affix Hopping, creating a starred 
trace, and then at LF we should have been able to do the re-raising, fixing 
up the starred trace. The negation should be totally irrelevant. The ques
tion is why the re-raising is bad in this case. 

In "Economy" Chomsky argues that (103) violates the HMC. If so, then 
the question is why (102) doesn't violate it as well. At this point Chomsky 
suggests a way in which the starred trace created by re-raising in French 
can be eliminated, but the parallel starred trace in English can't be eliminated. 

Let's start looking at the details of Chomsky's account. The way the 
starred trace is fixed up in French requires a fair amount of technology. 
Note first that if we want negation to create an HMC violation, then 
negation has to be a head, as in (104) (certainly reasonable under the 
extended X-bar theory). 

(104) I 

Neg 

v 
I 

*t 

Recall that Pollock (1989) splits I into two parts: T(ense) and Agr(ee
ment). In "Economy" Chomsky goes further, splitting Agreement into 
Subject Agreement (Agrs) and Object Agreement (Agro), the former 
being located above TP, and the latter below TP and Neg. Adopting this 
schema, let's reconsider the French example (102), repeated here. 

(102) John (n')aime pas Marie 

The relevant structure is shown in (105). 
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(105) AgrsP 

~ 

LA 
Jean Agrs TP 

~ 
T' 

~ 
T NegP 

~ ~ 
Agro T Neg' 

~ ~ 
V Agro Neg AgroP 

I I ~ 
aime pas Agro' 

~ 
Agro VP 2 

I ~ 
*t V' 

~-------- ~ 

V NP 

ID 
Marie 

Notice, immediately, that the second step of V-raising, from Agro across 
Neg to T, violates the HMC, so a "bad" trace is created. The question is 
how the resulting sentence ends up being good. Chomsky's answer is that 
one of the permissible operations is deletion. We can't just delete elements 
freely; that is, we can't delete just any element we choose. But we might 
delete Agro. Why might we be tempted to delete Agro in LF? Because 
Agro is purely formal (it has no semantic import), so it won't affect the 
semantic interpretation. 

The problem now is that if that derivation is allowed, then we might 
expect a parallel LF derivation for the English example (103), repeated 
here, to be allowed. 
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(103) *John not likes Mary 

Let's consider the English situation in more detail. In English, as in 
French, all the affixes must get together with the verb. But in the case of 
English main verbs, the affixe:;; must lower to the verb by Affix Hopping. 

Let's first look at a grammatical sentence of English with no negation, 
(106), and its structure in (107). 

(1 06) John likes Mary 

(107) AgrsP 

~ 

~A 
John TP 

~ 
T' 

~ 
T AgroP 

I ~ 
*t Agro' 

,-----,1 A~ 

LJl A 
V NP 

~ 6 
V Agro Mary 

I ~ 
like Agro T 

~ 
T Agrs 
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Agrs lowers to T, creating a starred trace. Then the complex T lowers to 
Agro, creating another starred trace. Then the complex Agro lowers to V. 
From the French derivation we know we can delete the trace of Agro, so 
by the same reasoning we can delete the trace of Agrs. The question is, 
how do we fix the starred trace of T? According to Chomsky, we can't 
delete this trace, because T is semantically important. If we delete T, we'll 
violate recoverability of deletion. So, instead, we'll eliminate this trace by 
covertly re-raising. We raise the complex V to Agro, and then to T, and 
then to Agrs. I believe Roger Martin was the first to point out that it re
mains unexplained that even though we can't freely delete the trace of T, 
we can eliminate the starred trace by superimposing the V (with all of its 
affixes attached to it) onto T at LF. We will ignore this technical difficulty 
for now. Also, we will shortly have a reason to reconsider several details 
of the derivation. 

Now let's turn to our negated example, (103). In overt syntax we lower 
all the affixes, ending up with the structure in (108). 
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(108) 

John Agrs TP 

I ~ 
*t T' 

~ 
T NegP 

I~ 
*t Neg' 

~ 
Neg AgroP 

I~ 
not Agro' 

~ 
Agro VP 

I ~ 
*t V' 

~ 
V NP 

~ 6 
V Agro Mary 

I ~ 
like Agro T 

~ 
T Agrs 

Let's look at what happens with this structure in LF. Because (103) is 
ungrammatical, we must end up with a starred trace at LF. Further, that 
starred trace must be in the position of Agro, since it's the movement 
from there to T that violates the HMC. In "Economy" Chomsky makes a 
number of assumptions in order to account for the ungrammaticality of 
(103). 
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(109) a. If Agr moves, its trace can be deleted, since it plays no role in 
LF. 

b. If V moves, its trace cannot be deleted. 
c. Deletion of an element leaves a category lacking features, [e]. 
d. Adjunction to [e] (an empty category) is not permitted. 

All of these assumptions are explicit in Chomsky's presentation. So, in 
English, in LF the complex V will try to re-raise to Agro, obliterating 
the starred trace. Then this complex will re-raise to T. Now, what is the 
category of the trace left behind? If the category is Agro and it re-raises 
to T, then a starred trace is created again, but by (109a) it can be deleted. 
We thus have to change (109a) into (110). 

(110) If Agr moves, its trace must be deleted, and immediately. 

The obligatoriness of this operation and the fact that it must occur im
mediately don't fit very well with our theory-a conceptual and technical 
problem, perhaps even an empirical one. 

Putting these questions aside, when we lower Agrs, its trace will be 
deleted immediately and we will create an [e]. Next, we will affix-hop T 
(with Agrs adjoined to it) onto Agro, creating a starred T trace. Then, the 
whole Agro will lower to V; its trace will be deleted immediately, leaving 
[e]. 

Given all these assumptions, the new S-Structure representation of the 
English example (103) after Affix Hopping is (Ill). 
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(111) S-Structure 
AgrsP 

~ 
NP Agrs' 

D A 
John Agrs TP 

IA 
[e] T' 

A 
T NegP 

IA 
*t Neg' 

A 
Neg AgroP 

IA 
not Agro' 

A 
Agro VP 

I ~ 
[e] '" 

~ 
" NP 

~ L 
" Agro Mary 

I A 
like Agro T 

A 
T Agrs 

Now we're ready to proceed to the LF component. In LF we'll re-raise 
the complex ". Will we adjoin to the [e] (which used to be Agro)? No. 
Recall that one of Chomsky's stipulations, (109d), is that adjuction to [e] 
isn't permitted. So, we'll substitute the complex" for the [e]. The next step 
is to raise the complex " to T in order to eliminate the starred T trace. 
But this movement will violate the HMC because it crosses Neg. There-
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fore, we'll leave behind a new starred trace, the trace of a " (since in that 
PQsition a" had substituted for [eD. Finally, the complex T will raise and 
replace [e] (though it isn't entirely clear why this should be necessary). At 
this point (103) has the structure in (112) (irrelevant details omitted). 

(112) LF 

AgrsP 

~ 

~ ~ 
John T· TP 

AA 
"T T' 

A A 
"Agro T NegP 

IA IA 
like Agro T t Neg' 

A A 
t T Neg AgroP 

IA 
not Agro' 

A 
" VP . I ~ 
*t '" 

A 
" NP IL 

Mary 

We can't fix up the derivation any further. There's nothing else to re
raise, and the starred trace is the trace of a verb, which we can't delete 
because it's semantically important, according to Chomsky. In this way 
we can account for the ungrammaticality of (103). This account works, 
but very narrowly; it needs a lot of technicalia and, as far as I can tell, is 
motivated only by the ungrammaticality of (103). 
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III Gutierrez: How can [e] be a category without features? 

Lasnik: I suppose that Chomsky has in mind that part of being a cate
gory is being an entity. In addition, a category has certain features-the 
feature of being a verb, a noun, an Agr, and so on. Chomsky seems to be 
saying that we can take away the entire feature bundle and still have an 
entity. Let's look at phonology. A phoneme is a bundle of features.Jf we 
take away all the features, do we end up with a phoneme with no features, 
or do we end up with nothing? I'm not sure what phonologists would say 
about that. On the other hand, we could say, as Chomsky and Halle said 
in The Sound Pattern of English (1968), that there is such a thing as a 
phoneme that's unmarked for features. A phoneme like that isn't nothing. 
Maybe we can think of[e] in those terms, in terms of markedness. We can 
say that [e] is a true syntactic head, but it's unmarked for any features. 

III Depiante: First we had Agro, then we had [e], and then we had V, all in 
the same position. Does that mean that we first had AgroP, then we had 
eP, and then we had VP, all in the course of the derivation? 

Lasnik: Your question is an important one about the X-bar theory. If 
we take the X-bar theory to be strictly a property of the base component, 
it doesn't matter whether we have AgroP, eP, and VP, since at this point 
the derivation is long past D-Structure. On the other hand, if we take the 
X-bar theory to define the notion "syntactic projection," then what we 
would say is that when Agro changes into [e], AgroP changes into eP, and 
when [e] changes into V, eP changes into VP. That's exactly the question 
of whether the X-bar theory is true of D-Structure only or whether the 
X-bar theory is true of syntactic structure more generally. Chomsky has 
taken both positions over the years. For the purposes of this discussion, 
I'm willing to take the stronger position, that the X-bar theory is true of 
syntactic structures more generally. .. 

Speaking of levels of representation, one question remaInS regardIng 
(103). In (103) we've done all the lowering-to keep from violati~g the 
Theta-Criterion, you'll recall. First we lowered Agrs to T, creatIng an 
[e], then we lowered T to Agro, creating a starred trace, and ~nally we 
lowered Agro to V, creating an [e]. But then suppose we did the re
raising immediately, not waiting until LF. Why is that bad? 

III Vukic: Wouldn't *Jolln likes nol Mary be ruled out for the same reason 
that * John nol likes Mmy is? 

Lasnik: You're right. When we did the derivation of (103), we noticed 
that we ended up with a starred verb trace. In the derivation of * JolIn 
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likes not Mmy we'll also end up with a starred verb trace, because we're 
doing exactly the same movements, except that we're doing them overtly. 

We might ask now why the following question is bad: 

(113) *Likes John Mary? 

Notice that we can't derive this by direct V-raising through all these pro
jections, and then up to C, because that would violate the Theta-Criterion 
according to Pollock and Chomsky. But lowering and re-raising should 
be OK. With no intervening heads, there will be no starred traces, Vor 
otherwise. Chomsky has suggested that interrogative C is an affix in 
English-type languages. Given that suggestion, the problem boils down 
to this: why can auxiliaries, but not "true" verbs, raise to that affix to 
support it? In Chomsky's "Economy" terms, we're pretty much forced to 
say that the interrogative affix in English is theta-opaque and so (113) 
should be a violation of the Theta-Criterion. 

Do-Support 
Chomsky (1991) talks around the issue of Do-Support but doesn't exactly 
address it. He talks about what properties Do-Support will have to have 
with respect to economy but doesn't actually formulate the rule. As far as 
I can tell, the best statement of Do-Support is still something like the one 
in LSLT. 

In "Economy" Chomsky does offer a proposal about why Do-Support 
is a last resort. He says that V -raising and Affix Hopping are instances of 
Move Alpha ("Move anything anywhere, subject to general constraints"). 
Do-Support is an operation that adjoins do to some head (we'll specify 
which one later). The claim is that V-raising and Affix Hopping are 
instantiations of a universal process, movement, whereas Do-Support is 
an English-particular process. Do-Support is a last resort because it's not 
a universal operation. In "Economy" Chomsky claims that universal 
operations always apply first, if they can. Language-particular operations 
take place only as a last resort. The only time Do-Support will have a 
chance to apply is when straight raising is unavailable (with main verbs) 
and when Affix Hopping followed by re-raising is unavailable (as happens 
in negative sentences). 

Notice that even in negative sentences we aren't obviously going to 
have any trouble associating Agro with the verb. We'll have trouble 
associating Agrs and T with the verb, when we try to do the re-raising. 
But Agro is so close to the verb, we won't have any trouble with it. That 

III 
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also goes along with the following suggestion: when a sentence includes 
both auxiliary verbs and a main verb, Agrs and T go with the auxiliary 
verb (that part is really right out of Syntactic Structures) and Agro goes 
with the main verb. 

Here, then, is a concrete proposal for the insertion of do in a sentence 
like John does not like Mary. We adjoin do to T; then we move tJ1e com
plex T and adjoin it to Agrs, as shown in (114) (irrelevant details aside). 

(114) AgrsP 

~ 
NP Agrs'. 

L ~ 
John A A 

T Agrs T' 

~ ~ 
do T T NegP 

I~ 
Neg' 

~ 
Neg AgroP 

I~ 
not Agro' 

~ 
Agro VP 

~ 
V' 

~ 
V NP 

I~ 
like Mary 

3.6.4 Deletions 
It's time for me to emphasize that in this theory the only time we can do 
movement is when it's driven by something; we can't just move things 
gratuitously. That's the guiding metaphor in this and other approaches 
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involving economy considerations. What could drive movement? For 
example, an affix. Chomsky has also proposed that other sorts of formal 
features can drive movement. There might be features that must be sat
isfied. A head with some formal feature might be able to be satisfied only 
if something gets close enough to it. Consider as one example the Agrs 
head. The features of this head can only be satisfied if there's a subject 
close to it. To put it the other way around, no matter where the subject 
starts, it has to get close to the Agrs head because the formal features of 
the Agrs head are agreement features. They somehow have to agree with 
something. 

So, among other things, stranded affixes and agreement features drive 
movement. The next question is, what drives deletion? Chomsky's theory 
includes the notion of chain: a chain consists of an item that moves and all 
of its traces, as schematized in (115). 

(115) X, t{x), t{x), t{x) 

Chomsky .proposes that a chain might be uniform or nonuniform. A chain 
is uniform if X and all of its traces are the same with respect to being head 
positions, being XP argument-type positions (A-positions), or being XP 
nonargument-type positions (A-positions). A chain is nonuniform if X 
and all of its traces are not the same with respect to being head, A-, or A
positions. 

Now, here's the punch line of Chomsky's proposal, crucial to his 
explanation of a range of locality effects including Wll-Movement. A 
uniform chain is a legitimate LF object (even ifit has a starred trace in it). 
In line with the general economy metaphor that there always has to be a 
reason for doing an operation, deletion is allowed only to tum an illegit
imate LF object into a legitimate LF object. 

However, by this reasoning, it shouldn't be possible to delete the trace 
of Agro, given that it's part of a legitimate LF object, a uniform head 
chain. This is an apparent internal inconsistency within "Economy." 

3.7 THE MINIMALIST APPROACH TO VERBAL MORPHOLOGY: 
CHOMSKY 1993 

3.7.1 Checking Theory 

The fundamental difference between "Economy" (Chomsky 1991) and 
"A Minimalist Program for Linguistic Theory" (Chomsky 1993) (here
after "A Minimalist Program") is that the latter makes no crucial use of 
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affixes. Let's put this into a conceptual setting and then see what the con
sequences are. 

In the '50s and early '60s, transformations did "everything." Some 
connected inflectional morphemes with verbs (leave + past = left). Others 
attached derivational morphemes to verbs (destroy + tion = destruction); 
these were the so-called nominalizing transformations. In "Rt:(marks on 
Nominalization" Chomsky argued that this was wrong. He put forward 
the Lexicalist Hypothesis, which says that transformations perform only 
inflectional morphology, not derivational morphology. In this view de
struction is in the lexicon, but destroyed still isn't. Chomsky pointed out 
that not all verbs nominalize, but all verbs have a past tense form. In ad
dition, the verbs that nominalize do it in vastly different ways. Chomsky 
also observed that the semantics of inflectional morphology is completely 
transparent; if we know the meaning of a verb, we know the meaning of 
its past tense. Not so for derivational morphology. 

In "A Minimalist Program" Chomsky goes even further. He says 
that even inflectional morphology isn't performed transformationally, a 
claim we can call the Strict Lexicalist Hypothesis. Given that hypothesis, 
Chomsky concludes that the functional heads (Agrs, T, Agro) aren't 
affixes. Words are pulled out of the lexicon already in their final shape, 
abstracting away from phonological rules. 

One immediate virtue of this theory is that lowering and re-raising 
won't be an issue, because there won't be any lowering. We were doing 
the lowering because we had affixes that would otherwise be stranded. 
But, if there are no affixes, there are no stranded affixes, so lowering is no 
longer an issue. That's an apparent step forward: we no longer have 
complicated lowering and re-raising derivations. 

But then, what's the difference between French and English? Maybe 
we can just stop at this point and say the theory is so elegant that we 
don't care anymore whether we explain the differences between English 
and French. That's not what Chomsky says in "A Minimalist Program" 
(though that's what he essentially says in "Categories and Transforma
tions" (1995), if I understand that work correctly). 

Conceptually speaking, there are two ways to think about inflectional 
morphology. One is the traditional generative way: a stem and an affix get 
together by means of a transformation that creates a word. The other way 
is this: the word is already complete in the lexicon, but it somehow has to 
be "certified." Sometimes linguists describe the first theory by saying that 
the affix has to be "assigned" to the stem, and the second theory by saying 
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that the affix is already part ofthe stem but it has to be "checked." In "A 
Minimalist Program" Chomsky argues that the checking theory gives a 
nicer account of the differences between English and French than the 
assignment theory does. 

Let's look at French first. In "A Minimalist Program" Chomsky argues 
that the finite verb is a bundle of features including tense and agreement 
features. Chomsky calls the latter phi-features (person, gender, number). 
These features are in the verb all along; they won't be assigned by a 
.transformation. The features on the verb have to be checked against the 
features in the Agrs, T, and Agro heads, to guarantee a match. How are 
these features checked? They're checked in a very local relation, the head
to-head relation. The verb raises to Agro to check some of its features, 
then to T, and then to Agrs. The process is the same for both English and 
French. Why, then, is the verb overtly higher in French than in English? 
Recall the principle Procrastinate, which says this: 

(116) Procrastinate 

Wait until LF to do any operations if at all possible. 

Chomsky claims that the difference between French and English depends 
on Procrastinate. It doesn't matter when the features are "certified," as 
long as it's done by the time the derivation reaches LF. Simple English 
sentences work fine: in English, features can be checked at any time, so 
Procrastinate demands that they not be checked until LF. The issue of 
lowering and re-raising doesn't arise; everything is taken care of by raising 
in the covert component. 

But now we've ruled out French. We know that in French, raising 
simply can't be put off. The verb is always to the left of the adverb, to 
the left of negation, and so on. Raising-that is, checking of relevant 
features-has to happen overtly. In this framework, as in more recent 
developments of it, that is irreducible. Linguists sometimes pretend it can 
be deduced from something else by restating it in a technological fashion, 
but no one has come close to explaining it. One popular technological 
translation is as follows: Agrs, T, and Agro contain certain features that 
are "strong" in French but "weak" in English. In this respect, Chomsky 
makes the following proposal: 

(117) An unchecked strong feature is an illegitimate PF object. 14 

In French, if the verb doesn't raise until LF, the strong features in Agrs, 
T, and Agro remain unchecked overtly; they survive into PF and are 
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illegitimate at the PF level. In both English and French, verbs are pulled 
out of the lexicon fully inflected, complete with tense and phi-features. 
The LF structures in French and English will be exactly the same in the 
checking theory, which was not the case for the LF structures in French 
and English in the "Economy" theory (cf. the French LF structure cor
responding to (107) and the English LF structure in (112)). For example, 
the LF structure of both English (118a) and French (118b) is 'the one 
shown in (119). 

(118) a. John likes Mary 
b. Jean aime Marie 

(119) LF 

AgrsP 

~ 
NP Agrs' 

6~ 
John Agrs TP 

Jean~ ~ 
T Agrs T' 

~ ~ 
Agro T AgroP 

~ ~ 
V Agro NP Agro I 

I 6~ 
likes Mary VP 

aime Marie ~ 
V' 

~ 
That's the essence of the proposals in "A Minimalist Program." In 

English everything stays low because of Procrastinate; the verb eventually 
ends up high, but we can't hear it there, because the raising is done at LF. 
In French Procrastinate still wants the raising process to wait, but waiting 
results in an illegitimate PF object, because the strong features remain 
unchecked overtly. Like any version of Procrastinate, this one still has a 
computationally complex look-ahead property. At the point when raising 
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takes place, it's not fixing up any immediate violation; instead, it's taking 
place so that a violation won't turn up 19 steps down the road. is 

A couple of questions remain. Why do have and be raise overtly in 
English? Here's the answer Chomsky gives in "A Minimalist Program." 
He talks about have and be, ignoring modals, and proposes (120). 

(120) Have and be are semantically vacuous; therefore, they are invisible 
for operations in the LF component. 

We then continue to assume (121). 

(121) An unchecked feature (of any sort) is an illegitimate LF object. 

This is why French and English LF structures end up looking identical. 
Languages differ with regard to when they check their features, but all 
features have to be checked eventually. So, in deriving (122), we pull is 
from the lexicon. 

(122) John is a student 

All the features in Agrs, T, and Agro need to be checked. One would 
think they wouldn't be checked overtly because of Procrastinate, but if 
we wait until LF, we won't be able to check them at all, because is 
i~ semantically vacuous, hence invisible for operations in LF. We then 
would end up with an illegitimate structure at LF. Therefore, we must 
raise is overtly, to be able to check the features of Agrs, T, and Agro. 

In sum: If a language has strong features on the functional heads T or 
Agr, raising always takes place overtly. If a language has weak features 
on functional heads, main verbs never raise overtly, but auxiliary verbs 
always raise overtly, because if they wait too long, they lose their chance 
to raise at all, and the functional heads end up with unchecked features. 

3.7.2 Two Problems 
Here's a big question. How does this theory account for the ungramma
ticality of (123)? 

(123) a. *John left not 
b. *John not left 

Surprisingly, since they were central in "Economy," in "A Minimalist 
Program" Chomsky doesn't mention these examples. In the latter theory 
(123a) would perhaps violate Procrastinate, but (123b) would then be 
incorrectly predicted to be good. There's no way that I can see within this 
theory to rule out (123b). The correct derivation of (123b) would be pre-
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cisely identical to the overt derivations of the corresponding French 
example. This is a major problem, I believe. 

In addition, this theory faces a problem of a more conceptual nature, 
having to do with (120), the claim that have and be are "invisible" in LF 
because of their semantic vacuity. When people hear this claim, they tend 
to accept it, seduced by the name of the LF component, Logical Form, 
which sounds like it's semantics. But when you articulate the thebries, LF 
isn't semantics, it's syntax. Move Alpha applies between D-Structure and 
S-Structure and between S-Structure and LF, the only difference being 
whether the results are audible or not. Where is there room in a theory 
like that to say something like (120)? In fact, the thrust of all of 
Chomsky's work since the 1950s is that syntactic operations are blind to 
semantics. We take something of the right type and move it to a position 
of the right type; we never care about its meaning. There's a classic argu
ment, first presented by Bresnan (1972), that no language has a rule of 
"Red Extraposition," which would take any word or phrase that includes 
the concept of redness, without caring whether it's an adjective, a verb, or 
a noun, and move it to the end of the sentence. That's a strong argument 
that transformations are blind to semantic properties. But such a theory 
provides no obvious way of saying something like (120). 

On the more empirical level, it seems that certain occurrences of have 
and even of be do have some meaning. This theory would predict that a have 
or a be that has some meaning should not be allowed to raise overtly because 
Procrastinate would say to wait. But that might not be true. For example, 
there's no obvious semantic difference between (124a) and (124b). But is 
raises, as shown in (125), and exists doesn't, as shown in (126). 

(124) a. There is a solution 
b. There exists a solution 

(125) a. Is there a solution? 
b. There is not a solution 

(126) a. *Exists there a solution? 
b. *There exists not a solution 

Another argument against (120) comes from the Swedish examples in 
(127). In Swedish, main verbs seem to remain in situ in embedded sen
tences. Swedish allows the equivalent of John not left, with no Do-Support 
and no raising. Chomsky's theory in "A Minimalist Program" predicts 
that the equivalents of have and be in other languages have to raise; but in 
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Swedish they don't raise. If we assume that Swedish is like any other 
language in requiring all the features on functional heads to be checked, 
then (120) must be false. 

(127) a. . .. om hon inte ofte har sett honom 
whether she not often has seen him 

b. * ... om hon har inte ofte sett honom 
c. * ... om hon inte har ofte sett honom 

In what follows we'll try to deal with the first of the above problems, 
the ungrammaticality of (123b). The account I will present is essentially 
the one I gave in Lasnik 1995, which draws on the insight captured in the 
Syntactic Structures framework. 

3.8 SYNTACTIC STRUCTURES REVIVED: LASNIK 1995 

3.8.1 A "Lexicalist" versus "Bare" Distinction 
Let's again look at the problematic sentences in (123). 

(123) a. *John left not 
b. *John not left 

These were two of the major cases that Chomsky dealt with in Syntactic 
Structures and LSLT, as well as in "Economy." In "Economy" he 
deals with it in a very different way than in the '50s. In the '50s the core 
notion involved in explaining facts like these was linear adjacency. In the 
"Economy" approach Chomsky still incorporates Affix Hopping and a 
sort of notion of adjacency, but with two differences. One, the adjacency 
isn't linear. Instead, it's hierarchical adjacency, the HMC: an element 
can't skip a head by moving across it. Two, the adjacency isn't relevant to 
the lowering operations at all. It's relevant to the hypothesized LF re
raising operation. 

Chomsky's system that includes the adjacency constraint in the form of 
the HMC handles the problem, but only barely, since there's only one fact 
to explain-(103)-and about five stipulations to account for it. To say 
that an Agr trace can be deleted may not be a stipulation. To say that it 
must be deleted borders on a stipulation. To say it must be deleted im
mediately is clearly a stipulation. Also, to say that deletion means creation 
of a peculiar "empty category" is a sort of stipulation. To say that 
adjunction to this "empty category" is prohibited is a stipulation. All 
those stipulations are made to account for just that one fact. If it weren't 
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for that fact, we could dispense with all those stipulations and restate 
French in a much simpler way. 

The theory in "A Minimalist Program" doesn't handle the problem at 
all. All of the technicalities of the "Economy" theory account for crucial 
differences between the relevant French structures and the relevant 
English structures. But the virtue ofthe theory in "A Minimalist Program," 
according to Chomsky, is that there's no difference between the French 
structures and the English structures. Recall that the "Economy" English 
structure involves lowering operations and the ensuing havoc, whereas in 
French no lowering precedes raising, so the structures in the two lan
guages are very different. Now, in the analysis developed in "A Mini
malist Program," lowering doesn't precede raising in any language. The 
structures are always identical crosslinguistically. We can no longer use 
the HMC to account for the difference between languages. Another way 
of saying this is that if the HMC is going to throw out a particular kind of 
example in some languages, it's going to throw it out in all languages: 
there's no way to make a distinction any more. None. 

What can we do? We can go back to the "Economy" theory, although 
with that theory we have to graft on some technology that doesn't fit 
very naturally. Or, and this is the approach I finally took when I was 
researching this topic in the early 1990s, we should go back to something 
like the Syntactic Structures idea. The core intuition is the following. 
What's relevant in (123b) is linear adjacency. The reason * Jo/znnot left is 
ungrammatical is that there's an affix past and there's a bare verb leave, 
which want to get together; the way they get together is that the affix 
attaches to the verb, and that attachment process demands adjacency
which doesn't obtain in (123b). 

Recall that we ran into trouble with (123b) in English, but we didn't 
run into such trouble with French: French really worked out nicely. Let's 
then accept the analysis for French. In French all verbs are "lexicalist." 
That is, they aren't constructed syntactically or in any other way; rather, 
they're introduced with all their phi-features on them, which they later 
check. Further, French I (in the non-split-I framework that I'll use for this 
part of the discussion, for simplicity) has some strong V-features. In 
English, of course, we have to distinguish main and auxiliary verbs. 16 

What's the simplest thing we can say about auxiliaries? They behave like 
all verbs in French; that is, they're "lexicalist." Further, just like in 
French, "I" has (some) strong V-features. Now, we're not sure what pos
itive thing we're going to say about main verbs, but we know what nega-
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tive thing we're going to say. Recall that the theory in "A Minimalist 
Program" collapses because English main verbs are considered "lexica1-
ist." Let's now say that English main verbs are not "lexicalist." We then 
have to figure out what they are. 

At this point we've got to make one proviso. Either we have to accept 
something like Chomsky's technology in addition to the HMC for French 
and for English auxiliary verbs, or we have to say there's no such thing as 
the HMC or that it's inoperative here. We've seen that the HMC alone 
won't handle facts about negation: we must allow V -raising across 
negation. 

We've said that English main verbs aren't "lexicalist." It's not neces
sarily a pure two-way distinction-either "lexicalist" (as in "A Minimal
ist Program") or something else-but let's treat it as such right now. Let's 
say the only alternative to being "lexicalist" is the Syntactic Structures 
option: main verbs are bare and then they pick up affixal material. 

If that's all we've said, then we're still in trouble, as (128) shows. 

(128) I . 

V 
leave 

Since the verb is bare, it has no features to be checked against the features 
in I, which will therefore remain unchecked. Obviously, we also have to 
introduce the concomitant Syntactic Structures machine.ry. If we're intro
ducing bare verbs that will eventually tum into, say, finite verbs, we've 
got to introduce finiteness as an affix in English. Let's say that in French 
"I" is ''featural,'' that is, not an affix, but a bundle of abstract features 
that have to be checked. In English we also want "I" to be "featural": 
that's how we derive John is not singing. But if that's all we say, then 
English should be just like French at best. On the other hand, we know 
the obvious way to derive John left if main verbs are bare-we decided 
that they must be, or we run into the * John not left problem again. So, we 
have to add one more possibility for English "I": it can be affixal too. We 
now have a hybrid theory, combining elements of the very old one and the 
more modem one. 

Let me begin to generalize these two possibilities. My proposal looks 
like a complication but I think it's a simplification, in the sense that more 
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general is simpler (as I've repeatedly said, phonologists have known that 
for generations). If we say that in English "I" can be "featural" or affixal, 
why don't we say that in French "I" is also "featural" or affixal? When 
we're building a tree, we can pull a "featural" I out of the lexicon, or we 
can pull out an affixal I, a free choice. 

Sample Derivations 
Let's look at some possible trees, first without negation. Suppose we're 
trying to construct a French sentence, and we pull a verb out of the lexi
con. French verbs are "lexicalist" (our only stipulation), so there's no 
possibility of pulling out a bare verb. Each verb has a bundle of inflec
tional features (PI, F2, F3, ... ]. Now, there are two principal ways we can 
proceed to build the tree. One way involves I with the matching features 
(PI, F2, F3, ... ]. The verb will raise and the features will be checked, as in 
(129). 

(129) I 

V 
[FI' F2, F3, ... ] 

I 
The other way, which we're now permitting, involves I with an affix and a 
verb with the features [FI, F2, F3, ... ], as illustrated in (130). 

(130) I 
[affix] 

V 
[Flo F2, F3, ... ] 

The verb won't raise to I-raising won't be driven by V-features (strong 
or otherwise), since there aren't any in I. The affix in I might try to get 
together with the verb, but obviously some kind of constraint is at work 
here: an inflectional affix can get together with a bare stem, but it can't get 
together with something that already has inflection in it. We can add 
an affix to, say, leave but not to left. One can imagine various ways of 
building that intuition into a theoretical principle. Arguably, because the 
verb and the affix can't get together, two violations will occur without any 
further stipulation. First, the verbal features in (130) won't get checked, 
which, as Chomsky argues, is an LF violation. Second, the affix in I will be 
a stranded affix, since there's no appropriate host for it-a PF violation. 
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Notice what all this means: we don't need to preclude the possibility 
that I in French is affixal. That would be redundant; the relevant instances 
are ruled out independently, as we've just seen. 

The above considerations cover all of the French cases. Now let's look 
at the English cases, which are more interesting. In French there is never 
overt evidence for the affixal I. But in English there is such evidence. 
English truly makes use of both possibilities, so we need to look at all 
the combinations. 

The structure in (129), repeated here, with the "featural" I and the 
"lexica list" verb, arises for English, but only for auxiliary verbs. 

(129) I 

[FbF'r ... J 
V 

[FI' F2, F3, ... J 

I 
Main verbs will never appear in this particular structure, because there 
are no main verbs that are "featural" (according to our stipulation). 

The structure in (130) could also imaginably arise for English auxiliary 
verbs; but we know that this structure can't lead to any good outcome, 
since it's the same structure we just excluded for French. It doesn't matter 
here which language we're considering: the same kind of violations 
(stranded affix, unchecked features) will occur in English as in French. 
Again, we need no additional stipulation to rule out this possibility. 

There are two other logically possible cases to consider. One case is 
shown in (131) (where, for the moment, the bare stem is indicated as V+). 

(131) I 
[affix] 

V+ 

In (131) the affix gets together nicely with the bare verb, producing an 
inflected verb fOrID. Now let's see exactly how they get together. They 
don't get together by V-raising, since if they did, we would hear the verb 
"on the other side of" various elements, such as negation. That doesn't 
happen in English. Do they get together by I-lowering? That's conceiv
able, but I don't think it's necessary. To talk about the combining of the 
affix and the bare verb as a lowering operation is to talk about it as part 
of syntax, a syntactic operation. But as soon as we look at the negative 
sentences, we'll see that we need an adjacency stipulation for the opera-
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tion, just like in Syntactic Structures. It's virtu~lly unheard of for oper
ations that are clearly syntactic to care about linear adjacency (see also 
section 2.7.7). So I would want to argue, as I suggested in a footnote in 
Lasnik 1981 (based on an idea of Joseph Kupin's), that it isn't a true 
syntactic operation, but a sort of "interface" operation between syntax 
and morphology. 

With that in mind, the last case to look at is the one already mentioned 
in (128). This case is schematized in (132). 

(132) I 
[F1,F2,F3 , ••• ] 

v+ 
(132) represents a case of "featural" I, together with the bare stem. As we 
already know, this possibility will be ruled out because the features of I 
will remain unchecked. 

One other kind of possibility arises for English as well. We've been 
distinguishing auxiliary and main verbs in English, in a categorical, not 
relational, sense. That's too strong an assumption, just like it's too strong 
an assumption to say that only main verbs occur bare in English. Con
sider the following relevant cases discussed in Syntactic Structures: 

(133) He seems to be ill 

(134) It must be raining 

Recall that according to the analysis in Syntactic Structures verbs fol
lowing modals must be in the bare form (a claim internal to the theory 
allowing phonologically null affixes). The point is that both main verbs 
and auxiliary verbs can occur bare in English, as (133) and (134) show. On 
the one hand, that gets rid of a stipulation in the lexicon. On the other 
hand, it's going to cause a problem, as we will now see. 

So in the cases considered above we could, in principle, have a bare 
main verb or a bare auxiliary verb; it seems that the latter ought to exist. 
In (130) and (132) it doesn't matter whether the verb is main or auxiliary; 
the features won't get checked. Our theory has to allow an affixal I, or we 
can't derive John left. Likewise, it has to allow bare auxiliaries, or we can't 
derive (133)-(134). So, this combination is forced upon us by the theory. 

The trouble it could cause is that if we put negation between the I and 
the bare stem in (131), as in (135), there shouldn't be any way to get the 
inflection together with the auxiliary. 
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(135) I 
[affix] 

not 

v+ 
But if there's no way to get the inflection together with the auxiliary, then 
we should get Do-Support, which I take to be simply the pronunciation of 
a bare affix when it's "stranded." So, in fact, we should expect the fol
lowing type of example: 

(136) *It does not be raining 

It's very hard to prevent (136), which is the one significant problem I 
know of facing the hybrid approach. Somehow, the possibility of the 
"lexicalist" It is not raining should preclude (136), rather in the way the 
existence of an irregular verb form (e.g., brought) precludes the existence 
of the corresponding regular form (e.g., bringed). But I don't see how to 
make this precise at the moment. 

3.8.3 Negative Sentences 

Abstracting away from the problem of (136), let's look at more familiar 
kinds of negative sentences and make sure our theory can handle them 
correctly. What are the possibilities for trying to generate these? 

In dealing with negative sentences, we've got to try one or the other 
kind of I: "featural" or affixal. The "featural" one won't work at all: the 
features can't get checked. Let's therefore stick with the affixal one, as 
in (137). 

(137) John 

I 
[affix] 

not 

leave 

Leave can't raise, not because of the HMC (none of the grammatical 
sentences we've looked at obeyed the HMC), but because, according to 
Chomsky, movement is driven by features. In (137) neither I nor leave has 
any features to be checked by raising; therefore, no movement takes place. 
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There's one other derivation to consider, one involving Affix Hopping. 
If Affix Hopping could take place, we could possibly derive John not left. 
But Affix Hopping demands adjacency, and the affix in I isn't adjacent to 
its potential host, leave. Therefore, Affix Hopping isn't possible either. 

Is there anything we can do? We can salvage the stranded affix just the 
way Chomsky did in Syntactic Structures: by spelling it out as a form of 
do. The result is John does not leave or John did not leave, depending on 
the tense property of 1. 1 7 

So, that's one way we can integrate both affixation and checking into 
the theory. The only stipulation is, again, that French verbs are "lexical
ist" whereas English main verbs are bare. 

3.8.4 Imperatives 
Finally, let's take a look at imperatives, in light of the above consid
erations. Consider the following typical imperative: 

(l38) Leave! 

On initial inspection it's hard to tell exactly what leave in (l38) is; it might 
be bare, or it might be the second person present. We know that the sec
ond person present ending in English is null. 

How do we find out whether there's a real affix in the second person 
present form? The test involves negative imperatives where Do-Support 
(which supports the affix) takes place. 

(l39) a. Don't leave! 
b. Do not leave! 

If we accept Chomsky's parallel argument in Syntactic Structures, we'll 
conclude that imperative sentences do involve an affix. As far as we can 
tell so far, this could be the second person present affix. 

But there's one test that shows that this affix is not the second person 
present affix in English. Be is the only verb in English whose second 
person present (are) doesn't sound like its infinitive form. Obviously in 
relevant counterparts of (l38) be occurs, not are. 

(140) * Are kind!/Be kind! 

It might seem like a paradox: I've just proved that there's an affix in (139), 
but I've also proved that it's not the second person present. But it's not 
a paradox; we've simply found another affix. Let's call it an imperative 
affix. So, imperative sentences have an I. Furthermore, it's an affixal one 
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that triggers Do-Support; that is, it doesn't trigger raising. Now consider 
the following cases: 

(141) a. Don't be foolish! 
b. Do not be foolish! 

(142) a. *Ben't foolish! 
b. *Be not foolish! 

Since raising doesn't take place, we're not dealing with the "lexicalist" 
form for imperatives or a "featural" I. We're presumably dealing with a 
bare verb and an affixal I, as in (143). 

(143) I 
[affix] 

[imperative] 

not 

v+ 
be 

Merging of the imperative affix and the bare stem is blocked by the 
intervening negation, as illustrated by the following examples: 

(144) a. *Not leave! 
b. *Not be foolish! 

The paradigm is now complete. 

3.8.5 VP-Ellipsis 
Some very interesting facts about VP-ellipsis in English, first discussed by 
Warner (1986), receive a nice account under the hybrid morphological 
theory. Usually VP-ellipsis can ignore differences in form between an 
antecedent verb and an elided one. (145) is surely derived from (146) and 
not from (147). 

(145) John slept, and Mary will too 

(146) John slept, and Mary will sleep too 

(147) *John slept, and Mary will slept too 

So the infinitive sleep can delete under identity with the finite slept. Pres
ent tense behaves like past tense. 
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(148) Mary plays golf, and John should too 

(149) Mary plays golf, and John should play golf too 

These facts had been recognized for some time. What Warner noticed is 
that this kind of "sloppy" identity doesn't work for auxiliary verbs. 

(150) *John was here, and Mary will too 

(151) John was here, and Mary will be here too 

Was can't antecede be, even though slept can antecede sleep and plays can 
antecede play. A similar effect shows up with auxiliary have, though it's 
possibly more subtle. 

(152) John has left, but Mary shouldn't 

(153) John has left, but Mary shouldn't have left 

(152) can't mean (153); it can only mean (154). 

(154) John has left, but Mary shouldn't leave 

Just as was can't antecede be, auxiliary has can't antecede have. It seems 
as ifintlected main verbs can be treated as if they're bare, for the purposes 
of identity deletion, but auxiliary verbs can't. 1S 

Remember now how the hybrid account of English verbal morphology 
works. Main verbs are introduced bare, and they later get together with 
affixes. Auxiliary verbs are introduced fully intlected. This means that 
through most of the derivation, slept, for example, is strictly identical to 
sleep. On the other hand, was is never identical to be. If the ellipsis process 
can look at the representation of slept before Affix Hopping, it can match 
it up with sleep. But no matter where in the derivation it looks, it will 
never find a way to match was up with be. 

The analysis of this peculiar ellipsis paradigm converges with the 
analysis of the facts about the distribution of negation in English that we 
examined earlier. We have further evidence, then, that Syntactic Struc
tures was basically correct, with just one limitation: auxiliary verbs are 
"lexicalist." If this claim is on the right track, one of my justifications at 
the outset for looking at such outdated material is fulfilled: sometimes 
long-abandoned analyses are actually correct. It wouldn't be a bad idea to 
periodically root through other classics of the field to see if more dino
saurs are worth bringing back to life. 

Notes 

Introduction 

1. Like this book, Syntactic Structures began its life as lecture notes. You will find 
it useful, as you proceed through the book, to have Syntactic Structures at hand. 

Chapter 1 

1. NP is just one symbol, not two, even though it is written with two letters, and 
similarly for VP. NP ought to be somehow based on N, but in this model it is not, 
a problem remedied in Chomsky 1970. 

2. Recall that the definition of derivation says that we have to replace exactly one 
symbol in each line. In this case we replaced NP, but we had two choices: we could 
have replaced VP instead. We will see that this choice ultimately has no effect on 
the output: the alternative derivations are "equivalent." 

3. It is crucial here that we rewrite VP as V S and not as V; otherwise, we will not 
be able to generate the sentence (53a). 

, 

4. In our discussion of trees, we will adopt the standard terminology of constitu
ent analysis; in particular, we will say that one node dominates (is above) the other 
(e.g., the lower S in (63) dominates NP, N, Mary, VP, V, and sings, and immedi
ately dominates NP and VP). We will also use "kinship" terms to describe other 
relations between nodes in the tree: that is, a node that immediately dominates 
another is called its mother, and the node that it dominates a daughter. Two nodes 
with the same mother are called sisters. 

5. This is the first step that differs from the previous derivation. 

6. From now on I will simply say PS tree, always implying a collapsed one, unless 
otherwise indicated. 

7. I adopt the conventional assumptions of semantic compositionality: that syn
tactic constituent structure roughly corresponds to semantic constituent structure. 

S. We will see later what to do in cases where superficially there is no auxiliary. 
Positing that there is an auxiliary in cases where there seems to be none will solve 
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the problem of why it is that speakers feel that John will will. Will John win? and 
John JIIon. Did John win? are part of the same paradigm. 

9. We will see more on this later. 

10. Here there is no direct evidence. 

Chapter 2 

1. We also still have to determine what Cis. 

2. Harris's work on transformations began in the late 1940s and appeared in print 
as Harris 1952 and Harris 1957. 

3. In section 2.3.2.1 I will discuss the formal nature of adjunction in more detail. 

4. The present form of lVill, will s, is realized as will. 

5. For ease of exposition I have labeled the four cases in this SA as a., b., C., and 
d. Note that in Syntactic Structures the third term in the SA is V ... This means 'V 
followed by anything at all'; it's equivalent to V + X or V X. Chomsky's notation 
is somewhat inconsistent on this point. 

6. Keep in mind that this third person present s morpheme is abstract, usually, 
but not always, being realized as [s] (or [z] or [gz]) by regular phonological rules. 

7. Morphophonemics, or phonology, is the component of the grammar responsi
ble for relating the structure of a word to its pronunciation. 

8. Left adjunction would be the mirror image. 

9. We will return to Chomsky's argument that there is in fact an affix in this case. 

10. We will return to this point in more detail later on. 

11. Recall that s is abstract, so the fact that it is not phonetically realized here is 
of no direct import. 

12. There is a question of potential technical interest here. Obviously Affix Hop
ping takes place twice in (73). Does it happen all at once? If not, does it happen 
first in one place and then in the other, and if so, is there an algorithm that speci
fies how it happens? In phonology of the type developed in The Sound Pattern of 
English (Chomsky and Halle 1968), this is an important question. Given a pho
nological rule that is applicable several places in a word, does it apply all at once, 
or does it iterate from left to right, or does it iterate from right to left? We will 
return to this later. 

13. In Syntactic Structures two rules are labeled T2I. I call the first of them T21a, 
and the second T2Ib. 

14. With the usual proviso about the term "Af" (see above). 

15. Like X and Y, Z and Ware string variables. 
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16. We started with an initial PM (100), from which we derived (101), from which 
we further derived (104). Recall a point I made early on: transformations funda
mentally are defined on PMs. The result of applying a transformation must be 
formally like a PM; if it weren't, we would never be able to get sequences of 
transformations. We now see this formal idea instantiated. 

17. Recall that this isn't truly an SA, since "Af" and "v" aren't symbols of the 
grammar. Rather, this is an abbreviation for 20 SAs. 

18. Or maybe A-under-A ifVukiC's earlier intuition about the structures at issue is 
right. 

19. This account of negative questions contrasts sharply with the Syntactic 
Structures account of passive sentences. Passive sentences as described there differ 
from actives in three ways: the verb carries (1) passive morphology: be en; (2) the 
understood object occurs in subject position; (3) the understood subject occurs at 
the end of the VP, with by. The Passive Transformation simply stipulates all three 
of these properties. Later, in "Remarks on Nominalization" (1970), Chomsky 
began to develop a much more successful account, "modular" in the way that the 
Syntactic Structures account of negative questions is modular. 

20. As usual, Z and Ware string variables, like X and Y. 

21. The problem that will arise here will arise in the same way with auxiliary be 
(and auxiliary have as well). 

22. There is one immediate technical problem with extending the V ...... be pro
posal to auxiliary be. But it is a problem that is so pervasive in the whole theory 
that we can put it aside here. The problem is, how do we get the right cooccur
rence relation between be and ing and between have and en if the PS rule for Aux 
is now something like this: Aux ...... C (M) (V + en) (V + ing)? 

This problem is one reason why Chomsky did not say that be is a V. There 
is a similar difficulty in distinguishing between transitive and intransitive verbs. 
Whatever way we find to distinguish transitives from intransitives might, as a con
sequence, solve this problem too. We ultimately need some way of distinguish
ing one type of verb from another, regardless. In Aspects Chomsky introduced 
"subcategorization" and "selection" to address this range of problems. I will return 
to this issue. 

23. Nt ("N factorial") means N x (N - I) x (N - 2) x ... x 2 x 1. 

24. Alternatively, we might ultimately conclude that syntactic rules do not care 
about adjacency at all, in which case we would simply disallow this hypothesized 
adjacency symbol. In section 3.8 we will see that the adjacency requirement is real, 
but that the process requiring it is not necessarily a syntactic transformation. 

Chapter 3 

1. The presentation here is slightly anachronistic since Aspects predated the X-bar 
theory by a few years. 
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2. Earlier McCawley (1968) also proposed such a theory. 

3. Starting in the late 1970s, Chomsky developed a theory of principles and 
parameters, where the principles are universal and the parameters are the few, 
simple ways that languages are assumed to be able to vary. Acquiring the syntax 
of a language then amounts to setting the parameters. The head parameter has 
two values: head before complements or head after complements. This parameter 
can be set on the basis of very simple data. 

4. Though there were already suggestions that subcategorization is related to 
meaning. 

5. See Grimshaw 1979, though, for a strong argument that both semantic selec
tion and subcategorization are needed. 

6. Embedded questions now become problematic, since they show Wh-Movement 
without SUbject-Aux Inversion, as in (i). 

(i) I wonder what John will buy 

This problem still has not really been solved. 

7. This is reminiscent of something in Syntactic Structures: adjoining n't to C 
(what we now call I) and then moving the whole complex to the front of the sen
tence by Subject-Aux Inversion. n't moves to the front because it is part of one big 
C (now I). 

8. The other possibility is substitution for C. At the moment the distinction is 
irrelevant. 

9. This was actually implicit in LSLT for certain movements, but it was now 
made explicit. 

10. Reinhart introduced the notion c-command to characterize relative height: 
roughly, A c-commands B if and only if every X dominating A also dominates B. 

11. In the appendix of Lasnik 1992 I discuss that incorrect prediction further. 
Pollock (1989) actually claims that the prediction is correct, but see Iatridou 1990 
for an alternative treatment of the examples he gives. 

12. Notice that by re-raising I simply mean raising of the verb after the affix has 
hopped onto it. 

13. In "A Minimalist Program for Linguistic Theory" (1993), which we will 
eventually get to, Chomsky does introduce a notion that could provide an answer 
for this question. The notion is Procrastinate: Wait as long as possible to do a 
particular operation. In other words, Procrastinate says, "Don't do an operation 
overtly if you can possibly do it covertly." 

14. An unchecked strong feature is thus something like a stranded affix. 

IS. In "Categories and Transformations" Chomsky proposes that one way to 
remedy the look-ahead property is to say this: it isn't that a strong feature that 
isn't checked is bad at PF; it's that a strong feature that isn't checked immediately 
is bad. See Lasnik 1999 for a survey of several approaches to feature strength. 
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16. Unlike Agrs versus Agro, or specifier, "auxiliary" isn't a relational notion. 
We don't tell whether something is an auxiliary verb by seeing if there are other 
verbs in a sentence; rather, we look at its lexical entry. 

17. I have not talked much about how Do-Support fits into the latest versions of 
the theory. I think this also works much the way it does in Syntactic Structures: a 
stranded affixal I is spelled out as the relevant form of do. That seems the simplest 
theory now, just as it did 40 years ago. 

18. The VP-ellipsis paradigm cannot be extended to the third class of auxiliary 
verbs, modals, because modals never occur bare, but only in finite form. 
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Descriptive power, 19,26, 107-108, 115 
Dominate, 197n5 
Do-Support (T21b), 81-85, 89, 91, 96-98, 

102-105, 113, 120, 127, 141, 146, 153, 
155, 163, 179, 180, 186, 193,201n17 

as a last resort, 153, 155, 156 
structural analysis of, 81 
structural change of, 81 

Driving force, 181 

Economy, 167 
Ellipsis, 157. See also VP ellipsis 
Evaluation metric, 39, 40, 41,68,69,70, 

73, 109, 121, 122, 125, 128 
Excorporation, 156 
Extended Projection Principle (EPP), 134 
Extraposition, 110, 186 

Featural. See Inflection, featural 
Finite state machine (Markov process), 12-

18,23 
French, 150, 151, 157-159, 162, 165, 169-

171,173,182,183,186,188,190,191,194 

Graph theory, 22, 33, 58 

Head, 129, 130, 136, 137, 145, 148. See also 
X-bar theory 

Head movement, 143, 145, 147, 148, 150, 
153, 158 

successive, 147 
Head Movement Constraint (HMC), 146, 

150-152, 154-156, 165, 169-171, 187, 
188, 189, 193 

Head parameter, 129, 132, 144,200n3 

Identity, 59, 108 
I lowering to V, 153, 155, 157, 158. See also 

Affix Hopping 
Imperative, 162, 194-195 
Individual psychology, 2, 11 
hrlhllty,3,4, 11-14, 19,23,39 
Inflection (I, InfI), 137-139, 142, 143, 145-

148, 151, 188 
affixal, 190-195 
in English, 159 
featural, 189, 190-195 
in French, 159 
split, 163, 170, 171, 173 

Interrogative, 7, 8, 66, 99. See also SUbject
Aux(iliary) Inversion 

yes/no question, 8, 16 
Inversion, 6, 7, 66, 99, 148, 152 
"Is a" relation, 25, 29, 30-33, 69 
Island, 157, 167, 168 

WI/-island constraint, 167 
I-to-C movement, 144, 145, 147, 155 

Knowledge oflanguage, 1-3, 11, 12,38,39, 
40 

Labeled bracketing, 8, 9 
Language acquisition (Ieamability), 6, 8, 

39,40, 107, 111, 114, 115, 120, 136, 155, 
200n3 

Last resort, 153, 155, 156, 157. See also 
Minimalism 

Lexicalist Hypothesis, 182 
Lexicalist vs. bare, 182, 187, 188, 191, 

194 
Lexicon, 130, 131, 132, 136, 155, 190 
Logical Form (LF), 186-187. See also 

Covert movement 
Lowering, 76, 153, 155, 157-159, 172, 173, 

178, 182, 183, 188, 192 

Main verb, 36, 37, 38,44,49, 159, 188, 191, 
192 

Meaning (interpretation), 5, 6, 28, 43, 94, 
101,134, 160, 161, 167, 171, 186, 197n8. 
See also LF; Scope 

Minimalism, 153, 181-182 
Mirror image language, 14, 16. See also 

Finite state machine 

Modal, 36, 37,43,45,48,49,91, 102, 138, 
154, 155, 161, 162 

Monostring, 31, 33, 34 
Morphophonemics (morphology), 69, 70, 

74, 81, 91, 94, 100, 101, 153, 155, 159, 
163, 182, 183, 192, 198n7 

N't/not, 126-127 
Natural class, 111, 125, 138 
Negation Transformation (T16), 56, 75, 

86-88,91-93,95,96,98-100,102,105, 
109, 149, 150, 169, 172, 190, 191, 193, 
195 

as adjunction to a term, 64 
structural analysis of, 56, 86 

Negative data. See Negative evidence 
Negative evidence, 115, 118, 119, 121. See 

also Language acquisition 
Number Transformation (T15), 53-55, 57, 

59-61,62,64,72,73,77,79,92,94,102, 
104,130 

structural analysis of, 53, 59 
structural change of, 53, 60 

Overgeneration, f4, 80, 85, 86,113,114, 
116, 119, 120, 121, 126 

Passive Transformation (T12), 57, 59, 64, 
65, 100n19, 115, 145, 199n19 

Permutation, 64, 66, 75, 99, 142, 143. See 
also Transformation, Elementary 

cyclic,42 
Phonology 

explanation in, 17, 11, 118, 122, 178, 
198n12 

Phrase marker (PM), 30, 31,33,34,48,52, 
58,65 

derived, 51, 52, 59, 61 
initial, 51, 65, 132 
reduced (RPM), 33 

Phrase structure grammar, 16-20,24,28-
30,48, 129 

context-free, 16, 29, 34, 129 
context-sensitive, 17 

Phrase Structure rule, 17, 19,21,26-28,32, 
34, 48, 51, 54, 61, 70, 104, 128, 132 

context-free, 54, 104, 129 
context-sensitive, 54, 104 

Phrase Structure tree, collapsed, 21-26, 32, 
33,48 

Positive data. See Positive evidence 
Positive evidence, 115, 118, 119. See also 

Language acquisition 
Primary linguistic data (PLD), 39-40. See 

also Language acquisition 
Principles-and-Parameters, 200n3 

Procrastinate, 169n13, 183-186, 200n13 
Projection, 178 
Projection Principle, 134-135 
Pronominalization, 9-11. See also 

Constituency 
Proper Binding Condition, 158, 165, 167 

Quantificational statement, 107, 108-11 0, 
124 

Question forming, 8 

Readjustment rule, 101 
Recursion, 17, 19 
in the base, 23, 24, 130 

Relativized Minimality, 148, 191 
Rewrite rule, 16-19,21,26,32,48,72, 87 
Ross's problem, 69, 70, 109, 112, 114, 125, 

126, 135, 138, 161. See also Natural class 
Ru1e. See Transformation 

Scope, 101-102, 160. See also Meaning 
Selection, 112022, 126, 129, 130, 132-134, 

134n5, 136, 145 
c(ategorial)-, 133 
s(emantic)-, 133 

Selectional restriction, 70, 132, 133. See 
also Selection 

Semantic bootstrapping, 134. See also 
Language Acquisition 

Sequence of tense, 43, 138 
Set theory, 29, 31, 33, 34, 58, 63, 64, 75 
II, F] grammar. See Phrase structure 

grammar, context-free 
Sister, 197n5 
Sloppy identity, 196. See also VP ellipsis 
Specifier, 144, 145, 148. See also X-bar 

theory 
Split InfI, 163. See also Inflection 
AgrO as part of, 170-171 
AgrS as part of, 173 

Stranded affix, 83, 89, 123, 124, 153, 157, 
169, 181, 182, 191, 194, 200n14 

Filter, 123, 169 
Strength, 166, 200n 15 
Structural ambiguity, 22, 25-29,43, 114 
Structural analysis, 56, 68-70, 107, 108, 

119,142 
formalization of, 57-59 
satisfaction of, 59 

Structural change, 56, 59, 61, 119, 142 
formalization of, 64 

Structure dependence, 5, 8, 51, 76, 124, 127, 
128, 149. See also Constituency 

non-structure-dependent error, 8 
Subcategorization, 112n22, 126, 130, 133, 

134n5, 136 
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Subject, 8, 9, 16, 37, 38, 65, 134, 143 
Subject-Aux(iliary) Inversion (T18), 56, 57, 

66,73-75,78-80,86,98-101, 105, 107, 
112, 127, 141-145, 150. See also I-to-C 
movement 

as permutation, 64, 89, 99 
structural analysis of, 56 
structural change of, 75 

Subset principle, 117, 118, 121 
S(urface)-structure, 130, 167 
Swedish, 186, 187 
Symbol 
C,41,48,60, 62,69,87, 89,96,137,146 
initial, 16, 17,48 
nonterminal, 17-20,23,24,26,30-32,57, 
79, 106, 124 

terminal, 17,23,24,29,30,31,33,48,57, 
63, 79, 81, 106, 124 

Tl9, 66,144 
Term, 56-58,64,68, 106, 107, 124, 125 
Thematic role. See Theta-role 
Theta-Criterion, 135, 160, 163, 164, 178, 

179 
Theta-grid, 135 
Theta-role, 134, 160-162, 165 
agent, 135 
assigned to main verb, 159 
patient, 135, 137 
theme, 135 

Topicalization, 10, 11, 91. See also 
Constituency 

Trace (theory), 157, 158, 161, 165, 166, 169, 
171, 173, 179 

Transformation, 3, 8, 24, 51-56, 58, 63, 66, 
67, 69, 72, 73, 76, 78, 84, 87 

elementary, 64 
generalized (GT), 23, 24, 130 
lexical insertion, 26, 130 
obligatory, 59, 65, 77, 80, 105, 114, 115, 

119-124, 127 
optional, 41,59,65,75,77,114-116, ll9, 

120, 123, 124 
ordering of, 64, 65, ll5, ll6, ll9, 120, 

121, 123, 127 
singulary, 130 
structure-preserving, 62, 63 

Transitive verb, 125, 126, 135 
Tree pruning, 76 

Undergeneration, 85, 113, ll4, ll9, 120 

Variable, 57, 59,106, ll6, ll7, 121, 128 
placement, ll6, 121 

Verb movement. See Head movement, V
to-I raising 

VP-ellipsis, 108, 195-196 
V-to-I raising, 147, 151, 155, 157, 163, 167 

Wh-movement, 144, 145, 167 
Word boundary, 53, 62, 67, 81-85, 96-98, 

107 
Word Boundary Transformation (T2la), 

81,83, 120 
involving negative statements, 107 
obligatoriness of, 84 
structural analysis of, 81 
structural change of, 81 

X-bar schema, 128 
X-bar theory, 128, 130, 136, 139, 142, 145, 

149-l5l,178 
complement in, 129, 138, 144 
extended, 137 
head in, 129 
head-complement relations in, 131 
specifier in, 138, 144 

Zero morpheme, 44,72,192 
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Examples of English Phrase Structure and Transformational Rules 
from Syntactic Structures 

The following phrase structure rules appear on page 111 of Syntactic Structures. 

2:: # Sentence # [1] 

F: 1. Sentence -t NP + VP 
2. VP -t Verb + NP 
3. NP -t NPsing 

NPpl 
4. NPsing -t T + N + 0 
5. NPpl -t T+N+S[2] 
6. T -t the 
7. N -t man, ball, etc. 
8. Verb -t Aux+ V 
9. V -t hit, take, walk, read, etc. 
10. Aux -+ C(M) (have + en) (be + ing) 
11. M -+ will, can, may, shall, must 

The following transformational rules, which appear on pages 112-113 of Syntactic Structure~, 
are discussed in this book. Each is given with its Syntactic Structures name and, where applI
cable, the nickname by which it is generally known and under which it is discussed here. 
(SA = structural analysis; SC = structural change) 

12. Passive (optional) 
SA: NP-Aux- V-NP 
SC: Xl - X2 - X3 - Xt -+ Xt - X2 + be + ell - X3 - by + X 

15. Number Transformation (obligatory) 
SA: X-C- Y 

{
s in the context NPsing __ } 

SC: C -+ 0 in other contexts 
past in any context 

16. ~101 "Negation Transformation" (optional) 

{

NP-C- V... } 131 
NP-C+M- .. . 

SA: NP - C + have - .. . 
NP-C+be- .. . 

SC: Xl - X2 - X3 -+ Xl - X2 + n't - X3 

17. TA "Affirmation" (optional) 
SA: same as 16 
SC: Xl - X2 - X3 -+ Xl - X2 + A - X3 

18. Tq "Subject-Aux Inversion" (optional) 
SA: same as 16 
SC: . Xl - X2 - X3 -+ X2 - Xl - X3 



19. TIVI "Wh-Movement" (optional and conditional on Tq) 
SA: X NP - Y (X or Y may be null) 
SC: same as 18 

20. Auxiliary Transformation ''Affix Hopping" (obligatory) 
SA: X - "Af" - "v" - Y (where "Af" is any C or is en or ing; "v" is any M or V, or have 

or be) 
SC: Xl - X2 - X3 - X4 --+ Xl - X3 - X2 # - X4 

2la. Word Boundary Transformation (obligatory)[4] 
SA: X - Y (where X =F "v" or Y =F "Af") 
SC: Xl - X2 --+ Xl - # X2 

2lb. Do-Transformation "Do-Support" (obligatory) 
SA: # - "Af" 
SC: Xl - X2 --+ Xl - do + X2 

[1] For brevity, S is used in this book rather than Sentence. 
[2] s is used in this book rather than S to avoid confusion with the abbreviation S for Sentence. 
[3] "V ... " (for example) means 'V followed by anything at all'; it is equivalent to V + X or V 
X. The notation in Syntactic Structures is somewhat inconsistent on this point. 
[4] Transformations 2la and 2lb are both numbered 21 in Syntactic Structures. 
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